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FC 
On behalf of the Bombay Humanitarian League. 

·1 have great pleasure in presenting this valuable ~ubli
cation to all interested in the question of Caule~ 
WeHare especially the Cow-protectionists. The subject 
being one of the highest humanitarian interest aDd 
having a great bearing on the physical and economic. 
interests of the country. wiII be read with great 
interest by all alike. 

The present publication is the first prize Essay 
. of the Bombay Humanitarian League Prize Compe
tition Essay scheme No. 92 announced in the year 
1932 with the co-operation of the leaaing cow pro
tection Associations like the Bombay Gorakshak 
M anaali. Shri Gogras Gojivdan Manaal ana The 
Indian CoUon Exchange Ltd. The' author. Mi.' 
Muljil;>hai B. Baraa. as will be. seen from the treat. 
ment of the subject. has made a deep study of the 
caule problem and has very thoughtfully aiscussea the 
various points relevent thereto. concluding each 
chapter with his suggestions for future efforts for the 
welfare of the C:;;ule. This will be very useful to the' 
societies and individuals working for the cause of cow
protection. It is gratifying to note that the objects of 
the League in holding such annual Prize Essay Com-
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petitions, viz. ec1ucating the future generations by 
making them read the books of reference prescribed 
for. various Prize Essay Schemes and evolving new 
literature through Indian students 011 various topics of 
humanitarianism, are thus being effectively fuIfillec1. I 
am sUre the present publication so ably written by 
Mr. Muljibhai B. Barad. will fulfil a long felt want 
of a book on .. Cattle Problem" with reliable facts 
and figures. 

I congratulate the author for his very asefuI 
Essay and 'appeal to all young men to study this. 
important subject. The solution of social, moral, ec0-

nomic and other problems that face us to-day.
some in an encouraging way and others with rather 
• gloomy outlook.-rests with the youog. generation 
at present studying in schools and colleges to equip 
themselves to shoulder the responsibilities that await 
them as future citizens. Careful study of humani
tarian and other problems by them' during their student 
life. wiD therefore materially add to their I~ture 
prospecl$ of success· 

My thanks are due to the above named Socie
ties that co-operated with the league in this scheme. 
I take this opportuoity to draw the attention of 

. similar humanitarian and cow protection Associations 
in India to the very great importance ~ such Prize 



Essay schemes and "lJiggest them to aDRoUnce such • 
.dtemes in their respective Provinces. 

Finally, i appeal to all couotrymen' to reaiise 
the need for incre~sing the humanitarian activities iii 
India, a" cOuotry having 'a world wiae reputation for 
its highest humanitarian ideals aDd 'with thalviiw to 
help the Bombay Humanitarian League" in ev'e;y 
possible way for further progresi of its noble' missiono 

. I request the reaaers to peruse the book ca~" 
fully and sena us their opinion ana sugg8Jtions on 
this subject. . 

Literature on humanitarian topics can be had 
. free' by asking for the same from the following aadress 
endosiug one anDa postal stamp to cover postage 
charges: ' 

149, Shroff Bazar,} 
Bombay, 2. 

July, 1934. J 

Lallubhai·D.Jhaveri 

"f;'~t. 

Bombay Humanitarian League. 



Introduction. 
As one interestea in. humanitarian matters, I 

ftiel it· a great pleasure in introducing this impQrtant 
&ok: on .. Cattle Problem in India", This book: has . .' . 
established its merits by winning the First Prize in . . . 
the llo~ay Humanitarian League Prize Essay Com· 
petitioll Scheme Nil; 92 held iIJ. the year 1932. 

The importance of cattle ill India is supreme. 
Perhaps ill 110 other COUlltry of the Worla, cattle are 
so indispensible as they are ill India which is pre. 
eminently an agricultural country ana whose agricultu. 
ral ope~ations mainly depena on Agricultural cattle. 
Apart from this the coUDbY's aemana for millt ana 
'(Iairy products also need milch cattle in large numbers. 
Thus cattle play an important part ill the national 
interest of India and constitute one of its big assests. 

Inspite of such supreme importaBce of cattle, 
it is regrettable that the attention paid to it by the 
Stale. and the Public is scanty. The National 
Leaders in the Country have so far neglectea the 
question. They seep! to have forgotten that cattle is 
a Nation~ aSlest ana is the main' factor for the 
economic inaepenaence of~our country. . Their apathy. 
therefore, for this important question is in a way 

•. detrimental 010 our political efforts. It should be re-
o ~, • 
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membered that theie can be no real' prosperity in· II 
country especially ,in an agricultural country which 
fails to ~rotect the real back bones of agriculture. . 

The inadequacy of the' cattle. wealth of India 
at' present· hardly needs any proof., The dearth of 
milk and its bye-products, heavy infant mortality 'pc;! 
general death rate, insufficient number of .bJdlockf. ~ 
agriculture ana such other glaring· fact. 10.. whi~" 
reference, has been made by Mr. Baradin the pre$ept 
Book are an index to the anxious situatiolll. il~1!t 
cattle in our muntry. In my booklet "Cattle ProbleJII. 
in India", firs!. edition of which was published by the 
Humanitarian League in the year 1927 when thl! 
question of prohibition of slaughter C?f useful milch ~d 
agricultural animals upto a particuhir age was· being 
discussed by the Bombay Municipal Corporati~n" I 
have given reliable facts and figures on 'the questioq. 
I am glad to note that the writer of the present book 
has, besides quoting the. same, further supplemented 
them with more facts which clearly establish the 
.Jisappointing conditions of the most useful. Nation~ 
Wealth. . 

Without enlering into the details 1 . should like 
to say something about the principal causes that 
lead to the deplorable condition. of cattle .. Tke chief 
(actor in regular exploitation of cattle we.a~h is. 'If_ 
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in beef, hides. bones . etc. Sine'! 'last several years 
slaughter of cows for supply of 'beef has become a 

'Iicensed business. History tells us that even during 
Muslim Rule over Indi. sanctity of Cow had due regard 
and Firman. for prohibition of slaughter of cows were 
issued from time to time. It is only during recent 
years that the use 'of beef has become common 
amoug the Mohomedaos. Milch and agricultural 
cattle. young ud 'Old are daily killed indiscriminately 
in overwhelming numbers to' the economic detriment 
,of the Country. In reply "to the Bombay Humani· 
tarian League's letter the President, Kurla Munici
pality wrote "the slaughter of milch cattle going on 
.t Kurla' i. obviously for trade in hides, bones, Resh 
and Dot to supply meat to local population." This 
dearly shows that slaughter of cattle is carried on for 
trade', purposes also in contravention to the Municipal 
rules. 

n~ Government Policy with regaril to ad
ministration of Forests' and rigid rules regulating 
access to pastures which were once freely accessible to 
the live-stock of the Country. veterinary education and 
the tarilf policy as affecting' the' hide Industry of 

, the Country-these are all factors detrimental to the 
interests of the cattle. 

From all consiaerations the need of bovin~ 
species for National prosperity can in no way be 
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minimised. The twentieth century 'needs the help' 
of ample and efficient live-stock. The bovine species 
is iodispensible to agricultural India. It is the chief 
motive power 10 agriculture. It is essential to 'im
prove our motive forces and save them from wanton 
and deliberate extinction. This can only . be done 
by preserving the Iraditional integrity which the cow 
used to enjoy at the hands of the Aryan Race. 

There is much to be said with reiarq to the 
Cattle Problem. The writer of the preSeR! book has 
treated the subject in several aspects which. I hope. 
will give the readers much to know and lhink. J 
congratulate Mr. Barad for his lucid treatment of the 
subject and thank the Bombay Humanitarian League, 
as also other" Associations for their welcome move in 
encouraging educated men to take interest in the subject 
alia evolving much neeaed authoriti~s and literature. 

Yours etc. 

MAGANLAL M. SHAH. 
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Cattle Problem in India 
BY 

MULJIBHAI B. BARAD, B. A,. S. T. C. 
(Heaa Master, Higli School, Nar.) 

,Chapter I 
'the Imporlance Of caws and eaH'a In fndla.from 

rsllglaus canslderallans. 

'J:t t the very start let it be clearly stated here that 
1 1 from the very infancy of the Aryan civilisatiOll 

the cow ana the bull haa come to occupy II privileged 
IIna honoured position by dint of their sheer usefulness 
and beneficence. But with the advance in that civili. 
sation. both ia ladia aDd in Persia, there was also 
an aelv'aace ill the esteem of the cow ana the bull. 
From a careful reading of the following extracts from 
several sacred books, it will be clear that the original 
nndity, attached to the lives of cows aDd bulls from 
purely economical considerations reached II spiritual 
height beyona which it is impossible to soar. 

In what esteem the seers of the Rig Veda hela 
lhe cow. may be gathered lrom the following:-

, "May· the tows (lie) g'Ood Iud: (to me). May 
Indra bestow cows upon me. May the cow-milk: 
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(he) the fooa of the excellent Soma, 0 people. th~ 
very cows are Inara. I, really, long for Idea with 
all lD1hea rt." Rig Veda 6. -28. 5. 

"0, oft-involte.l (In~ra). may we swim across the 
evil mentality. a child of wicieilness. with the help 
of cows, anel may we completely satisfy our hunger 
with coro," Rig Vea.. 10. 42. 10. 

While spealting ahont the great value attachec1 to 
the cows by the vedic Aryan, says J- T. Wheeler in 
rus" history of I~dia under MlISsaimllll Rule:- ' 

"Li\e ,the aborigines, the vedic Indians wert' pri
marily pastoral: the stress laid by the poets on the 
possession of cows is almost pathetic. The name of 
the sacrificial fee. claItshina, -is explaine.l, as referring 
originally to a cow, placed on the right hand of the 

'sinier for hi. reward. -The singers delight to compare 
their songs to Indra with the lowing of cows to their 
-calves." 

-The secret of all the pathetic stress refern:d to 
above lies in the fact that the cows were a money 
unit (vid~ Rig Veda 4. 24, 10). suslainers of creatures 
(Ibia 8,' 41, 1). dispellers of poverty (Ibia, 1.53.4; 
10. 42. 10), bringers of joy by ... miag inallspicious 
things into auspicious ones (Ibid 6, 28. 6). bringen 
of gOocl luck ana also of fame and glory 10 their 
owners (Ibid I, 164, 27; 1<>.- 64. 11). 
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Says. a singer of the Rig Veda:-

"Here is come the inviolable cow, the guardian 
of wealth. lowing and longing for her calf. May 1 
milk her for the Ashwins ana may she .prosper t~ 
.bring great. fortune." Rig Veaa 1. 164. 27. 

What love.· soliciiation. sanctity are here dis. 
played by the Vedic singer for the eo'w I 

Now let .us turD our attention to what the Zend 
A vesta has to say abciut the co'w. the bun ana other 
animals. 

1. "0 Maker of the m~terial .worlel. Thou Hol~ 
One I Which is the first place where th~ E~rth feels 
most happy r' . . 
Ahur Mazda answerea:-

"It is the place whereon one of the faithfuT' steps 
forward. 0 Spitama Zarathustral with the. holy wood 
in his hand ...•..••.•..••• fulfilling the laws with love 
and beseeching alouel Mithra. the Lord of wiae pastures 
and Rama Hvastra." . 

2.3. "0 Maker of the Material World •.•• ~ •••.••• 
which is the secona place where the Earth feel~ mosl 
happy}" 

Ahur Mazda answere(l:-
"It IS the plaCe whereo3 one of theEaithfuf erects 

'a ho\!&e. with a :priest withinf wilh cattle. "ilh a 
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wife, with children and good herds within, and where. 
in afterwards the cattle go on thriving,. holiness is 
,thriving, ladder is thriving •••••••••••• anel every blessing 
~f Jjfe is thriving." 

5·6. "Oh Maker of the Material World .......... . 
Which is the fourth place where the Earth feels 
most happy}~ A. M. answered:-Ult is the place. 
:where there is most increase of flocks and herds." 
Fargard !U S. B. E. Vol. IV. p. p. 22-24. 

All these passages deady show what great impor
lance. was attached to cows, flocks and herds by the 
Aryan settlers ill Persi!!. But the following passages 
will show how very solicitous A. M. himseH is .for , 
the welfare of the cow in ,particular. 

"Those plants. 1 Ahura Mazda, rain down upon 
,the earth. 10 bring food to the faithful and fodder to 
.the beneficent cow." Fargard V.- 20-

"'He (the dog.) marches in front like a warrior: 
he fights fpr the belleficeQt cow like a warrior." 
Fargara XIlI •. 45. 

III F argara XXI.I, we come across the following 
passage:-

:'HaiL holy.b.ill 1. Hail to thee beneficent bull I 
Hail to th~. who .makest illctease I Hail to thee. 
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who makest growth I· Hail to thee, .who 'dost bestow 
thy gifts upon the excellent faithful and who will 
bestow them on. the faithful yet .unborn I" 

To fully understand to what emiDent position the 
cow and the bull have been raised in the above 
passages one has to bear in mind that' 'beneficent' 
'is an attributive term applied to Ahura Mazda himseH. 
The following extract from the S. B. E, Vol. XXIII.'> 
p. 28 will be interesting and illuminating:-

Then Zarathustra . said: "Reveal unto me that 
Dame of thine. 0 Ahuu Mazda! that is the greatest. 
the best, the fairest. the most fiendsmiting, the best 
healing, that dE's:royeth best the malice of Daevas 
and men." 

Ahura Mazd3 replied unto him :, 
"My second name is the Herd-giver. My 

thirteenth name is the most Beneficent. My' Name 
is the Beneficent One." 

Further, the Zend Avesta bears t~stimony DO~ 
only to the' beneficence of Ihl' cow but also to her 
sacreaness. To ccnvince oneself of this one has only 
to read the following passage:-

·~He. who from RightllOusness .shall verily per

form for me. Eor Zarathustra, that· which is thus mos~ 
helpful (for my cause) according. to my.~arDest I wish. 
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on him shall they bestow reward beyond this .Earth. 
with all· the mental blessings gainea through the sacred 
mother kine." S. B. E. XXXI p. 144. 

This much should suffice to give a dear iaea of 
.the sanctity and exaltation bestowed upon the cows 
and bulls by Zorostrianism. 

Great as these sanctity ana exaltation bestowed 
:upon the' cows ana bulls by Zorostrianism are. those 
bestowea bJ' later-aay Hinduism are still greater as 
may well be seen from an examination of the Brah
.manas. the Epics. and the Puranas. We can reproduce 
numerous extracts in corroboration of Ihis statemenl; 
·but for obvious limitations of I ime ana space. we have 
to conteRt ourselves wi th the citation of only a few 
01 the passages and a bare mention of some salient 
points containd in others. 

'In Shatapatha Brahmana II. 2. 1. 2. the cow is 
called a mother; in III. 2. 4.10 she i. called speech; 
in III 2.4. 15. 16 she is said to be thought and milta. 
intelligence ana Dakshina, and supreme as well as 
worthy of worship. In this connedionthe followiq 
extract from the same book will be read with great 
interest:-

"He then mutters in her right ear;' '0 Ida. 
hlith~ome. adorable. lovable, bright.. shining. Aditi 
(inviolable). Saraswati (sapfuJ) mighty. gloriou&-these 
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.are thy names. 0 cow; telL thou the gods or me as 
a doer 01 geod I"~ Shat. Hrah. 1 \t. 5, v, 10. 

A reference to S. B. E. Vol. XII. p. 188 reveals 
the fact that such majestic names as f<I'Iti! (containing 
all life). , r.~~ (all doing). and ~Ir (ail sustaining) 
were being given to cows in those early days~ On 

. page 353 of the same book Cows are called strength 
and aftIuence; an~ in Shatapatha Brahmana not only 
the cows but even cattle are identified with Saraswati. 
Pushan, and ~avitri. Shata. Brah. III. 1. 4 •. 9. I. 4. 
14, ~2, I, 38; 2, 2. 3; and 2.2.30; and also ,So B. 
E. Vol. XXIII. p. 49. 

Thus the cows had been deilied even prior to 
the composition of the .Epics. Now Itt ·us see what 
additional deification has been bestowed upon· the 
cows by the Epics themselves. 

Nahusha said :"' .. l..a; half or the whole of the 
kingaom be given to the .fishermen. I deem that .1.0 be' 

: the (just) price;, or ~hat el8e do you- suppeS\!. 
o Brahmana ).. 12. 

Chyavana said :-".0 King. neither the haIf nor 
the whole of thy kingdom is my proper price. Pay 
a price worthy of myself.· Let consultation be made 
with the sages." 13. . 

Nahusha saiil:-"O sage amongst the Brahmanas, 
get up. Oh Bhargava, you are bought for a cow. Oh 
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the best of righteous per~ons. I aetm that to be your 
price." 25, 

Chyavana said:-"O King. here I get up. Oh 
sinless one. I am properly bought by thee." 26. 

"Oh brave king. the glorification. the hearing 
(of it). the bestowal and the sight of the cows are 
praiseworthy. auspicious and destructive of all sins." 27. 

"Cows are always the abode 01 I...axmi, and they 
are guileless. Ever do the cows produce food and 
the noblest ofEeriug to the gods." 28. 

"On the ceW$ do L"-e offerings both to the gods 
and the manes depend. COW! conduct the sacrifice 
and (constitute) its mouth." 29. 

"Indeed they bear and shower divine IlIld irnperi. 
&hable neclar. They are a certainly receptacle of nectar 
and venerated by the whole universe. , •. 30. .. 

"In this world the cows resemble the Eire in 
their lustre and their forms. Cows are ind-l a 
lDighty power, and the bestowers of happiness 011 

beings." 3\. 

"A herd of cows. resting ana breathing fearlessly 
in a country. brings glory to it ana washes away 
its sins. 32. 

''Cows are a ladaer to heaven, and are worship' 
ped even there. Cows "lire the desire. yielding goadesses, 
(and) nothing nobler than they is (ever) heard of." 33. 
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"Ok best of Bharatas. thus have i' related to yol1 
only a fraction of that greatness of' the cows. whicll" 
it is impossible to relate 'm" it$" entirety.'·' 34. 

Anushasalui Par'va; Chapter U; 

"Oh sinless one, frOID hellCe I shal\. describe ro 
:you (the Inerits of) giving cow~ Cows are superior , 
to ascetics ud" hence to aIL 37." 

"HeDce the God Shiva, lives ill their 'CCllIll'any 
'Bnd practises austerities. With Soma." 0 Bharata; 
they live in the worla of Brahm&. the highest: region •. 
sought, &Ad ceaciliea by perfected &ahmaJNI sage~. Oil. 
Bhatata; because they serve with their milk. clarified 
butter. curds, dung. hKles. bones,norcs. una hait". and 
are always active; without minding cola DC heat. DC 

the suffering causea by the" rains, they reach the high. 
est abode to company with the Brahman8s.'· ~ s:-41: ' 

Anushasaaa' Parva Quip. LXVI. 

Said, Saudasa--''Oh sinless Lord. what is CODsider~, 
ed so sacrea tn the tlwee worlas that by its constant: 
menlioD .. nrort..I may WiD' the highest merit t' 3. 

Saia BhisklDa:-·iSweet-smelling COWl, having the 
fragrance of bdellium, Ire the support of beings. and 
'are a great abode of blessings!' 5.," 

"Cows comprehena the past and the future, ana 
they are prestine nourishment. Likewise the cows are 



the abocle of Laxmi. and nothing given to the ccow 
goes to waste." 6 Ibid Chap. LXXVIII. 

Said )'uddhishthira:-"Oh granafather, tell me 
what is the holiest of the holy. noble and the best 
purifier in the worla r' I 

Saia Bhishma:-"The exaltea ana holy cows save 
men (ana) they support all these beings with their 
clarifiea butler ana milk." 2 

"Oh best of Bharatas, there is nothing holier 
than the cows. They are the Boblest in the three wOllds 
holy and pure." 3. 

"Inaeea. the cows live above the goos." 4. 
Ibia Chapter LXXXI. 

Now let us have a . sample of the glorification of 
the cows from the Puranas., The Varaha Purana des-' 
cribes the glory of cows as nnaer:-

"The wind.goa. resiae in their teeth and the 
Goddess of Learning in their tongue. Demigods occupy 
the inside of hoofs. while (divine) serpears the outer 
part thereof. 

"'Sadhyas (beings striving fotperfection) reside 
in the joints (while) the sun and the moon in the 
eyes. All the constenations occupy the hump, while 
the Goa of Death the rail. 

"All the holy places resiae in the ventris Crepitus 
and the ri ver Ganges in the now (of urine). The 
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four oceans interspersea with various . islands ana the 
sages aw .. Jl in the ·pores of the skin while Laxmi in 
the dung. In the bristlt's are all the sciences and the 
two solstices in her skin and hair. 

"There is no doubt (bl1t) that fortitude, sustenance 
forbearance, nourishment, prosperity. memory. intelli
gence. modesty, beauty. glory. learning. peacefulness. 
wisdom and the best issue-.all these go wherever the 
cows go. 

"Wherever the cows. with the Lord of gods at 
their head. are. there is the whole creation. Where 
the cows are, there is Laxmi and the primeval 
Sankhya Religion. The venerable cows are always 
present in all the forms. 

"Cows are holy and auspicious. ·They areWof
shipped even by' deities; He who serves them with 
devotion becomes free· from all sins." 

In summing up it may be stated' here that the 
Cow, who was at first,' simply a supporter of men, 
dispeller of poverty. ·giver of joy. an instrument to 
change inauspicious things into auspicious ones. slowly 
began to rise in the estimate of men. by being indenti
fied with the earth. with the Godaess of speech, with 
Savitri and Pushan and was finally placed at the head 
of all beings as the holiest of the holy. capable of 
freeing her aevotees from all sins and therefore 
worshipable even by deitiet. . 



Chapfe .... 

The Importance of Cows and Cattls In India from 
,Ph,..i ...... nd Economical ,Con.idsrationa. 

E <veil a superficial pbserver must have 'Doliced that 
th~ n),odem youth )nlndill is far ,inferior 'iD 

"tjUDiPA to hi, :predecesso(, r~ovoo fr,om himoDly ~ 
a generatioD or two. What is this due to ~ Isil 'OD 

,lJCCPUDt q£ his b,eiDg ,giV8D lo ,too ·much tea ana 
.tobaa:o,~ o.r ,is it Que to mal~DutritioD both iD child
'hooel, aDdth~r!,af~er ? q,,( answer to !hesequestioDS 
,is 1411t ~h.ile ,.,,11 Jh~ abov~!DentioDea factors and son)e 
others have cODtributoo to the lowering iD the stan)iDli 
_ofth~ :\lIst lwP g~JleratiQIIS, lIothillg els!, has llO$ibuted 
.$I! IDU~ .9 ~~as 'maJ.'-.lI~itioll aue 'to I aD mcreasiog 
iDsufficieDCY aDa alla~ "of Du!ritio!lS .fOQd~. ~pecially 
milk .lIIIQghee, which \Ire mllst 'Deooea, fOl a ,healthy 
gro'YIh. 'bymeJl alld ,!~mejlin their early childhood. 

HQwlllilk IJIlcl .gh~ ,re, y,il!d De.:essity til • 

b~thy ,g~wtll .Qf .chil~ -especially ia II vegetarian 
<!DUDIly lik.e ID,<1i", alld ~ muchln~iahas ·tCl :luffer 
Oil aCCQUDt ,of ,the growing ,scarcity of lhese precious 
.rticles 1)( ,£<JOi ~~ be d~ .Iron) the followi,ng extracts 
:(rom authQl'iti\bVe writiDgI. 

"Secure ·the milk-supply. ODe ohhe first aatiooal 
obligatioDs is not oDly to secure. Clur milk-supply hut 
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to increase it and Cheapen it. The war will, to 
a considerable extent, deplete the man power of the 
Empire. The~urest way' to replenish it is to provide 
aD adequate supply of milk for the coming generation. 
Milk and product 01 milk are far and away the nouri. 
shing food for the young-for those who ar.e destined 
to replenish the virile strength of the nation. No effort 
sh"uld, therefore, be spared to secure a far more 
plentiful aDd cheaper supply than we had in pre.war 
days ..•.••..•.... We want a plentiful milk.supply-so 
plentiful that our young people may never suffer from 
a ~hortlJge of ,thisnaturai body-building food; but we 
must confine our horned cattle. rearing principally to 

"milkera.O'!l' countryi~ too small and too densely 
populated to grow homed cattle for food." p. 15 • 

.. The Toller and Jliil Food" 
by Sir William Cooper. 

5.omething more emphatiC and explicit than even 
the above has been said in ihis very connection by 
Ralph A. Hayne of the Agricultur~' Extension 
Departmept. U. S. A. H~e il what he .has said:-

"It's a crime for any man, who owns a cow, to 
sell a pint of milk or a pound of butter before his 
,children, his wife and himself have milk to drink every 
day ana cream and butter to eat each meal. 
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"There are several theusand dairymen. who are 
so anxious to get the milk-can full. before it is hauled 
off the farm. that they starve their own boys ana girls 
by compelling them to eat counterfeit bulter. by aepriv
ing them of milk. the best foo~ on earth. aaa for which 
there is no substitute." 

"The dairy-man. who does this, knowing that he 
is aepriving his family of. health-making food, needs a 
vacation in jail until he wakes np to the fact that his 
family is worth more than a few gallons of milk." 

"More than one milk-selling dairy-man has used 
the money he got for milk to pay doctor's bills for 

: his family. sick because they had to do without milk." 

"Rickets. bow-legs and poor teeth in children 
result from not using milk." 

"If you want your boys and girls to grow into 
big. strong men and women give them milk and butler 
three times a day:' 

"We can pile food before our children and still 
starve their bones." 

"If you want to stay away from hardening of the 
arteries. high blood-pressure. stomach and liver trouble; 
if you want to build a resistance against cancer. heart-
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• trouble. catarrh. cold and the hundred diseases that 
age and kill people b~fore their time, eat butler and 

1 drink mi~ and lots of it." 

"Two quarts of mi~ a day will Leat all the 
: monkey glands. sanatoriums. mud baths and rest cures 

that we can pile up for keeping men and women 
. ! young and healthy." 

Cow-the Mother of Prosperity p. 58. 

The above extracts must serve as eye-openers. 
If mi~ and its products are felt as a crying need even 
in f1esh-eating countries like England and America, 
how much more should they be so in Ind ia. where a 
vast majority of the people are vegetarians. and where. 
as will be seen Jater on, mi~ is much dearer than in 
the ether two countries even though India is niuch 
poorer than the other two ) 

Apr~pos this very subject the words of W. Smith, 
Imperial Dairy Expert, will, we trust, be read with 
lome profit. He writes:-

"The cow is held in veneration by the HindI! 
Community, and the whole of the people of India. 
whether Hindu, M"hemaciQII, Silth or Christian, look 
to her for a part of their daily food-supply' in the 
form of milk or ghee "(clarified butter), or other milk 
products. The great mass of Indians are "egetarians. 



and' there is nothing wliich caiI take the plate 01 milk 
and milk.fats in theil' dietary. Reoent investigations' 
have proved that the vegetable- oilt, which are offered.' 
as butter.fat substitutes, are lacking in what is known 
as vitamines, which . aFe essential to the growtH and 
ge-neral well. being of the body. Most Indians do not 
eat animal fats and conse-quently for the fatty pat! of 
their daily ration rich in the necessary vitamine 
principle, they must' rely on butter fat alone." 

"In view of these facts, it seems that even from 
a .purely utilitarian point of view. it is gooa to have· 
a very special regard for the cow. and all which per. 
tains to her well.being. and consequently cow protec
tion is II; necessary plank. in the economic platform of 
Inaian progress." Ag. Journal of India Vol. XVII. 
P. I. Jan. 1922. p. 18. 

Thus as milk ana ils procucts.· are so vitali" 
needed. for the physical growth and health of men. there 
i!O no wonder that· due to the growing scarcity and 
the· consequent· dearth of these precious articles of fooa; 
India is maae to pay the heaviest toll' in mortality. 
H ow very dear, milk· in India.' is at present; why it 
is so very dear; ana consequently what heavy toll'1 
India pays ·in mortality will clearly be seen: from the 
following authoritative· writing5:-

After. making, a detailed.·. and careful calculation, 
o( . the COlt ofmaiDteDllnc:e lind the milk.yiela of a 
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gooa cow kept in Lahore, writes Mr •. Shiva Dutta ,. 
his Paper on the Milk Supply of Lahore 192 f:-

"This means that a good cow in Lahore produces ., 
lb. of milk at a cost of about Re. 0-5..:.0" 

In this very paper he calculates that a buffalo in 
Lahore, can produce an equal, quantity of milk at a' 
cost of about Re. 0-4-0. 

Then he goes on to write:-"Compared with these 
figures the average cost of production per pound of 
cow's milk (1) in America is taken, at a dollar per 
1 00 lbs. or roughly aD anna a seer (about 2 Ibs. ) ...... 
(2) In the Argentine the whole is stated at 2l d. a 
gallon." (Viae A Paper on the Milk Supply of 
Lahore in 1921 by Shiva Duua, M. A. F eUow of 
R. E. Society, pp. 38-39). 

Apropos the high price of milk in Inaia, say the 
Committee, appointed to consider the question . of the 
MaintenllDce and Improvement of the existing Cattle 
Breeds of the Bombay Presidency in their Report 
of 1923:-

, . 
"Milk in Inclia, to·day, is anything from 2 to 6 

times dearer than in any other country in the world." 

Speaking about the comparative prices of milk 
ad other articles of food in Inclia and other countries. 
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the Member.s. of the All India Cow Conference Asso. 
~ . 

ciation, Calcutta 1921, represent in their Memorial 
to the Viceroy:-

PaM 7. "That the rise in the price of milk ana 
milk-proaucts has been out of all proportions to the 
current tendency to an all.rouna rise in the price of 
commoaities, for ",hile in the course of the last 60 
years the price of' food grains has risen 5 to 7 times', 
. that of milk has risen more than 40 times: further 
while the price of most other commodities in England 
and in the U. S. A. is double and sometimes even 4 
times !hat of the same in Inaia, milk sells there at 
the· same pric,e as here and some times at ':' cheaper 
rate. In addition there has been an abnormal rise in. 
the price of ~ttle as well. In Akbar's time 'cows 
giving 20 quarts of milk a aay used to sell at Rs. 10;' 
fifteen to 20 years ago .uch cows could be haa for 
about. R.s, 150, whereas th~y are hardly available now 
for Rs. 400: and similar has been the rise in the' 
price of bulls ana bullocks as well!' 

From all the foregoing quotations the following 
facts stand out quite c1early:-

(I) Milk and its procucts are' a very vital necessity 
for the growth and health of childrea. 

(2) Milk in I.ndia is much dearer than it is 
elsewhere, 
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(3) There has been an abnormal rise in the pricli 
of milk an:! cattle during the'last few years. 

Now why and how the prices of milk and cattle 
have jumpe 1 up auring the last few years may be seen 
from the following' statistical ana other data. 

(a) A Montgomary cow with an average of 2800 
Ibs. per annum coula be purchased:-

In 1903 for less than Rs. 70 
1905 for about Rs. 85 
1908 .. .. 100 
1911 " " 98 (a famine year) 
1914 .. .i 120 
1919 .. I' 200 
1921 .. .. 220 

(b) A Murrah buffalo with an average yield of 
3500 Ibs. per annum:-

In 1903 for about Rs. 80 
1908 .. .. 110' 
1911 .. .. 100 (a fainine year) 
1914 .. .. 140 
1919 .. .. ' 250 
1921 " .. 325 

Vide; p. 23 of 'A Paper' on' Milk Supply" of 
Lahore in 1921. by Mr; Shiva Dutta. M. A. 
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Let. Us _ now examine the causes of this rapid rise 
In. pnces. 

Even as far back as 1916, wrote E. W. Oliver. 
M. R. V.; 5., F. Z.S., Superinte-;\ent, Civil Veterinary 
Department. U. P., regarding .the! growing difficulty 
in -getting sufficient milk:-

"Where shan we get our milk-supply in future ~ 
This important question needs consideration, for it is 
a well-known fact that milch cattle in India are 
deteriorating rapidly." 

"The Government Military dairies in India are 
experiencing a difficulty in obtaining good milch cattle 
notwithstanding that there are specialists devoting the 
whole of their time purchasing for this department. 
They find it almost impossible to get even passable 
cows and the position . is little better with regard to 
buffaloes. The dilficulty increases every year," 

Another great officer. Lieut, Col. J. Maston. while 
dwelling I,In the same, topic writes:-

While we come to the other function of cattle, 
namely production of milk. the position is very serious, 
indeed ...... The appalling, shortage of milk in the cities 
i~ illdeed, the clearest proof -of deficiency of milch 
catile, though cattle Iwarm. Baa as the position is 
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now. however. it" would not be so disquieting were it 
not that the eviaence points to a very much worse 
state of affairs in future." 

"Fifteen to twenty years ago milk was cheap and 
in sufficient supply for the demand •.•....••.... There 
must be thousands of Inaian children at this moment 

. whose parents need milk for them ana are willing to. 
pay a price which woula return a . good profit if the 
dairy industry were even moaerately organized .•••.•.•.. 
The shortage is so great that the available supply meets 
the demand only after a degree oUadulteration in the 
hands of the distributors which practically cancels the 
value. At the same time the price of market milk 
has risen to a point at which the pure milk cOntainecl 
in it sells at almost incredible rates in some cities. 
The large demana ana the higher prices ruling should 
have inauced the required increase in supply. But 
they have not. Why) The proximate cause is that the 
districts whicn breed them no longer put out a suffi
cient number of gooa dairy cattle to meet the demand. 

"Fifteen to twenty years ago the cattle requirea 
for urban dairies were maiDly obtained from the Punjab. 
Large numbers of Sanhiwal cows could be bought in 
Amritsar. ana equally large nurnbers of the local breed 
from Hariana. at moderate prices. The supply from 
both these sources has practically aried up now. In 
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Sind there is still a certain supply of cows available. 
but it is all too small to meet the deman {. In conse
quence of these changes many more buffaloes are now 
usea for town-dairying and in turn the good breeds 
of these, animals are proving unable to -meet the 
demand. In 1911 the writer bought some 150') milch 
buffaloes in about 3 months from the country round 
Rohtak. Hissar and Fazilka at an average price in 
the neighbourhood of Rs. 100. In reCent times five 
or six hundred would have been the limit obtainable 
with similar efforts. while the price has risen to 
between Rs. 250 and Rs. 300." Ag. Journal of 
India. Vol. XVII. Part V. Sept. 1922. 

Thus it will be' seen that in about two decades 
'sufficiency of milk and milch cattle was changed into 
deficiency of both. Now let officials themselves answer 
what the cause of such a deplorable change is. Conti
nues Lieut. Col. J. Maston;-

"One serious aspect oE the case. now that the 
number demanded is greater than the on..coming supply 
caJl furnish. lies in the peculiar character of Indian 
dairying· which makes it so very wasteful. The 
breeding grounds' are far removed from most of the 
cities. and no' cow is exported without her calf. She 
never returns. nor does her caU, and she milks for 
one period only and does notbreecl again in the city 
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gowalla's hands; so has to be replaced annually. 

"This wastage wc.uld not matter if ,the present 
stock were suHic:ient; but it is not. The exporting 
districts. with plenty of caule, haye a diminishing 
number of the milking class. Here we encounter another 
peculiar feature. The export is entirely of the best 
cattle. but there is DO compensating wasla6e of the 
inferior slack. These are retair.ed in increasing numbers 
ana breed· unchecked aDd the result caD only be to 
lower the average quality." Ag. Journal of India, 
Vol. XVII. Part V., Sept. 1922. 

In the above Journal Part I Jan. 1922. writes 
Mr. William Smith. Imperial Dairy Expert:-

"In Calcutta and Bombay, 'practically the tolal. 
fresh milk supply of the city is produced from cows 
fed. housed and milked right within cily limits. These 
cattle are purchased in the prime of life, and generally 
with their second caU at heel. they ilre milked for one 
lactation period only. say 9 months, and then 
immediately slaughtered to make room for another cow 
just calved, which 01 course .shares Ihe same late as 
her predecessor. and so the pernicious system g;)!!' 
on •......•••... Within the last IS years it may be taken 
that the cow.feeding system 01 milk. production in our 
largest cities has caused the slaughter 01 not !ell than 
250,000 young cows ana female bulfaloes." 
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A number' of bther extracts, equally authoritati ... e 
in support .of th~ fact that it is the premature ana 
reckless slauilhter of cows and buffaloes that has resulted 
in the ruinous depletion of the best milking strains in the 
country, may be given. But we hesitate to do SO for 
fear of swelling the volume of the essay and trying the 
patience of our indulgent readers. Therefore after giving 
some idea of some other factors that have conspired 
in ruining the cattle wealth of Inaia, we shall proceed 
to examine the fatal effects of the same on the longevity 
and the health of the people of Inaia. It may be 
.mentioned -here that the other factors relerred to 
above are, in the brIel, as under:-

(a) Inaiscriminate mixture of the different breeds: -

<b) Spread of disease through the migration of 
cattle from one aistrict to another with the 
help of railways: 

(c) Shrinkage in grazing ground through the dosure 
of forests ana an aadltion to cultivated lands 
to produce more corn to meet the .needs of 
an increasea population;. ana 

(d) Export of gooa cattle to foreign lands. 

In this very connection the Committee - appointed 
to . consider the question of improving the existin~ 
breeds of cattle- in the Bombay Presidency, say In 
Para 16 of their report:-



"Te.day. owing to the ravages. offalDine, the 
spread of disease by the more con~el'lienf .kess from 
district to district by rail or ·road ••••••••• the 'indi~cri~ 
minate mixing of differenf breeds. the cattle have 
deteriorated rapidly." 

The Humble Memorial 01 •••••.••• the. AIl' India 
Cow Conference. Calcutta 192,1. to the Viceroy also 
contains the following:-

"The export of cattle from one province to another 
e1so produces baneful results; for such cattle ~e a 
long tillte to acclimatize. the yield of milk a~ capacity 
for labour visibly diminish, their 'calves seldo';' 
SUMVe, ana in the' course of a year or two 
their existence is brought to a close while yet in 
their prime in the slaughter house. People are' thus 
deprived of their useful service. which would otherwise 
have !teem available for a teClll of 10 or 12 . years 
anel the cattle resources are being' wastefully exhau~ted.!· 

.. The same memorial goes OIl to state:-
. I 

The questioll of. export of cattle is one of consider-
able importance. The cattle of '. India were . formerly 
~lIe of .the bestbreeas of cattle iothe worlel' ana they 
were requi.itioned· by . almost .u . other countries. Their 
export. I though it Ilad been going on. on a very 
am'alr selle for over a celltury. never . assumed such 
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proportions. as .now. There appear4 to be a scarcity 
of cattle in many parts of the . world, due mainly to 
war ana economic causes, and it IS also keenly felt 
in India. The result of the increase of export from 
Inaia has been, in the words of the Board of Agri. 
culture in India, that the best breeds of cattle have been 
c?Dsiderably deplete~." 

The September issue of the Indi .. il Review of 
the year 1925, while discussing the problem of cow. 
protection says:-

"The improvement of the condition of our cattle 
is impossible so long as the ·present methods of grazing 
and breeding continue in vogue," 

The Agricultural Bulletin No. 112 of 1923. 
Bombay Presidency contains the following:-

"Until the last haH century, there were in this 
. Presideocy. extensive waste lands such as commOD 
grazing grounds, which in good years. at any rate. 
provided for the village herds a fair quantity of fodder, 
But . owing to the demand for land for. cultivation of 
100.1 and commercial crops. which tena at the same 
time to increase the required number of cattle and to 
reduce the grazing as well as the production of fodder 
on the cultivated lands, the area available Eor common 
grazing by paying a small fee to a private owner,· has 
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been reduce<l in almost every part of the . Bombay 
Pre;idency. The very salutary old Mohemadan rule. 
which provided that lhere should be one acre of 
grazing land to every teo. acres of cultivated land. has· 
largely been forgotten and the areas still available have 
Leen ud are still being seriously overgrazed with 
evil results not only to the cattle. but also to' the 
grazing lands themselves." 

From the different extracts given above. it must 
have easily been seen that the cattle wealth of India 
has been ruined by a combination of adverse circum
stances. As a result milk has become ab~ormally dear. 
Aod so naturally the consumption of milk has diminishec1 
appreciably as will be seen from the following:-

lIa_ Dr the city Yea .. Average cDn."mpIiDft 
per da,. _head 

Lahore 1913-14 o. 285 lb. 
1921 O. 21 ... 

Bombay 1913-14 O. 27 .. 
1921 O. 16 .. 

(Vide p. 28 of 'A Paper on the MilkSupply of 
Lahore by Mr. Shiva Dutta. M. A.) 

It has already been stated at the very outset of 
this chapter that a sllfficient supply of milk anel 
ghee IS a vital necessity for a healthy growth of chilaren. 
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~nd therefore wh~ever th~ir lupply is deficient the 
p~opleare bounil to suffer heavily: How this ho~ds 
g~od' .with regard to India may be gathered from the 
f~llowing mortaIity statistics ~a ~inments thereon :-

Death rale ratio oj severaZ countries 

Country Population Death rate po c· 
• f (~~ 

45,407,307 United kingdom 14. 6 
Canada 7,250,000 IS. 12 
Newfoundland 250,000 10. 6 
Austndia 5,500,000 10. 5 .. 
New Zealand 1,2~O,OOO 9. S 
Belgium 7,500,000 IS. '2 

Cuba 2,600,000 11. 2 
Denmark 3,000,000 13 • .. 
Fraiice 40,000,000 19. 6 
Germany . 60,000,000 16. 2 
Netherlabds 6;750.000 14. 5 
Norway 2,600,000 13. 2 

Portugal 6,000,000 19. 4 
Sweclen 6,000,000 13. 8 
Switzerland 4.000,000 IS. I 
UruiuaY' . 1.400.000 14. S 
iidia· 315,000,000 3.0. 9 
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A'lJerage annual death rate per thousand 

Counll"l! • Yr. Und.r I Yr. I to. Yr.. All ........... 

India (1908-9) 260. 7 67. 3 38. :2 
(Sourcse Statiltic. of B. India, Public Health Vol. II) 

Japan (1908) 

Eagland & Wales 

...... 

(Average lor 172 
. 1896-1905) 

Scotland.. 145 
lrelana.. 123 
Denmark" 136 

31.99 20. 9 
(J.pan Y.ilr Book 1914:16) 

22 

22 
H 

11 

17 

17 
.18 

15. '5 
(New Dictiooary. of Sfatistie. Webb. 1911) 

Norway 
Sweden 
Hollma 
U.S.A. 

.. 102 12 15 
.. 10.2 12 16 
,,50 50 17 

(1898) 58. 8 58. 8 ... 
(MulbaU 1899) • 

New Zealand (1919) 32 .... 9. r 
(Whitt.k •• •• Almanac :19:10.) 

Commenting on the statistics given above the 
members of the All hidia Cow Conference Association 
Calcutta 1921. represent in. their memorial to 'th!! 
Viceroy:- , 

Para 8. "nat the mortality among inlants Dr 
fnail! is appalling. being •. nearly . double .. hat '01 :the 
United Kingdom. Denmark ana Japillb about three: 
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times that of Norway and Sweden .......... Of the 
;26 p. c· of the deaths of infants under one year which 
take place in India. most are from preventible causes. 
~pecially from mal-nutrition. and it is evident that 
by 'cheapening the price of milk so as to bring it 
within the reach of the poorer classes more would be 
ef!:cted: as Colonel Mactaggart. Sanitary Commissioner 
of 'U. P., points out. 'towards reducing infantile morta
lity than the presence of any number trained Dhais 
would accomplish.' There can be little doubt that 
the want of a pure and abunaant supply of milk is 
the primary cause of the heavy infant mortality 
p(evalent in India," 

Para 9. "That the death r~te amongst Inaians 
is. on the whole. very much higher than that of any 
other civilized community, that of females between the 
ages _of 15, and 30, that is to say during their child
bearing period. is .still higher-appreciably higher than
the death rate of men in the correspoading ages. ana 
this is doubtless duemaiuly to the want of noutishing 
foods. such as milk and ghee. which they most require 
at thi~ perioa of life." 

Some may contena here that it is the biassed 
minds of Indians alone that can attribute the, high 
mortality amongst infants an~ aault Eemaleslo a aefi
ciency of m ilk and its proa~cts, The answer to such 
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a contention is that it is not so. EveD several highly 
placed officials. coming from outsiae. hold the same 
opinion. 

Says Mr. W. Smith. Imperial Dairy Expert:
"The milk supply 01 Calcutta and Bombay is Bot 

only the worst in existence. but it is the most expensive. 
and as an adequate supply of clean pure milk is J'I. 
absolute necessity for the henltholthe community, the intra. 
auction 01 dairy farming methods and the tran~portlltion 
and sale 01 rurally produced milk in these cities is 
not only the best means 01 'cow-protection.' but ·what 
is even more important. it is a sound method of 'man
protectiOl),' ana will have a real effect on the health 
01 generations to come." Agr. Journal 01 .india, VoL. 
XVII •• Part I .• January 1922. 

Writes Lieut, Col. J. Maston: 

"The matter (of adopting some measures to ensure 
a greater and purer milk supply) is urgent and pressing; 
it has more importance lor the majority of the people 
than many avenues of agricultural development. which 
have been fairly well-explored in recent times. The 
newly awakened interest in infant welfare. to mention 
only one a~pect of the case, cannot achieve great success 
without a sufficient supply of pure milk." Ag. 
Journal of Inaja. Vol. XVII .• ParI V., September 1922 

Similar is the opinion of <lnother eminent alllhority 
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as may . seen from the answers recei ved by the 
Secretary of the Bombay Humauitarian League from 
Dr. Harola Mann. 

Question "Is it your opinion that even by paying 
exhorbitant prices we are hardly able to get pure milk ~" 

Answer-nit is true that nearly all the milk sola 
in our cities is adulterated with water. Very nearly 
,1111 the samplea , was able to obtain by purchase in 
Poona City were watered and in some cases very 
large quantities of water had been adaed.. In some 
cases less than half the milk as bought was milk." 

Q. "'s it a fa.:t that increasing infant. mortality 
is to a great extent due to the want of pure milk ~ .. 

A. ,,' think you hacl better take the opinion of 
medical men on this point. but· it is an unaoubted fact 
that . the use of watered milk means ricketty chilaren 

. and ·Ieads to much mortality among infanta." 
(Viae Cattle Problem in British India.) 

From the great mass of substantial eviaence repro
duced here from eminent authorities it is quite 
apparent that the preservation ana betterment .01 .milch 
cattle is. of prime importance in order to minimise 
adult and infantile mortality and to secure. the health 
and vitality of the commimity. Hence 7fe~ay say 
with Mahatma Canahi ,-
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"I hold the question of cow-protection to be not 
less momentous but in certai.n respects evea ~f far 
greater moment than that of Swaraj .•• : ••.••.••. Swaraj 
would be devoid of all meaning so long as:we have 
1I0t found out a way of saving the cow •.•••• _ ••• Cow 
~aughter and man-slaughter, in my opinion, are 'the 
two sides of the same ~in:' Y 0\IIIg I~ia, 29.1-25. 

Having thus seen what an important part the 'mw' 
has to play ill bestowing health and longevity upon' 
her keepers let us now see how very useful she must· 
be in the economical development of an agricultural 
(.'()WItry like India. 

An old agricultural 'COUIIUy like India' is exposed 
to the aanger of a deleriaratiOll of its soil as well as' 
of bringing under cultivation lands, which are hardly 
lit for doing so 10 meet the needs of its increasiul 
populatron. Now let us see how 1IlUCb, the Incna 
population ~ has increased ~ing the ,last 60 or 70 
years and what steps it has tal:en to secure its addi
lional lood-supp1y. The following ,statistics will give 
us some idea 0( the increase ill population;-

y ..... .0l1li11111l1li In 'Souroa.' 100'_"_ 
mllIl_ 

, 

·1871 240. 25 } W.W. Huntr's IOOiaia 
1881 253. '00 Empire pp. 61-2 p. 67. 
1891 287. 22 } ucyclo.· Britllllnica Vof. 
1901 294 .. 26 XXIX. p. 418, p. 420. 



1911 
1921 
1931 

315. 08 
319. 07' 
350. 00 
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} 
Marsden's Geog. for Senior 
Classes 1917 App.1 192-4. 

) Census report 1931 

Of this vast population. on ever-increasing ratio 
is being driven to the soil. for the agricultural popula
tionol the whole of' India. estimated at only 61 p. Co 

in 1901. had reached the high ligure of 72 p. c· in 
1911 as the lollowing record will show:-

British India Indian States All India 

Assam 85 p. c· Baroda 63.3 p. c. 
Baluchistan 67 .. C. India 60.7 .. 
Bengal 75.4 .. Cochin 50.4 .. 72 p. c • 
Bihar & Orissa 78.3 .. Haiderabad57.0 .. 
Bombay 64.2 .. Kashmir 78.5 .. 
Burma 70.0 .. Mysore 72.4 , . 
C. P. 76.0 " Rajputana 62.5 .. 
Coorg 81.6 .. Sikkim 94.4 .. 
Madras 68.7 .. Travancor 53.0 •• 
Pnnjab 58.0 .. Cenrus Report. of India. 1911 
U. P. 72.0 .. Vol. IPart I. pp. 406,412. 433. 

It may be asked here why is it that . an ever
increasing. number is being driven to the soil even 
though for various reasons agriculture is. in the words 
of Prof· }adunath Sarkar, "Far more precarious than 
industry?" 
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One of the principal reasons is that old manufa. 
ctures of India are unable to withstand the organized 
competition of the West and that the Indian Government 
is hardly able to extend any helping hand to the,dying 
industries on account of "an effectual discouragement 
from Whitehall." How this is so may well be seen 
from from the following extracts:-

"The Report of the Indian Industrial Commission 
points out the grave danger to which India and the 
Empire are alike exposed owing to :the fact that the 
principal industries in India depend very largely upon 
certain key industries. which are not adequately deve. 
10pe.I in this counry." India in 1917.18 p. 26 • 

.. During the War period, the notable report of 
th... Indian Industrial Commission pointed out that 
India was unable to produce more than a small fraction 
of the articles essential for the maintenance of ordinary 
civilized activities. Though the country is rich in 

,raw material it is still very poor in industrial achieve. 
m~nts. The difficulty has hitherto been that without 
active support on the part of the Administration. few 
Indian Industries. except those based on some natural 
monopoly. could hope to make headway against the 
organized competition .of Western countries. In justice 
to the Indian Government. it must. be remarked that 
some time prior to the War. certain' attempt,s '10 

encourage Indian inaustries by means of pioneer fai:lories 
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and Government· subsidies had been planned. but 

were effectually discourag~d from Whitehall." India 
in 1923-24. 

"Turning to our indigenous industries. in the case 
.f articles of a purely utilitarian nature our handicraft.
men are rapidly losing their occupation as the articles 
manufacturec1 in factories 'on modern lines (either in 
India or abroad) are stronger. more durable and in 
every way better than those made by the hana by 
native meth~s. European metal manufacturers. in 
particular, are ariving our blacksmiths out of the 
market.". Prof Jaaunath Sarkar'. Economics of B~itish 
India. pp. 1 77. 8. 

Thus the organizec1 competition of the West. 
helpec1 by the supine nature of the Central Government 
of India. is ousting more and more hanaicraftEmen of 
Inaia from their ancestral profession ana ariving them 
either to service or to the soil. Now let us see what 
awaits those who are ariven to the soil. 

"An agricultural country, if it is old. suffers. from 
the Law' of Diminishing 'Return. i. e., every additional 
dose of lobour ana capital produces a less propoltion 
of goods. In Inaia, especially. owiog to the ignorance 
ana the indebtedness of the ryots." he e:dtaustion of 
the soil is fast~ proceeding, the croppiog is becomiog 
mO,re IDa more .ioferior, and the crop.yiela per acre. 
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already the lowest in the world. is declining still 
further.' ( Gokhal~ s Speeches. p. 178). But recent 
investigations by the Agricultural Department have 
shown that many of the ola fields have reached a low· 
stationary degree of fertility and cannot possibly 
deteriorate. while the newly cultivated soils alone are 
aectining in productivity ..•....•.. In an olel agricultural 
country an increase of aemand raises the cost . of 
production. i. e.. it raises the prices of food. The 
people. therefore. must work harder. or eat less. or 
obtain their usual food by sacrificing a part of their 
other customary comforts. (Mill p. 118)" Prof. Jadunath 
Sarkar's Economics of British India. pp. 162-3. 

"In a manufacturing country an increase of the 
labouring population lowers wages ana cheapens pro
duction in the same proportion. But in an ola agri
cultural country an increase of the population means 
that more mouths have to be fed and resort must be 
had to worse ·soil. Agriculture. therefore. becomes 
less, efficient and ,more costly in proportion to the 
extension of the margin of cultivation." Ibid. p. 163. 

The above extracts make it clear that, in an old 
agricultural country like India any extension of cultiva~ 
tion is bound to hit the agriculturists hard. How far' 
this has actually been the case may be. gatherea from 
the following historical extract. 

"In Bengal .there was in the last 'century. mor~ 
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cultivable land than there were husbandmen to tiII it. 
A huadred years of British rule has reversed this state 
of things, and there are now more people than there 
is land for them to till. This change has produced 
a silent revolution in the rural economy of the Province. 
When the· Englhh obtain:!d Bengal in the last century 
they found in many district two distinct rates of rent 
current for the same classes "f soil. The higher rate 
was paid by the thani.ryots. literally 'stationary' tenants, 
who had their houses in the hamlet and formed the 
permanent body of cultivators. These tenants would 
bear .. great deal of extortion rather than forsake the 
lands on which they had expend"Cl labour and capital 
in digging tanks. culling irrigation channels, and building 
homesteads. They were oppressed accordingly; and 
while they had a right of occupation in their hold.ngs, 
so long as they paid the rent. the very highest rents 
were squeezed out of them. The temporary or wander. 
ing cultivators. paikhast ryots. were those who had 
not their homes in the village. and who could. therfore. 
leave it whenever they pleased. They had ·no right 
of occupancy in their feilds; but on the other hand. 
the land.lord could not obtain so h;gh a rent from 

. them. as there was plenty of spare land in adjoining 
villages to which they could retire in case of oppression. 
The land lords were at that time competing for tenants; 
and one 01 the commonest complaints which they 
brought belore the Company's officials was a charge 
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against aneighbouriog proprietor 01 'enticing away 
their cultivators' by low rates 0/ rent. This sf ate of 
things is now' reversed. The land-loras have no longer 
to compete for tenant.. It is the husbandmen who 

have to compete with one another for land. There 
are still two rates of rent. But the lower rates .are 
now paid by the 'stationary' tenants, who possess. 
occupancy rights; while the higher or rack-rents are 
paid by the other class who do not possess occupancy 
righ.ts." W. W. Hunter's Indian Empire, pp. 64-:. . 

If such was the pitiable plight of the Bengal 
cultivator when the density was oaly 387 per square 
mile how much more ~hould it be so now, when the 
average density of the corresponding trdct is 498 per 
square mile! (Vide p. 61 of the Indian Empire and 
Appendix I. of Marsden's Geography for Senior 
Classes. 1924). 

Now what is true of Bengal is more or less true 
of the rest of India too. 

From what has been so far said regarding the 
agricultural position in India. the following fact must 
have arrested the attention of our readers:-

(a) During the last 60 years the population has 
iJ;lcreased by more than 40 p, C • 

. (b) The agricultwal population whi.:h stood at 
61 p, c. in 1901 rose to 72 p. c. in 1911. 
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(c) Thereafter there must have been a still greater 
rise in this population due to the progressive 
destruction of the inaigenous manufactures. 

(d) The old fields have already reached' a low 
stationary level cif productivity, "hile the new 
ones are East nearing it. 

(e) More and more of the less fertile traels ale 
being brought under the plough day by aay. 

(I) Due to a ruinous competition among the 
tenants, for securing lands, the renta have 
become simply crushing. 

All these fa~ts make it amply dear that a vast 
majority oE the Inaians woula Eeel greatly relieved 
iE some measures could be concerted to improve their 
agriculture. Now the question may be asked is there 
any way of ensuring this improvement! And if there 
is one, which is it ! 

The answer to these questions is that' proper 
manuring is the surest way of doing so. This being 
~o let us now examine which is the most profitable 
of manures. 

In order to ascertain the relative values of different 
manures, various experiments have been made by 
the Department of Agriculturr. Bombay Presidency. 
and the nett result of these experiments is SlllDlDed up 
in the following passages:-
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'the e!leet "An average of si. years' result shows an 
1>1 bulky 
.... D.res on advantage of Rs, 7 per acre in favour of 
8gr;cul,ure. pondrette, of Rs. 5 in favour of farm.yara 
manure and of town.sweepings. and a loss of Rs. 3 
against rolled t:actll6. Five tons per acre of each were 
USed. The control recei~ no manure." 

'rh •• _ 

of cake 

mara utes. 

"Six years'figures show an average" loss 
of Re. 1 tet Rs. 6 per acre per annum from 
safflower, karanj and castor cakes. anel 

crushed cotton seed. The dressing of each ClOIItainecI 
20 lbs. nitrogen per acre." 

Ellect '" 
other 

maDurea. 

~. An plots recelvea a 'Common ciressing of 
2 tons farm-yard manure per acre once 
in two years. Nitrate of Soda, nitrate 

'Of lime. animonium sulphate. calcium cyanamide. and 
nitre have resulted in six years in average los~es rangiug 
from Re. 1 to Rs. '" per aae. The control plot 
received Do tnanure. aoo one plot receiving 10 Ibs. "Of 
nitrogen as fann.yard manure gave lID average profit 
of Rs. ~. "-;po 36. Annual Report "Of the Department 
'Of Ag.! BetmbllY Presidency. 1915-16. 

The EYident conclusions, that can be drawn from 
:the above esperimeotal results.~lfe that. on the whoie, 
farm.yara manure. when pondrette, which. in so far 
as the vf.llages are 'COncerned, may safely be IE'it out 
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of count, is put aside, is the most economically profit. 

able manure that can be made available to the people 
of .India. 

Now taking that nearly 500 million acres of land 
are under cultivation and that only 1/10 thereof is 
manured at present, there would annually be a nett 
profit of 450x5=2250 million rupees if manure could 
be obt..ined for ihe remaining 450 million acres. But 
for all this, cattle are needed. Calculat;ng that each 
head of cattle, on an average, produces 5 tons of 
manure annually ana that each acre requires 5 tons 
annually, nearly 500 heads of cattle would be required 
to produce enough manure for the whole cultivated 
land. But India has haldly 1/3 of the requisite numbe~ 
even if we take it for granted that not an ounce of 
dung is burnt as fuel. And hence it' is that W. W. 
Hunter ~rites in his Indian Empire:-

"The second impediment to improved husbandry 
is the want of manure. If there were more stock there 
would be more manure; and the absence 01 firewood 
ccmpels the people to use even the scanty droppings 
of their cattle for fuel. Under such circumstances. 
agricuhure ceases to be the manufaclure of food, and 
becomes a mere spoilati~n. of th~ soi!." p. 410. 

Now Ihe' position with regard to the number of 
cattle has chergfd for the worse since the above Jines 
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were written, alid therefore India is not only losing 
annually a huge profit of Rs. 2250 millions but besides 
also spoiling her soil. 

Again had the function of cattle in India been 
only to supply manure this' much alone would have 
been the loss. But cattle in India are called upon to 
perform several other functions besides this. What 
these function s are may be seen from the following 
authoritative writing:-

"Not only are they (cattlej requirea· to do all 
the araught work of a country ill-supplied with means, 
of mechanical transport, all the tillage work which 
farmers of backward countries do by hana ana farmers 
of advanced countries by mechanical power, but they' 
are almost the sole means of lifting well-water, crush
ing sugar-cane ana performing kinared operations which 
the people oE other. countries entrust to power-driven 
machines. Not only is the grain: threshed by the 
laborious process of treading it out under bullock's 
feet, but even the threshing floor is .prepared by the 
same agency." Bulletin No. 85 of 1917, Department 
of Agriculture, Bombay; p. 9. 

Thus notwithstanding the- fact that India has to 
depend largely on cattle for . much of . its . transport 
work and agricultural operations; which in other countries 
are done with mechanical power, and that a vast 
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majority of the Indians are veletarians, needing much 
more milk and its products for their nourishment than 
people in other countries, -where flesh finds an 
impor1ant place in the diet of the people, to-<1ay. 
India is actually maintaining the lowest number of 
cattle per centum of population as the following 
table will show :-

Name at No. of Populallon No. of oatil. p •• 
Country catlle 100 of PopulatioD 

British India '147,336,000 244,267,542 61 
Denmark 1,840,000 2,500,000 74 
U. S. A. 72,534,00~ 92,000,000 79 
Canada 5,576,500 7,250,000 80 
.Cape Colony 1,?70,OOO. 1,100,000 120 
New Zealana 1,816,300 1,200,000 150 
Australia 1 \'956,024 5,500,000 259 
Argentine 25,844,800 8,000,000 323 
Uruguay 6,830,000 1,400,000 500 

(From Cattle Problem 10 Brish India.) 

Now looking at the ,question even from the point 
of numbers, unsatisfactory as the position is, it becomes 
awfully serious when regard be haa for the fact that 
most of these· cattle are of. very low type ana 
practically a burden to their owners. Writing OD this 
very the~e si.ys Pio. L. F. Rushbrook W illiaml :-

.. Among the important postulates for the success 
of elforts to improve Inaian agriculture, may be men· 
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tionea an improvement in the cattle population. The 
bullock is still the principal motive power i~ the fields 
as well as upon the roads; indeed the total number 
of live ztock of the bovine class in India is not less 
than 146 millions. According to the 1919.20 Cattle 
Census. the number of cattle per hundred acres' of 
area ranges from 86 in Bengal to 33' in Bombay; 
while the number per hundrea of population varies 
from 86 in the Manpui Purgana to 33 in Delhi. 
The average for British India a~ a whole attains the 
remarkable figure ~f 57 cattle per hundred acres 01 
sown area and 61 cattle per hundred of the popula
tion. It might be imagined from the statistics that 
Inaia is to be congratulatea 'upon her wealth in -live
stock Unfortunately, however, very considerable 
numbers of these cattle are maintainea at an actual loss, 
being unfit either for labour or _for milking ... ' India 
in 1923.24 pp. 155.6. 

What is still more carefully to be noted here is 
the lact that not merely d~~ agricultural improvement 
depend upon a sufficiency cf''Caule. but' in' away, even 
the Cuture prospects 01 industries depend ,upon them. 
The Comminioners oC the Indian' Inaustrial 

,Commission .1916.18 say:-

, ·'It will be dear from the' general trena of this 
report that the present position and Cuture prospect of 
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Indian Industries .depend to a very large extent on the 
products of the Indian agriculture. We take this 
opportunity of stating in the most emphatic manner 
our opinion of the paramount importance of agriculture 
to this country, and of the necessity of doing everything 
possible to improve its methods and increase its output." 
Report of the Indian Industrial Commission p. 57. 

Thus it can be seen that both the physical and 
the economical welfare of the Indian people is bound 
up with the increase and improvement of their cattle. 
Therefore the great necessity for the . preservation and 
improvement of the present cattle cannot be over
emphasized. Regarding the imperative need for the 
preservation 01 the Indian cattle, especially the cow 
by abstaining from wasteful slaughter, now going on 
in India. the following will be reaa with great 
instruction :-

TheCow-{l) One of the blessings of the human 
race. 

(2) No natioD or people:has become highly 

civilized without her. 
(3) She produces the best human fClod on earth. 

(4) She makes th~s health building and strength 
giving fOQci. from grass and coarse plants. 

(5) She provides Dot only food for her young .ana 
her keeper's family. but a surplus,besides to sell. 
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(6) Without her agriculture is nol permanent or 
prosperous. people arC!" not . healthy or happy. 

(7) Where the cow is kept ana cared for. 
civilization advances, lanas grow richer. homes 
grow better. dehts grow fewer. 

Truly the cow is the mother of prosperity. 

( From Cow, The Mother of Prosperity hy Mr. 
Ralph A. Hayne. Agricl1itural Extension Department 
of the International Harvest Company. U. S. A. ) 

In conclusion we may say that the conservation.
improvement and _increase of the cattle in India are 
quite imperative for the followiBg purposes:-

(a) To ensure a gooa physical ana intellectual 
aevelopment of the people. 

(h) To improve the health ana vitality of the 
growing ana the future generations. 

(c) To . reauce the awful toll annually laia npOd 
th!l people hy Death. 

(a) • To secure the aevelopment and extension of 
Inaia's inaustries. 

(e) To secure the agricultural p.rosperity of Inai. 
(f) To reduce the fiela of unemployment • . " -' .~ 



Chaltte" III 

The cOlllpareU". candilian 0' ""H'. In P ... ·llrltlsh 
dal's and lh. Pres.nl Tim •• end lha Nason. a. /hair 

prasanl d.I.r1aratlan. 

The following extracts' from the great Indiad 
Epics will show how far the science of cattle.breeainil 
had been developea in India, what close ana keed 
interest in callIe w .. s taken eveR by kings in those 
early day" what special care and concero were evinced 
for the cow.keepers ana how cows prosperea undet 
the fostering tare of a good king. . 

"I know the various means by which the cows 
can fast inultiply ana be affected by no aisease. 1 
am conversant with all these sciences." 13. 

"I am also conversant with bulls of auspidous 
qualities, the v~ry smelling of whose urine would make 
even a barren cow to calve." 14. Virat Parvan 
Section X •. 

"Of the live sons of Panau. Yuclhishthira was 
the elaest brother. He haa eleven hundred thousana 
herds of cows, and each' hera consistecl of a hunared 
cows. 1 was the keeper of them (all) ana was called 
Tantipala." 9-10 Virat Parva Section X. 

Referring tn . verse. 4 of Section 239 of the 
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Vana Parva says J. T. Wheeler in his History of looia 
Vol. I. p. 194:-

"Now every three years it was the custom (or 
the Kauravas to go out into the pastures and marJ 
all the calves ana to renew th~ marks UpOD the cows; 
anel it was Jmown full well that the NIaharaja would 
forbid thern from going near'the Panaavas. Duryodhana 
askeel for leave to go out ana mark" the (lIlllle." The 
verse iu question is as under:";' 

i(1fU1"t~ ~ ,"11: ~fu ""(if' 
'E'lf~Ut «!ill: IImT ~al~T'lf" "Iiiiil'lUYIl 

How even foreigners li~e the Moghui Emperors 
'COntinued to evince a similar inte'Cest in callie may be 
seen from the fl)lIowing:-

"The Moghul Paelishahs of Hinaustan spent naIf 
their time in public; tbis was the one popular element 
in their rule ......•..... They publicly ililspecled horse .. 
el~hants .... : •••. cattle aOO. animals 'Of all kinels." Early 
Recorels of British l.!lelia by J. T. Wheeler. p. "s. 

Not 'Olilly aia the ancient Inelian k.ings bestow 
great attention upon the cattle lut they" also toot 
special interest iii the welfare of cow-keepers. To 
convince oDeself of this one has only to Tead the follow
ing extract from the Mahabharata:..., 

" 0 Parth. security, ptot~tion ana gifts shoula 
be constaatly given to caw-keepers. Their stability 
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lind we~fare should be sought and di.tribu:ion (of royal) 
favours be maae among them." 37. 

"0 Bharata, gihs or heuefits should contantly be 
bestowed upon cow-keepers because they enrich the 
country, the commerce and the agriculture." 38. 

"Therefore a wise man should be kind ana 
considerate towards the cow-keepers. He should 
studiously try .to win their good will and should impose 
very lighi taxes upon them." 39 . 

"Indeed, (the presence of) cow-keepers makes the 
cultivation of the soil easy in all places. (Therfore) 
o Yudhishthira, there is nothing else as they." 40. 
Shanti Parva, Section LXXXVII. 

In the Ramayana also a similar solicitation for 
the cow -keepers is shown. 

"0 Bharata, are the country districts' duly pro
tected? Are the husbandmen and herdsmen duly 
esteemed by you. ~.' History of India, Vol. II. by 
J. T. Wheeler, p. 207. 

"(Without II Hng) husbandmen aDd those who 
allen:!, cattle are unable to enjoy repose." Ibid p. 157. 

When so much loving . care was given to cows 
and cow-keepers, there is DO wonder ll:~t cows prosp
pered exceedingly well in those days. The following 
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extract frolQ the Mahabharata will show 'how nicely 
cow prospered UDder the fostering care of India's 
. former kings. 

"In whichever land King Yudhishthira shaIl be 
fnUDd,' in that cows shall be many but not lean or 
infirm. (In that land) the milk, curds and gh~ shall 
be savoury' and salutary." 22-23 Virat Parva, Section 
XXVIII. 

Now coming much nearer our days, it may be 
seen from history that even in Akbar's time (as d~scribed 
in Ain .. i-Akbari) milch cattle usea to give 20 quarts 
of milk a day and draught cattle woula walk faster 
than horses. Even after some generations we fina the 
cattle in almost the same condition, This may be 
seen from the fnJlowing historical evidence. Writes 
J. T. Wheeler in his History of India under Muss!llman 
Rule:-

"Tavernier says that travelling in India was more 
commodious than in F ranee or Italy. The traveller 
dia not use boeses or asses, but either rode on an ox . 
or was carriea • in a coach ~r palanquin. In buying 
an ox for riding. it was necessary to see that the horns 
were not more than a foot long: for if the beast was 
stung by flies. he would toss back his· horns into the 
stomach of the rider." 
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"The natives of India generally travelled in little 
coaches drawn by two oxen ana carrying two persons. 
•.....••• Some of these oxen woula travel on "the trot" 
from twelve to filteen leagues a aay tor sixty aay$ 
together. When the oxen had gone half a aay's 
journey. they were refreshed with two or three balls 
of wheat- kneadea with butter and black sugar. about 
as big as Iwo-penny loa"es. The hire of a coach was 
about a rupee a aay. It took forty aays to go from 
Surat to Agra, ana another forty aays to go from Surat 
to GolkonCla. and the journey on each occasion cost 
from forty to "lorty-five rupees ............. AIl goods. in 
India. were either carriea by oxen or in" waggons 
drawn by oxen. Horses ana asses were never used. 
Sometimes csmels were emyloyea. but only to carry 
the luggage of great personages." 

"Sometimes ten" or twelve thousand oxen were to 
be seen, all lailen with corn. rice. pulse or salt. at 

such places where either Ilf these:" commoaities were 
exchanged for others. They ~arried corn where rice 
only was grown, rice where corn . only was grown. 
and salt where there was n~ne . .'· . 

"The men. who arove these oxen, were bowlI 
as Manaris ............. They were dividea into four 
tribes ..... " ••• The first tribe carried nothing but corn; 
the second nothing but rice; the third carried pulse; 
oIIIId the fourth salt ....... When the caravan that carried 
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the com happened to meet the caravan that carried 
the salt. they frequently engaged in bloody frays rather 
than yield the way. The Emperor Aurangzeb considered 
that these quarrels were prejudicial to trade as well as 
tothe transport of provisions. Accordingly. he sent 
for the chiefs of the caravans of corn and salt and 
exhorted them for tlte common good and their own 
interest not· to quarrel and fight alld gave to each of 
them a lakh of rupees and a chain of pearls." 

"All the four tribes carried a little silver box. 
like a relic b<>x. hanging to their necks. in which they 
enclosd a little sacred writing which the priests gave 
them. They also tid similar writings to their oxen 
and other cattle. whom they loved as tenderly as 
chIldren. Especially if they had no . children of their 
own." pp. 467.72. 

From this lengthy. interesting and instructive 
extract it may easily be concluded that the extinction 
of the professions of the coach.driver, the waggoner. 
and the Manari, following the . introduction of the 
railway into India, has sounded the knell ,of India's 
prosperity and branded the Indian cattle with misfor. 
tune and misery because many have been the economical 
evils which have come into the wake of the railways. 
as we shall soon see. 

So long as the coach.driver needed swift and 
spirited oxen. and the Manari hardy and stout animals. 
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good care anel loving treatment were accorded to these 
animals. They were fed. as is reported above, nicely 
and brecl carefully. But when evil days overtook the 
coach-driver. the waggoner and the Manari alter the 
rapid spread of the railways. all care to the careful 
feeding and breeding of the animals. best suited to 
their several professions. was no more paid. And so 
what we read from history about the former e<cellence 
of Indian cattle sounds like something conjured up by 
the brain under the influence of some spell or magic. 

The extinction of the professions referred to above 
has not only lowered the per capita income of the 
Indians by reducing the field of profitable employment 
but also added to the misfortunes of men and beast 
by throwing an additional burden on the alrearly 
exhausted soil of India. It is not only in this way 
that the railways have hit the Indian cattle hard. But 
there are many other ways in which the Indian railways 
have proved highly detrimental to the interest of both 
men and beast in India. Some of the ways, in which 
the working of the railways has been pernicious to 
the broad. and abiding interests of both. are noted 

,below. The railways have tended to give an impetus to:-

(a) The initial evil-fraught destruction of the 

forests and their subsequent closure or the 
purposes of cutting fuel or grazing cattle;' 
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(b) The ruinous competition 01 the West ana the 
consequent IDcreese in ludia's !,overty; , 

(c) The introduction of commercial crops ana the 
consequent decrease in the supply of foaaer; 

(d) The overcrowding in agriculture by ,the ex
tinction or contraction' of other field of 
employment; 

(e) A aecre3se in pasture-Ian:!. as a result of 
much lana being appropriated for purposes 
,oi laying ont lines. builaing stations and 
quarters Cor railway employees; 

(() A deterioration in the nature of grasses grow
. iog on some 01 the remaining pasture-lands 

in consequence of over-crowd ing; 

(g) The hardening of men's hearts by making 
their eutloolr. more materialistic; 

<h) The growth of big cities and the rapid flow 
of the best milking strains to these cities. 
resulting. at last. in their swift aderiolation 

, ana destruction; and 

(i) The export of some of the finest milch cattle 
from province to province and from India to 
other countries with all its attendant evils. 

Here is some autnoritative evidence in support of 
the facts mentioned above. 
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(a) ·,It would be satisfactory to be able to say 
that a wiser policy prevailed after the establishment 
of British Rule. But. unhappily. that was not the 
case for many years. 'With the advent of British Rule.' 
Bays Dr. Schlich. 'the - destruction of forests become 
tnote fierce than ever.' The extension of C\Iltivation. 
'at the cost of still existing forests,' was carried out 
for many years. 'without any inquiry as to the ultimate 
effects.' With the introduction of railways a further 
impetus was given to cultivation in the immediate 
neighbourhood of railway lines and stations; and with 
the tteady iscrease of prosperity under a settled govern
ment the demand for timber and firewood increased 
enormously throughout the country; and thus the reauc
tion of forest areas went on with all its attendant 
evils. In illustration of the evils which ilttend and 
follow the reckless destruction of forests. especially in 
hilly regions, Lieut. Col. Baily cites the case of the 
outer Himalayan spurs in the Hoshiarpur District of 
the Pun jab. where. as the rock is very friable. serious 

. damage has been caused hy denudation. Within the 
memo,," of living men these hills were well-covered 
with forests or tall grass. and the bill streams ran evenly 
in well.defined channels. But the natural vegetation 
has now almost entirely disappeared. the bills are 
crumbling away, and loose rocks and stones are carried 
dowll by the streams. which are oftell several hUDdred. 

\ 
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of yards wide. ana depositea in the plains below. 
'Thus not only the hills themselves become a aismal 
and profitless waste. but the fertility of extensive areas 
of cultivation near their base has . been completely 
destroyea by the stony deposits laia on them.' Similar 
causes have proaucea similar elfects . in other parts of'" 
India." Journal of Inaian Arts & Inaustries. Vol. XIII .• 
No. 109. pp. 2·4-5 •. 

When all these dire consequences became too 
palpable to be ignored any more. laws were. framed 
for the protection of the lemaining. forests with the 
result that 'villagers OIl the outskirts of forests,' 
who 'haa for generations cut firewood and grazed cattle 
therein. ana cleared patches for cultivation without 
hinarance,' were strictly debarrea from doing so· This 
debarring has be~ followed by a very serious eco
nomic consequence. Let Prof. L. f. Rushbrook Williams 
describe this thing in his own words:-

" When under British Rule the necessity fot· . 
forest conservation became apparent the evil hal pro
ceedea very far. Among its most serious economical 
consequences may be . mentionea the necessity. now 
imposed upon the population of Northern Inaia. of 
seeking their fuel supply elsewhere than· brushwood. 
Owing to the lack of suitable wood, the greater part 
01 the animal manure 01 Hinaustan has to be burnt 

" 
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as fuel. The land is, therefore, v~ry largely deprived 
of the resources, which. ploperly, pertain to ;t, with 
profouna and aisastrous effects upon the husbandry of 
the whole country." India in 1923-24 p. 164. 

(b) A reference to page 36 of this essay will 
,eo throw some light on the fact that India has to enter 

into ruinous competition with some of the European 
manufacturers. Now we leave it to our readers to 
judge how far railways are responsible lor this. Ada 
to this the destruction of the cotton-manulaelures of 
India and the roaring traae of the Manilri and others. 
Now where have all these persons, oDsted from their 
own occupations, gone ~ Evidentally most of . them 
have taken to the soil. Consequently lana has been 
dear and rents· have gone extremely high as may be 
seen from a perusal of pp. 37 to 39 of this essay. 

. . 
(c) Now how the railway. must have encouraged 

.the growth of commercial crops and thus curtailea the 
supply of fodder will be clear from the foll,?wing lines 
,to be . fauna in Sir Henry Sumner Maine's book, 
entitled "Village Communities in the East and West." 
Writes he:-

"Amid the general re-opening of Indian questions 
after the military insurrection of 1857. much stress 
was laid on the great amount of waste land which 
official r€tUrDS showed to exist in. India, and. it was 
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more than hintec1 that better government would bring 
these wastes under cultivation, possibly under cotton 
cuI!i gation. and even plant them with E!lglish colonists." 
p. 12 \. 

A reference to pp. 25-6 of this essay will. also, 
help in bringing some more light to the reader on how 
the supply of fodder has decreasec1 during the last 
seventy or eighty years. 

(d) A glance at pp. 33-4 of this essay will show 
what an increase there has been in the population of 
India during the last six decades and how an ever
increasing percentage of this population is being driven 
to the soil. But an exact idea of the actual' over
crowding in agriculture can be had from the following 
eitracts alone. Writes W. W. Hunter in his Indian 
Empire :-

"An idea of the increase of population in Madras. 
ana of the extension a£ cultivation. may be obtained 
from the following figures:-In 1853. the general popula
tion was estimated at 22 millions; in 1878. at 31 t 
millions. showing an increase of 43. p. c., or nearly 
one-half. The cultivatec1 land hdd by husbandmen 
direct from the state, haa increased from 12 to 20 
millions of acres. or 66 p. Co; exactly two-thirds. The 
area of tillage had. not only kept pace with the 
increase of population, but had extendec1 at a ratio of. 
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50 p. Co IIlOre rapi dly. This ,resulted partly from the 
fact that the inferior lands. now reclaimed. could not 
support so large an average of people as the superior 
lands. which were already in cultivation at the commence
ment of the period." p. 342. 

Reflecting on the density of population in India 
says the same authority;-

"British India. therefore. supports a population 
much more than twice as dense as that of the Native 
States. H we excluae the outlying ana the lately 
acquirea Provinces of British Burma and Assam. the 
proportion is almost exactly threefold. or 24 J persons 
to the square mile. How thick this population is. 

may be realized from the fact that France has only 
180 people to the square mile; while even in crowded 
England. wherever the density approaches 200 to the 
square mile it ceases to be a rural population, aud has 
to live, to a greater or less extent, by mauufactures, 
mining or city industries. In certain areas of Beogal, 
two persons have to live on the proceeds of each 
cultivated acre, or 1280 persons to each cultivated 
square mile. The -Famine Commissioners report in 
1880, that over 6 millions of the peasant holaings -of 
Bengal or two.thiras of the whole, averaged from 2 to 
3 acres apiece. Allowing for women aud childJen • • this probably represents a population of about 24 millions, 
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struggling to live off 15 million acres or just over half 
an acre apiece. 

"Unlike England, India has few large towns, and 
no great manufacturing centres. Thus in England ana 
Wales 42 p. c. or nearly one-half of the population. 
live in towns with upwards of 20.000 inhabitants. while 
in British India only a little over 4 p. c· or not one· 
twentieth of the people. live in such towns. ,Inaia. 
therefore. is almost entirely a rural country; an~ many 
01 the so.called towns are mere groups of villages. in 
the midst of which the cattle are driven a-field. and 
ploughing and reaping go on .....•. '" We see. therefore 
in India. a dense population of husbandmen. Wherever 
their numbers exceea one to acre or 640 to the square 
mile-excepting in suburban districts or irrigated tracts
the struggle for existence becomes hara. At half- an 
acre a-piece that struggle is very hard. In such districts. 
a good harvest yields just suEficient food for the people; 
ana thousands of lives depend each autumn on a few 
inches more or less of rainfall. The Government may 
by great efforts. feed the~tarving in time of actual 
famine; but it cannot stop the yearly work of disease 
ana death among a steadily underfea people. In these 
over.crowdea tracts the population reaches the 
stationary stages." pp. 62-63. 

If such was the pitiable plight of the Indian 
cultivator when the population of Inaia· stood at nearly 
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253 millions and when Inaia was better-off with regard 
to many of her industries than she is at present. how 
much more shoUld it be so now. when the population 
is nearly 350 millions ~ 

From all the above discussion on the last two or 
three pages of this essay it may easily be seen that it 
is. in a way. the poverty of the Indian agriculturist 
which is one of the causes of the sad plight of the 
Indian cattle. 

(f) N~w let us see how the great extension in 
cultivatecl areas has been achievecl and how much of 
the former wastes, used III rent-free common pastures. 
has been mergecl into the assessable arable laad. 

We believe that. in this connection. the following 
extracts from the Circular Orders of the Revenge 
Department. Bombay. will be -read with interest. 

Government leiter No. 3621. of the 16th October 
1844. to the Revenue Commissioner S. D. contains 
the following:-

"Paf'fl 1. I am directecl by the Honourable the 
Governor-in-Council til acknowleclge the receipt of your 
letter No. 1165. datea the 6th ultimo, submitting, with 
your observations thereon. the opinions of the Superin
tenaents of the several Revenue Surveys on the subject 
of the right of villages ta common pasture-ground for 
th.eir cattle." 
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"2.. In teply. I a!n directed tn inform you' th"t not
withstanding the right of Government, to levy an assess
ment on all land, the Honourable the Governor-ino 
Council is of opinion th;lt. care should be taken· thac. 
no encroachments are m~d~ upon ~hat, in any village, 
has been the 'Gaceran' from time immemorial, unless 
it should be fO\IIJd to be excessi~e in quantity, and far 
beyond the wants of resident population. The 
'Gaceran' is generally, if not always, certain portion 
01 unarable waste," . 

"3. The claim of the villagers to any portion 
of the arable Wasle br free pasturage, appears to the 
Governor-in-Council, quite untenable, nOf IS there any 
necessity for aamitting such a claim. since from the 
great reduclion of the rates which the survey has 
occasionea, the RyolS, if requiring pasturage, beyond 
th.t afforded ~y the established 'Gaceran' can provide 
it by paying the assessment of such land, or by pur
chasing the right of occupancy when the arable ,waste 
may be sold, His Honour-in-Council is, therefore, 
averse to any proportionate allotment of the arable 
waste for common pasturage." 

"5. In some villages all the arable waste is under 
the plough. In them, therefore, any allotment of such 
waste, for free pasturage, woula necessitate the abandon
ment of assessment on land which has hitherto paid it. 
lt would be unjust to such villages, were any genera!' 
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scheme of free,pasturage-allotment introduced, to exclude 
them from a ,privilege which their neighbours were 
enJoYlDg. 

"6. Captain Davidson in para 4th of his tetter 
No. 26, dated the 27 August last, seems to advocate 
the right of the Ryot to free pasturage for all cattle 
employea . in agriculture. His argument does not seem 
to His Honour-in-Council conclusive. The Ryot has 
no more right .to. expect that Government is to provide 
him with free p .. st~rage, than to demand that the land 
producing' grain for the consumption of his cattle should 
be exempt 'from assessment .... '" ••. 

"S. In the disposal of arable waste, for pasture, 
every preference shoUla, I alo directed' to !inform you, 

. be given to' the R yots on low ana reasonable terms, 
IIna in no case should drangers, and more particularly 
speculative contractors, be admitted to compete, except 
where. the Ryots may, from the 'Gaceran', from their 
own foldings, or from previous purchases of Waste, 
be fully provided." pp. 749.50. 

Even these prejudicial orders were made further 
preju?icial to the interests of the Ryots by 'the misguiaed 
action of some of the .lower officials as the following 
circular No. 1422 of 1848, to, H. E. Goldsmid Esq., 
Secretary to Government will show:-

"Unless care is taken to preserve to the villagers 
a ·fuIl supply fbr their wailts, such as are specified iil 
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the Collector's Report. the system will be I~ favour. 
able to the v illagers than the rules of 1844. 

"From "hat the same Officer (First Assistant to 

the Collector of Poona) states in his report, it is eviaent 
that the Government oraers of 1844 have been wrongly 
aclea OD iD Mawal; this the Collector will doubtlessly 
correct. After the wauls of the villagerS have been 
fully suppliea; I see DO objectioD to allowing the highest 
bidder, be he who he may, -to purchase the remainder." 
Ibid p. 750. 

ODe QD easily imagine how the above-specified 
process of disposiDg off the wastes must have, in the 
long run, tola UpOD the economical resources of the 
poor agric:ulturists, the cattle-breeders, and graziers, as 
well as the quality ana Dumber of their cattle. But 
to help those who caunot do so, some further evideoce. 
bearing OD the matter, is recoraed below. 

"Formerly as the foader presented DO difficulty, 
cattle were raised for practically Dothing. To-day 
awing to the spread of cultivatioD BOd rise i. the 
price of fodaer the case differs; breeding and raising 
cattle cost a great deal more than the -price realised. 
except perhaps in parts where grazing is still available. 
Hence cattle-raising OD the ranching-system, formerly 
• lucrative business. is now fast dying out." Para 6 
of the Report of the Committee appointed to coDsider 
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the, qu.estion of th~ Maintenance and Improvement.of the 
existiug Cllltle ,Br~~s of tlie Bombay Presidency:'1'123. 

~'In the olden days the breeders moved with their 
cat~le, from one'part ~o another. ,Like all nomadic 
and' pasJorafpeople theirmovemenls were guiaed by 
the, supply of water and pasturage: when these failed 
in ;on~ :pl,ace, th.eymoved on. Moreovec, experience 
ia~ht, them diat certain grazing 'grounds were best, at 
certain seasons; thus they knew what to seek and to 
avoid. This constant migcation affordedthei, ,cattle 
not, only that variey of fooa and change of g/ound so ' 

'essential to health. but in a way acted as a preventive 
of diseases; the dead arid very sick were left behind; . 
tile weak strugg!£rs became a prey to willi animals 
and so a process of nallsral selectioa took place. The 
fact' Ihat this method of cattle-raising is' no longer 
possible' on a large scale is 'one of the causes of recent ' 
d~terioration." Ibid paraS. 

"Naturally the Joss,ol grazing is causing a certain 
'amqunt 01 discontent,. ~ih, amo'lgst the .stock-producers 
as W'~ll a~ t~e users olbot\t draught, and milch cattle. 
In, PIIrts of the' I:'residency.notably -in Nasik and 

, Khandesh' and along the ragged 'tracts, "djoining the 
Western Ghats. an BIIIple supply ,of, grazing ,is still ' 

,I!vailable. but thissulfi~s only. foc, a portion of ~e 
year. It is an established fact that tattle brought up 
or maintained on'these monsoon grasses thrive ex~ 

, X'3 C\l. ') . 1· N't 
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dingly well for the time being, but when left to main
tain them-selves· on dry ilidigestiblefodder for the 
remaining of the year, a very rapid. ~ deterioration sets 
in, which is not only injurious to the present: stock' but 
worse still in its effects on their progeny; Syccessiv~ 

yeMs Qf this treatment have reduced' . the cattle to the 
standard we see to-day." para 7. Ibid~ . 

"TIiis extinction of the professional' breeder!'.whCl 
depended entirely on grazing for his livelihood 'was 
notiCed in the Kapadwanj T a1ukacif the Kai"ra Dist~ict 
and Viramgaum TaluI.:~ of the' Abmed~bad' ~isttict; 
where the Rabari has cOmpletely 'abandoned his 'pro-' 
fassion. Again. i~ the Deccan. there ~as. forfue'rIy.· 
a Class of persons. known· as Ceisawi.' who.' ~ ~ne ' 
time. took away dry cows and b;Ufal~s •. aDd grazed. 
them' on the vast ar~s . cifgrwng'land' th9 avail~ble. 
Now owing to grazing restrictions and the" very iapid 
gr-;'wth. . 01 cultivation"; a ~ery' large portion Qf these 
lands' is Dot available; i:On~uenlly; this very '. uSeful' 
dus' of persons' i~ pr~cti~y'. extinct: and the needful 
work . ~frelieviIig the' large ·towns a1id villages of" their 
dry stock. CIurinl ihe'timevof 'Scarcity; is ; a1~ lost." 

p~a 9. Ibid. """ .• . .' 

These extracts should be sufficient to bring home 
to the readers the evil effects of agricultu~aI' extension 
at the cost of pasture lands. . .. 



Let .US· DOW see how even the remillDJng pasture 
IaDds have deteriolated due to .overgrazipg and thll$ 
the lot of the poor c:attle made worse. 

. It is recorded in the Agricultural Bulletin No. 112 
0{1923 of the Bombay Presidency that:-

"~ut owiilg to the demand. for cultivation of food 
and commercial crops, which tend at the same time 
to increase the required number of c:aule and to reduce 
the . grazing.. weD as the production . of fodde, on 
the ,cultivated areas. the area available -for common 
grazing, or for grazing. by paying a smaD fee to a 
private ewDer has been reduced in . almost every part 
ef the Bombay Presidency. The areas. stilJ available 
Lave beeA ana are' atilJ being reriously overgrazed. 
with evil results DOt only: to the cattle. but also to the 
lfaZing lands themselve •• 

The eva effect on the c:attle has been. coDsidered 
elsewhere. But the result OD the grazing areas them
.dve. is not 10 frequently referred to or considered. 
But the coosequen~ of the overgrazing of the areas 
stiUavaiLible is that many valuable indigenous (odder 
grasses' have become. much tarer -than was formerly the 
. a:ase, ana iD ~me . c:asea they have almost disappeared 
over large areas. 

" We Can give two or three striking eumples of 
this process ill actual operation iD various parts of 
die Bombay PreSidency: . 
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(a) At the Chharodi Gattle Breeding Farm 
in the Ahmedabad District the excellent fodder grasses 
Andropogon annolatus and Iscilema wightii were 
formerly present in large amount' over considerable 

'areas of the' farm. These are now making relatively 
poor growth as. compared with a number of inferior 
species, or disappearing 'entirely. and area is becomiol 
crowded with hardier and inferior species such as 
Eragrositis cynosurioides. Cloris pallida, and ,Isch'lc. 
mum 'rugosum. Moreover the' yielrt of grass for graz
ing per acre is decr4asing and the CIIrrying capacity of 
the land has decreased considerably," , 

(b) Another, example cited ,is .that of Bank.-: 
pur in the Dharwllr District' where . Androphogon 
contortus is replacing Andropogon, annulatus. 

Thus has an increase in cultivatio~. hit the. poo,r 
cattle hard in se~eral ways. T~ crown all these mis
fortunes of the" poor cattle mea', 'healts have be~ 
hardened by the impact of the Western CivilizatioD. 
which hal ,~~ing their outlook more and more 
~terialistic. s;, long al materialisim haa ~ot shBlte;.' 
peopl~I' faith in the scriptures they implicily foU.wed 

•• uch lCliptural injunctions as 'the following:-, 

(a) Not to seD. cow tQ uDknoWa personi for 
money's sake ; .", ' 
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(b) Not to use the milk of a cow that had 
·Iost ·her calf ; 

. (c) and not tn sell milk elcept in exchange 
for other ' Rasas/ 

This obec1ience to the .scriptural rules served to 
preserve both the cattle' and the health ;of. the com
munity. But the spread of Western education and 
ci~ilization has made aU' such rules a laughing slock 
f';r persons living in these days of materialism. The 
easy-g~ing people of to-day have learnt, in the schools 
of the political . economy of the west, not to compute 
~e value of things in terms of the amount of health 
bestowed,th~ help got in reaching a higher spiritual 
stage, or the ensuring 01 blessings on the generations 
to £Ome, but in terms of pounds, shillings and pence. 

At this statge the following' e~tracts frOlll Atri 
Samhita, 'Manu Smriti, 'and . the Mahabharata deserve 
a 'very caiehil consideration •. 

~''Whence the possibility .of blessings and the 
destruction of darkness for ·him who has Dot a. single 
cow. giving milk· and . following' ·her . calf. In his 
house." 221, Atri Samhit&. . . 

. .. The· milk of a; cow; . before • teD days .fter 
calving, . of a camel, and ani.pali wit~ undoven hoofs. 
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of, she,ep.' of pregnant cows. and of a' cow that, has, 
lost her calf shopld de avoided." ,Manu· Smriti V., ,8. 

Said Indra :....:··1 wish to knoW' the fate of hini. 
who knowingly takes away a~d sells ,the cow for 
money's sake." 1 

Said Brahma :-" Hear the fate of those. who 
take away a cow either to eat. or' to sell. or ,to 
bestow or for a Brahman's sake. The unbriddled man, 
who should slaughter a cow for sale or for eating ot 
those selfish pers.!>ns who approve of the slaUghter ate 
condemned to hell for as many years, as the cow has, 
bristles. Such is the fate 01 the eater too, '0 Lord. . . . . 
the sin in selling or 'taking 'away 8 cow is as, great as 
in disturbing the sacrifice of Brahmana." Aaushasan8 
Parva, LXXIV" 1-4, 

From all these extracts we may conclude hete 
that so long as money considerations were absent true 
services wer~ duly appreciated and things were valued 
at ,their true worth viz., the trouble·is cost. to produce 
and keep them in a ,serviceable state, as well as the 
true blessiggs they conferred upon, mankind by ad. 
vancing its physical. intellectual and spiritual well.being • 

. In" such a state of things' man learnt to' count the 
,present 'as well as' the future gain; but never relied 
merely on the immediate gain.', 'Consequently' the 
cessation 01 immediate services aid not take away 
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from the merit of caltle or aDY serviceable heiDg. 
Therefore eyeD wheD the cow was Dot immediately 
useluI by her supply of milk •. etc.. she was priz~ for 
p"teDtial seJVices lIIlel was COusequeDtly well-cared for 
eve. when she grew dry. 

AgaiD the injuDctioD Dot to drink the milk of a 
calf-less cow resulted iD the greater aua better care cl 
the calves, aod therefore the cattle '" ahh of abe 
country was not redlessly wasted by un<ledeediug au4 
aoa ill-treatment of the young slock. 

But as the preseot English educatioa has eo
couraged a comempt for mlllly of the scriptural injuac
tioDs lIIlel as a careful stuay of oor scriptures has 
ceased to he a common heritage mo..oot cl lIS Lave 
learat to compute thiDgS in terms of mouey alone ana 
look to immediate gain or pleasure. Let as See how 
this passio.D lor gain has enchained the HindD 
coDSClence· 

Q . .-I' Can you give us a little more informatioo 
aLout these slaughter-houses, because I UIIderstaDd. 
they are aa institntioD peculiar to the c.p-" ) 

A-I ha.e DOt gone into the hirth cl this ind_ 
try. I believe I am right in saying that it Started 
with famine~ A great maoy heads of cattle were 
solc1 beCause the coItivaJofS' _ hard up; aoa some 
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and started a regulae business. It becaiDe so Con .. 
siderable that they were, able to offer fair prices ana 
it ~, come to stay. The ~ principle business is not 
hides but jerked meat. This, is cut jlP into strips. 
dried ana made into bUDdies like bUDdIes of firewood. 
and thea sellt down to Calcutta for transport to 
Rangoon. the Malaya States. ana some yet so f~r as 
China." , 

Q._u Have tbe slaughter.houses aroused any 
local feelings in the matter ~ .. 

, A.-" They have aroused' local feelings of greed 
ana Dot of indignation. I think, you will fina that 
many' of the municipal members are share-holders in 

, the yards. Brahmans and Hindus are also found to 
be sharehofders. I belive." From the' oral ev.id~nce 
of Mr. Leftwich. Director of - Agriculture. C. :P:, 
before the Inaian Industrial Commissioll" 1916-18. 
(d. pp. 587.8 of the Inquiry Report.) 

Now let us examine, a little why the .Indian 
farmers are in neea of disposing oil their cattle in times 
of famine. In this connection says ,.Lieut •• Col; 

. J. Maston:-

.. Moreover. overstocking results in such deterio
rational the qulity aael value in general that by 
actio. and reaelioa the cattle-owner in, Inaia is unable 
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could.be kept· aliveiathe time of famine. because 
the cattle,owner in Europe. whose animals are, more 
highly productive,:can afford to outbid him," Agricultural 
Journal of India. Vol. XVII. Part V., Sept. 1922. 

Thus then due to the combined effect of famines. 
diminuition in the grazing areas, and a change for 
worse . in the character of vegetation coveting the 
the grazing grounds. the cattle further deteriorate and 
they find their way to the slaughter-houses in an ever
increasing number. because there are people is 
Rangoon. the Malaya States and Chlna, who are 
fond of jerked meat. Some of the Indian people, 
who are gellerally abstainers from beef. find that the 
trade ill jerked meat pays them. Greed silences the 
still small voice o( thier weak conscieDces and roughly 
brushes aside all their scrl!ples. So H indus and evell 
Brahm/lll8S ao Dot hesitate ill participating ill this 
ugly and unholy trade ill jerked meat. 

Now it is easy' to see how railways a10lle could 
have helped the grouth of such a trade. for. without 
the railwaYs the buadles of jerkea meat could Ilever 
have heell carried to Calcutta, to be traDsported to 
diffen'.nt paris of the globe. . 

W E'I may now ,go on to examine how the rail. 
wa'" ha,'co be~n assisting in the activities of th~ 
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butcher all over India. especially in her major cities, 
The ·following figurea. give the nlDllber IX !aJ)imals 
killed from the 1st April 1923 to the 31st March 
192~:-

Sl!eep, . 
No, Names 01 Towns. ICattie. & 

Goats. 

Calcutta ... 90.314 2.62.074 
2 Bombay (Bandra) ... 58.154 7.86.342 
3 Shahajahanput '25.653 
4 Delhi 29.565 1.90;789' . 
5 Howrah ... f3.3~ 1 10.291 , 
6 Lahore 11.437 1.98.949 
7 Sialkot '" 6.258 26.492 
8 Sholapur ... H.615 '68.164 , 
9 Meerut' ... "9.453 I·M27 . 

10 Cawnpore 10.563 43,~90 

11 Lucknow ••• 1'1.157 T.18,~30 
12 Ahmedabaa ... ... 14.128 80.223 
11 Pszundaung (Rangoon) Z6,509 . I.53.55g-
14- Karachi ... .. , ... '5.379, 1.59.768 ' 
15 Akola ... 4',121 13.46Z 
16 ,Bahreich, ..... . .. ·4.901 8,569 

17 Agr.· . ,- .... 10.59-7 43~3'6' 
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ShP.ep 
No. Name of Towns. Cattle. & 

Goats. 

18 Gorakhpur ... 4.322 36.924 

19 Bhusawal 1.978 i7.142 
20 Goilhra 5,101 
21 Jahbalpore ... 6,940 11,979 
22 Rewari ... 5,075 4,677 
23 Mutlra City ... ... 5,451 8,204 

24 Ghazipur ... 2,566 4,961 
25 bacca ... • •• 9,060 28,842· 
26 Rajahmundry 2,919 20.450 
27 Vizagapaltam 2.040 18.793 
28 Kurla (~mbay) 7.705 ••• 

29 Broach ... • •• 2,532 15,045 
30 T richinopoIy 4,298 92,977 
31 Sural ... . .. 3,476 92,450 
32 CooDor .. , .... 2,386 9,890 
33 Akyab ... ... 3.163 497 

34 Burlumpur ... ... 2,478 9.509 
35 Deragazikhan . . . ... 2,874 5 .• 037 . 

• Vide .. pp. 1-3.of .. AD Appeal by 5hree 
Ghatkopar SmajaDik Jindal'a Khat .. ~. .' . 
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No. Name of Towns. Cattle. 
Sheep 

&. 
-Goats. 

.36 Malegaon ... 2.882 

37 Nadiad 1,804 2,654 

38 Manglore ••• 1,724 4,521 

39 Mysore .. , 3,338 53,241 

40 Malkapur .. , ... 2,741 1,894 

41 Monghyr 1.199 16,390' 

42 Dohad '" 2,144 5,109 

43 Dhulia 1,750 11,645 

4~ Shikarpur 1,195 34.460 
45 Belgaum 1,654 5.963 

Now how many of the animals slaughtered ill 
the cities named above are raised in the cities them
selves and how many are brought from olltside) 
The answer is that a large maiority- is brought from 
outside by Railways. Therefore in a way the con-' 
straction of. railways has materially helped:an organized 
and wholesale butchery. 

To sum up the results of our investigations, it 
may be said that the condition ot the Indian c:attle 
wa~ far better in the Pre. British days than what it is -
at present and that it hal -begun to' .te~diIJ ana 
swiftly take an.llll1rmiog turll only during the last .ix 
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or seven decades. The causes of this sudden chan~e 
for the worse are:-

1. In former days both the rich and the poor. ' 
the high and the low. took very keen interest in the 
improvement and the welfare of the ca!tle. But in 
modem days even the rich and the high are deplor
ably apathetic to this questIon (Cf. pp. 49-50 of 
this essay; pp. 7-8 ,of the Supply 'of Milk to the 
Indian cities by Dr. '(now Sir.) H. H. Mann; pp. 
766 of the Indian Review. November 1925; and 
J. T. Wheeler's History of India Vol. pp. 187-9.} 

2. Cow-herd, and Agricult~ists are no longer 
given special care and consideration as in the past 
(d. pp. 49-5 I of this essay and pp. 147-8 of India 
ia, 1923-4). ' 

~. Good bulI~ have ,now-a-days becom~ much 
r~rer th.~ th~y were in f~r~er days. (d: PaT.. 16, 
01 the Hum'ble Memorial of the President. Vice-Pre
.ident aDd Members of the Alt' India <;Ow .CoD
ference Association. Calcutta. 1921; J. T. Wheeler's, 
History of India. Vol. II p. 107; and ladian 
RiMewj Novemllet 't925). 

4. The sufficient 'Ilteatlbll ,i. 110'" 110 Jaacer' 
~iDg paia. ~, ,the ~eryalioaol p41lUre.land. BI' 

'Ua. . the' .P.r,:-J3rirish; s1ay~. {O. PP: ' .22-23 . ad, 
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57 of this essay; Manu Smriti VIlI.· 237·42,' and 
Mr. C. V. Vaidya's Medieval History of India, Vol. 
II. pp, Z34-S.) 

S. The failure of the Modern State to tal:e 
strong steps as did States in former days against the 
wanton slaughter ana systematic torture. ot animals, 
either through considerations to conserve the present 
and the future interest of the nation or to stop cruelty 
to animals. (Cf. J. T. Wheeler's History 'of Inaia. 
Vol. H,pp. 214-21,253; R. C. Dutt's Ancient 
History of India, Vol. I. pp. VIIl-IX; The Re>
p.ort of the Cow Preservation League, Calcutta, for 
the years 1922·23 ana 1923":24; alld Young india, 
May 13, 1926). 

6. Growing indifference towards ana aisregarli 
of the most far-sightealy ordained ana till lately 
illstinctively followed scriptural injunctions. (Cf. Manu 
Smriti Xl. 79, 90-91; 108-9, 116-7 V. 8-9 ao~ 
Mr. C. V. Vaidya's Me<lieval History of Inaia, Vol. 
II. p. 186).' . 

7.' Inconceivable aiminution in the importance 
attached to the celebratbns of festivals in. honour· 01 
cattle. (Cf. H. H. Wilson'S Essays 00 the Religion 
of the, H indus, Vol. II. -pp. 170.'1-.)· 

8. The Progressiveweal:ening of thebeliefi~ 
hlerit obtainable; from digging tanb,' constructing la1:es 
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ana wells. and planting trees. to supply water and 
shelter to cattle. as a result of the impact of the 
Western civilization. and hence the shortage. of places 
where the cattle- can be watered. (Cf. Anushasana 
Patva LVIII. 15.17. 26. 30·33 ; LXV. 3.8; Sabha 
Parva V. 77; J. T. Wheeler's. Early Ro:cords of 
British India p. 134;and Para. 14 (7) of!.the Report of 
the Committee appointed to consider •••• Bombay 
~Presidency. 1923.) . 

9. A huge increase in the number of f1esh.eater •• 
especially beef.eaters. both inside and outside India. 
and the imposibility of punishing any of them by ex. 
communication or other meaDs. (Cf. Watter's Recorda 
Vol. I. p. 178; J. T. Wheeler's History of India, 
Vol. II. p, 253; Medieval History of India, Vol. I. p. 
.75; anel pp. 11-12 of .. Terrible Slaughter in India.) 

10. The increase . in the export of IOm( of: the 
finest 01 Indian catde. (Cf. pp. 20.21 of this essay,> 

\I. The disproportionate destruction of the 
superior stock" hastened to an untimely end in cities. 
(Cf. Young India. May 13, 1926; and pp. about 16. 
anel 75.77 of this essay.) . 

12. The great inadequacy oflodder and pasture 
lands due to ~ 

(a> Extenaed cultivation . to raise food for the 
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ever-increasing population (Cf. pp. 33-34" 
ana pp. 59-65 of this essay.) . 

(b) The Cultivation of Commercial Crops. <0. 
p. 68 of this eassy. 

(c) The export of a part of cattle-lood to 
foreign Ianas pp. 73-4. 

(d) At lirst the reckless destruction and then 
the closure 01 foresls for the purpose of 
grazing pp. 5(H\. 

(e) The deterioration in the quality of grasses 
growing. on some ot the remai~ing pasture. 
lands on account of over-grazing. pp. 68-9. 

13. The rapid spread 01 disease amongst cattle 
due to their swilt migration Irom Province to Pro
vince in railways. p. 25. 

14. The almost complete cessation of the opera" 
tien of the law of natural selection. as, big ana rent· 
Iree grazing grounds have now mostly been a thing 01 
the past. p. 66. 

15. PromisC\lous breeding and its evil effects. 
(Cf. Indian Review. September 1925. and Cow-keep. 
ing in India by !sa Tweed. pp. 104-5.) 

16. The lamentable decrease in the utility of the 
"linest ana hardiest of bullocks for the purposes oi 
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'transporting men and goods, brought about by the 
railways. pp. 51-53. 

17. ADd lastly the painfully increasing inability of 
the Indian masses to take proper care of their cattle 
on account of their deepening poverty, resulting from 

, the extinction 9f many of their former lucrativ avoca· 
tions 'and industries, and the rapid rise in land.rents. 
pp. 36, ~57-53, 66-7. 

N.B.-How very inadequate the present grazing 
grounds in India are, may b~ gathered from Appendix 
A given at the end of this Essay. 



Chapter IV 

Tho Exorbitant Price of Flo&h-_Ung. 

In the foregoing chapter we have discussed at 
some length the various factors. underlying the 

painful deterioration of the Indian cattle. Now in this 
chapter we propose to make a closer. fuller, ana more 
elaborate examination of one of those factors. viz., 
flesh-eating. in all lts harmful elfects upon the progress 
and happiness of humanity. 

So far as India is concerned it is amply cle<,lr 
from the testimony of a chain of eminent travellers 
that the canker of flesh-eating was virtually absent 
amongst the vast majority of Indians prior to the 
advent of Mahomedans and other foreigners. especially 
the English. . 

It is recorded by F a-Hian. who travelled through 
Upper Inaia during 399-414 A. D. that:-

., No one except the chandals killed any living 
thing or drank anything intoxicating or even dealt in 
living animals. There were no shambles and no wine
shop. The chandals alone were permitted to hunt or 
deal in flesh of any kind." J. T. Wheeler'~ History 
of India. vol. II. p. 253. 
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H ionen Tsang, too. records that:-" Animal-slaugh
ter and animal-EoocI had. as the result of the efforts 
oJ Emperor Harsha. ceased throughout the five Indies." 

.. East ward of Comorin was the Coromandal coun· 

Marco Polo's 
. testimony.' 
A, D. 1260-95. 

try. the ancient Cholmandalam. It is the 
land of the Tamil-speaking people and 

extends northward along the Bay of 

Bengal as far as T alinga or the T elegu Country. 
Marco Polo describes the people as they might be 
described no_they worship the cow and the bull and 
no one save the Pariahas would eat beef. They would 
not kill any animal. so that those who wanted flesh 

. meat such as kid or mutton employed Saracens. or 
other foreigners aa butchers." Ibid p. 386. 

'fitch. who travelleCl through Northem India in 
1585 A: D. has a1sb a similar testimony to give. 
(FE. Ibid pp. 39~, 395. 399). 

Says he:-"By reason .of this plenty and beccause 

many natives abstain from eating anything 
'Terry's testi. 
mony. A. D. that has life flesh and fish are to be 

1615·18. 
bought at very easy rates,. as if they were 

not worth the valuiag.'·· J. T.Wheeler'. History of 
India, Under MIl~salmilll Rule, p. 41 a. 
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.. Meanwhile Dela VaIle left Ikkari and proceeded 
to the territory of the Queen of Olaza, 

Della Valle's h aI f d 
testimony. W ich bordered on Mang ore. He oun 

that travelling in Hindu C~untfies was 
very· difficult on the score of diet. Hindus were 
extremely fastiduous on all such matters. Neither fish 
nor flesh was to be obtained from them. Neither would 
they 'supply inanimate things such as rice, butter or 
milk excepting as a great favour." I~id p. 456: 

T avemier Cound the same difficulty as: regards 
provisions as are mentioned by Della VaI, e· 

Til vern ier's 
.. stimony. .. In the greater villages there was 

A. D. 1641-68 

generally a Mohemadan in Command. And 
it was possible to buy mutton, fowls or pigeons. But 
when the villages were occupied by Hindu, Banias, 
there was nothing to be had but flour, rice, herbs ana 
milk-meats." Ibid p. 470: 

.. They (the Hindus) livea' on roots, herbs, rice 

Or. John and fruits of every kina, but they would 
te~:r.:~':y. not eat anything that had life, or anything 

A. D. 1618-81. such as eggs that would produce life." 

Ibid p. 488. 

Now what great wisdom the Hinaus has so far 
displayed in abstaining from ,eating Oesh may be seea 
from the following evideace:-
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.. There is more flesh killed for the English alone 
here (Bombay) i~n one monlh than in Surat in a year 
(or all the Moors in that populous city." Dr. Fryer. 
·1674 (Vide Early Records of British India by J. T. 
wheeler. 

But what was the result of this excessive indulgence 
in Ilesh eating? Let us see what history has to say 
in this connection:-

,. The sea-breezes and t~e frequent rains cooled 
the atmosphere and tempered the climate of the island. 
The air had been formerly unhealhty and dangerous. 

· but it had become pure since the English drained the 
· marshes in. the city and the environs. Many Europeans. 
however, still died suddenly at Bombay. They 

· were niostly new-comers, who shortened their days by 
a mode of life unsuitable to the climate, eating great 
quantities of beef an~ pork, which were prohibited by 

,Indian laws. and drinking the hot wines of Portugal 
in the hottest season· (Vide the History of. India 
Under Mussalman Rule, by J. T. Wheeler). 

Thus had the Europeans paid dearly for the 
violation of time honoured laws of health by their over 
indulgence in eating flesh. But wherever the Europeans 
have settled. whether in Bombay or in Bengal. 

~ they hnV!l carried this 'propensity of theirs with them. 
· The following historical liues. show us what great 
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avidity for flesh the early Europeans settlers in Bengal 
displayed:-" European settlers found Bengal to be eq\l" 
ally cheap. Good chickens were to be bought at the 
rate of 20 for a rupee, and geese and ducks in like 
proportion. Sheep and kids were to be had in abundance. 
Pork was so plentiful that the Portuguese lived 
on it and the English and Dutch victualled their ship 
with iV' Ibid p. 516 . 

.. Now how quickly could the deterioration oi the 
Indian cattle have been arrested if this meat-eating 
propensity of the Westerners had not stood in the way ~ 

Says Mr. William Smith, Imperial Dairy Expert:
"Some prominent men in India advocate prohibition 
of the export of cattle as a form of cow-protection, 
others call for Government orders, prohibiting the 
slaughter of cattle for food, while a section of the rural 
community consider .that the setting apart by the State 
of large areas of land for grazing purposes only would 
solve the p·roblem. No doubt something can be saiel 
in lavour of all these proposals, but it seems to me 
the first anel most n~ful form of cow-protectioQ 
urgently wanted in India to the stoppage of the 
slaughter of young cows and female bulfalows in the 
large cities." Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. XVII., 
Part I., Jan. 1922. 

In his D. O. No. 11599 of 1919, Office of ihe 
Director of Agriculture BombllY, from Poona, Sept. 
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18th says Dr. (now Sir) H. H. Mann:-uJ think 
that the slaughter of milch animals in Bombay and 
other large cities is endangering the fnture supply of 
the best mill:ing s1rains in the Counlly, and that the 
maHer demands early and vigorous action." 

Now who is it that has &0 much relish for the 
flesh of these young cows and female buffaloes? Evi
aently they are the Westerners, because it is against 
the religion of the H indus to touch the flesh of any 
of these animals, and -most of the Mohamedans are too 
pool to afford such a costly luxwy. 

How far this propensity for a flesh diet is eating 
into the very vitals of not only the Inaians but also 
those of other nations may be gathered from the follow
ing expert medical, scientific:. and historical evidence. 
The more one reads on the !ubject of flesh eating. 
the more evident does it become to him that fIesh
eating dees incalculable harm t~ the moral, material 
and physical well-being of a . nation. 

What moral harm is wrought by it may be gathered 
from the following ancient and modem writings 
and teachings. 

Tells pythagoras:-u Desist 0 Mortals I to violate 
living bodies for your infamous dishes." for says he, 
"what an evil habit aoes he CXlIItract, aDd how he 
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prepares to shed the human blood, who cuts the throat 
of the innocent c:alE. and nnmovec1 lends his ea~s to its 
moaning!, or who can slaughter the kid uttering its 
child-like cries. or can nourish himSElf with the fowl 
which he has led with his own hands" ~ Raha Parsa. 

Plato. in his famous dialogue. 'The Republic,' 
represents Socrates as describing a model city, ana 
prescribing lor the inhabitants therein a dietary con
sisting simply 01 lruits. grains. vegetables. and nuts. 
R~plying to an objector. who thought the lare suggest

-ed. tao simple, Socrates is represented as saying:-

.. Now. it appears to me that the city which we 
bave described is the genuine. anel so 10 speak. 
healthy city. Bu: y;u wish also to contemplate a ~ity 
that is suffering Irom inflammation. There is nothing 
to hinder us. Some people will :not be satis6ed. it 
seems, with the fare or mode 01 life which we have-

, (Jescribed. hut mU$l have in addition. couches anel 
tables and every other article 01 furniture. as well as 
viands-swines' herds again are among the ~ditions 

we shall require •.•••••••• aclass of persons not to be 
found. because not . wanted in our lormer city. but 
needed among the rest in this. We shall also nee(J 
-grt'at quantities of -all kinds of cattle for those who 
'Wish to eat them. shall we not ~ .. 

'01 cours~, we shall.' 
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• Then shall we not experience the need of medi
cal men also to a much greater extent unaer this than· 
under the form-er regime ~ • 

• Yea, indeed.' 

• The cauntry, too, I presume, which was Cormerly 
adequate to the support oC its inhabitants, will he now 
too small and adequate no longer shall we say so)' 

• Certainly.' 

~ Then must we not cut ourselves a slice of our 
neighbours' territory, if we are to have lana enough 
for both pasture and tillage; while they will do the 
same to ours if they, like us, permit themselves to 
overstep the limits of necessaries, ana plunge into the 
unbounded acquisition of wealth ~ • 

• It mus invariably he so, Socrates.' 

• Will our next step he to go to war, Glaukon, 
or how wi1l it be ~ , 

• As you say.' 

. Thus is war, with all its ugly concomitants, the 
inevitable result of flesh-eating. 

The following from the pen of Sidney H. Beard 
will also show how lIesh-eating is undermining the very 
foundalions of morality and accentuating men's miseries. 

.. Nothing, probably hinders the acceptance of 
Chri,ti.n teaching in c~untries like India so much as. 
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the habits of Christian Missionaries and their 
converts with regard to eating and drinking. 
The Brahmanical Law declared (1000 B. Co) that 
flesh eating should be abandoned by spiritual men 
because it involved needless slaughter and cruelty. 
Buddha taught that it is contrary to the spirit of 
Benevolence, and to the Divine WiD, to kiD and eat 
animals, so also did Zoroaster . 

.. How then can we expect the Hindu, Buddhist 
or Parsee to accept Christianity as a superior religion, 
when their hereditary instincts and religious belief lead 
them to consider that the flesh-eating missionary is 
on a much lower plane of spiritual experience and 
undeutanding than themselves! Should We listen to 
the teachings of cannibals if theY came to instruct US 
concerning ethics ! Yet converts are often recognised 
chieRy by the fact of their adopting thispErnicioDs 
habit, and by their developing the taste for alcohol 
which results from its practice; and as Oriental races 
are thus led 10 believe it to bE: a distinguishing 
characteristic amongst Christians, they reject the religion 
of Christ accordingly." Vide p. 6 of Is .Flesh-eating 

. Morally Defensible) 

On page lOth of the same OO.ok it is said:-

.. The barbarous ·practice is detrimental to man's 
physical; spiritual and mental welfare .. awl retard. the 
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progress of our Race towards that Era of Righteousness 
Peace, . Happiness and Benevolence, which prophets 
have. foretold, poets sung, and the noblest ana best of 
mankind are awaiting with patient ~ssurance and 
prayerful h~pe. It is also the ch ief cause of the 
Intemperance, Poverty. Crime and Vice. with which 
our own and other lanas are cursed and no reform 
that is now being discussed by our social politicians 
would proauce' such permanent and remedial benifit to 
the Community. as a general return to the natural food. 
which Cod originally. desigoed for man." 

After fully exposing the evils of f1esh-eating the 
same author says:-

.. How can we better serve God and mankina 
than .by lessening the sum total of human suffering ana 
depravity, both in the present and throughout the 
coming generations ~ By helping to tum men from 
this evil habit. with its far-reaching consequences. we 
may. in a really practical manner. combat drunkenness. 
cruelty. poverty and sin and help in evarigelising 
people by rendering them more susceptible to religious 
influences-for man's carnality and selfishness are the 
root causes of evil. and these are strengthened and 
fostered very materially by... 8esh-eating •.. CaIlous in
difference concerning the inlliction of paiD and 'wrong 
upon those unable to res 1st the tyrBllllY of the itrong. 
combined with a tenaency to indulge in- ruthless ex-
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ploitation of the less favoured. have been unmistakable 
signs of the unholy inRu:mce which has aominatecl the 
Nations of the Western WorIa." Ibid pp. 3\-33. 

How far the above reRections harmonize with the 
spirit of the aposto!ic teachings can be seen from the 
following:-

.. Let us. therefore. follow after the things which 
make for peace. and things wherewith one may edify 
another (\ 9). For meat aestroy not the work of God. 
All things indeed are pure; but it is evil for that mali 
who eateth with offence. (20) It is good neither to 
eat flesh. nor to drink wine. nor anything whereby 
thy brother stumbleth. or is offended or is made, 
weak. (21 )" Romans; XVI-19-21. 

Having thus seen' that both the Seculiar and reli. 
gious books hold that flesh-eatiag is doing inc~lculable 
harm to the morals of the people, let us now turn our 
attention to the harm it does, to the material welfare 
of the people. 

A mere glance at the following tables will prove 
how very foolish and extravagant it is to use flesh as 
an article of food, because even apart from considera
tions of Blorality and health. it is the most expensive 
aad still the. least aourishing of the articlss of food. 
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Name Calories in a pound Price ptr lb. 

s. d. 

Pork (loin) 1873 lOt 
Oat-meal 1782 0 5 

Vide Dr. Edmund 1. Sprigg'. 

Flour (Wheat) 1651 0 2t 
Barley-Meal 1642 0 4 
Corn-flour (Maize) 1642 0 3t 
Rice 1631 0 4t 
Beans. peas & Lentils. 1625 0 5 to 7! 

II Food and How to \Jse it." p. 6 or Sir William E. Cooper's 
liThe Toiler and His Food." p. 2S 

Rye 1625 
Beef crat) 1620 61-
Maize-meal 1544 0 3t 
Mutton legs 1376 I 8 
Tinned beef 1229 I I 
Bread 1176 ,0 2t 
Lamb 1080 I 9 

Beef (Frozen) 1039 I 0 
Poultry !IDa Game 657 2-6 to 4-6 

Now what a height of foUy it is to spend more 
than Ii shilling to get about 1200 calories from flesh
meats when more thaD '1600' calories cOuld be got 
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from other foods at less than a quarter of a shilling) 
Table H. in Dr. Sprigg's" Food ana' How to 

Use it." Shows clearly how glaring this folly is. 

Name Price per lb. Calories for a shilling. 

sh. d. 

Beef (fat) I 6t 1065 

Maize.meal 0 3t 5294 
Barley (flour or meal) 0 4 4926 
Rice 0 4t 4349 
Oat meal 0 5 3900 
Lentils 0 7! 2600 
Berns (Hericot) 0 8 2436 
Potatoes (for 7 Iba.) 0 II! 2223 
M ilk per quart 0 5! 1773 

Again the use of lIesh IS wasteful in another 
way, too, because in the maintenance of pigs and 
poultry. foods, which are fit for human consumption 
are used. Before the Great Worla. W ar reauced 
England to the imperative necessity of conserving and 
economising her food. supplies, she wasted nearly 
3,550,000 tons of grain upon fattening pigs and other 
animals. supplying the nation with a portioD of the 
8esh that she consumed annually. 



Speaking of these 3,550,000 tabs 01. grain, 
Professor WOba layS:-

"If fed to pigs it would proauce ahont 250.000 
Ions of ary. human foed, ana this a maximum figure. 
for the pig is the most economical converter of grain 
into Resh ...... 10 other words we allow our pigs to 
consume 14 'Ibs. of precious hnman food so that we 
may recover from ~heir careases·1 lb. pork I The' 
average food value of these mixed grains (maize I·j 
million tons, oats '5 m. tons, barley '75 m· tons, 
beans, peas etc., '2 m. tons. anJ wheatHouf from closet 
milling '6 ro. tOn.5.') per lb. is 1.639 calories. In other 
words, We spend 22,964 calories to regain 1873 
calories~a wirless measure." Cf. pp. 22-3 of The 
'Toiler ana His Fooa by Sir E. Cooper' 

From the abO'le extract it is clear that e'len when 
the' most economical converter of, grain into flesh Is 
uS,ed. flesh is, at least. twelve times as dear as grain. 

But really speaking the economical' 'lbs~ is not 
limited by this unnecessary and eKtravagailt Use of our 
earnings in procuring flesh-meats but it extenas much 
further. Haa not tIesh been usedl" the milk-giving 
animals could have been reared on straw and grass. 
which are not fit fot human consumption lOd thus all 
the precious human food saved. This will be quite 
clear from the following e'lidence:-
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Namt 
01 

Lb.ol dry 
foodc~nsum .. 

Kind of hunulIl cd per lb of Kind of fodder 

animal fo04. produced 

. Cow Milk. Ve.I. Beef. 

dry hUmaa 
food 

produQed 

12 Chiefly grass. roqts 
ana hay. 

Pig Porle. Bacon. Ham etc. 12 Chiefly meal made 
from grain. 

Fowl Eggs and Besh 
Sheep MuttoD & (wool) 

14 Chiefly grain. 
24 Chiefly grass. roots 

and hay. 
Steer Beef. 64 Chiefly grass. rqots. 

hay and straw. 

Thus does the productioD of flesh. on the one 
hand, prove to be much costlier than that of any other 
human food. while. on the other, it entails a loss of 
other Eood-stuffs. fit Ear human consumption. 

From another view--point. too, flesh-eating is 
very harmful. A nation. living on flesh. requires a 
much bigger counry for its maintenance than one living 
on grain and fruits, because science tells us that an 
acre of lana annually produces. 

2281bs. multoD, 
182.. beef. 

1680.. wheat, 
1800 " barley, 
2200 .. oats, 

1650lbs.peas, 268801bs. {larsnips, 
t 800.. beaDs, >33600.. carrots. 
4565 ..rice, 40000.. yams, 
3120., maize, 56000 I. turnips, 

20160 .. potatoes, 75000 II beat. 
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Science also informs us that the food-value of 
mutton is 3/4 and that of beef nearly equal to the aver
age value of the principal kinds of grain. So nearly 
1 o times as much lanCi is required to . support man on 
beef or mutton as on grain. 

Even after leaving aside all these material draw
backs of the flesh-food. one cannot but condemn 
it because it is quite unnecessary as has been 
proved by numerous experiments conducted by experts. 
Some of these experiments are narrated below: 

.. Professor Baelz of Tokio made some experiments 
on vegetarian natives of Japan and after measuring and 
recording some of their feats of endurance. he gave 
them meat. which they took eagerly. regarding it as a 
luxury because it was us~d by the upper dasses. Afler 
three days. however. they come and begged that they 
might discontinue it as they felt tired and could not 
work as well as belore." 

Here is another still more interesting. broader
based and condusive experiment made iB England . 

.. For si~months during 1908. 10.000 children 
in London were 'providec]" with a vegetarian meal, by 
'Miss F. E. Ni~holson. Seeretary of the London 
Vegetarian Association, and at another kitchen provided 
by London County Council a meat diet was proviced 
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for the same number 01 children; at the end of six 
inonths the children of both ~arties w~re examined by 
medical men and it was proved that the· vegetarian 
children ';ere better in 1ealth. heavier in weight. 
firmer in muscle and clearer of skin than the children
fed on meat diet. Many thousands of the poorest of 
London are now fed on the vegetarian diet by the 
London Vegetarian Assxiation under the superinten
dence of the London County Council and. at . their 
request." A Press Message sent by Mr. Labhshanker 
Lumidas on the II th July 19 to. 

The experiment. which is recorded bel;'w _and 
which was made in another part of the globe will prove 
equally interesting and instructive as well . 

.. The ordinary ration of the American soldiers 
consi~ts af 75 ozs. of solidfooa. ~2 ozs· of which 
consists of butcher's meat. The diet of these soldiers 
(ana also of the athletes) was reduced to 51 ozs· by 
eliminating practically the whole of the meat (21 o~s) 
ana a portion of other solid.. They were kept on 
this aiet for nine months and as 1I result it was found 
that although they were at the commencement fully 
developed men. apparently at the zenith of their strength. 

, ·yet at the ena of the nine months they wer~ much 
stronger and in much better condition. The dynamo
meter actually recorded ·the fact . that they haa gai~ea 
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about 50 p. c. in strength and their work was done 
with greater ease and effect. their spirits were lighter. 

: their health was improved. and not one of them cared 
to return to his former diet when at liberty to do so." 
Professor Cliitendon. Ph. D·, Sc. D., LeI. D:s 
experiment. 

All these experiments prove that flesh is vastly 
Merior to grain and other food-stuffs.· Nay, really 
speaking. as the last experiment ·clearly proves. it has' 
practically not ·the least nourishing or strength-giving 
capacity. 

Now it.may well be asked. "Regarding Resh
eating in ,the light of the experiments and facts recorded 
above. what a height of folly is it to spend 14 Ibs. 
of precious human food to get only I lb. from the 
carcases of animals ~ .. 

And yet the folly aoes not end there. because 
apart from the material losses which f1esh!eating entails. 
it does positive harm to the health ana, intellectual 
powers of D;len. Let us see what an eminent authority 
like 'Dr. Haig has to say in this connection. Says he:-

.. Meatoeating induces laziness. since it brings 
ahaut a sluggishly aefective circulation in brain. muscle. 
bone ana throughout the body. This means selfishneSs. 
ellimiBacy, aegeneration, decay, and extinction if 
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continued. It produces the love of riches Uiat a 
luxurious idleness might be attained. Whether this 
with its consequent satiety ana distaste for life is the 
ideal lor the unit of a healthy nation. ilet the nation 
judge." Diet and Food. p. 129. 

A little further it is recorded in the same book 
that:-

.. As with lorce and nutntJon. insolvency leads 
to less work worse performed •.. , •.••. so with regard to
the mind does insolvency lead; to less mental range 
and activity and (worse than all.) to a narrowiilg 
view 01 the world and all it contains. with a tendency 
to magnify the importance of self. This attitude is 
the prelude to that complete loss of mental power and 
balance-insanity." p. DO. 

What undreamt 01 mischief 8esh-eating does. may 
be gathered from the following extracts from the same 
book. ' 

.. Such aaiions as our (England) own spending 
'vast sums on stimulant poisoDs cannot hope to survive 
even if the poisons themselves were less 'injurious than 
they are. It is demonstrahle that stimulant poisons 
would never have gained their present position if 
unnatural foads had not opened the door aDd that 
where the foods are rejected the stimulants soan fallaw. 
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.. Therefore it becomes evident that ~ diet is the 
greatest of questions for the human race, for not ooly 
does his ability. to obtain food determine man's 
existence, but its quality controls the circulation in the 
brain and this decides the trend of being and action, 
accounting for much of the di fference between depravity 
and self-control of wisdom.." p. J 30. 

From all this evidence one cannot bul be driven 
to the conclusion that:-

",The path of self-indulgence, (the path that a 
meat-eater generally adopts) has alway; led: to decay 
and extinction; while that of abstinEnce and self-control 
opens upon the possibilities of a mighty evolution. 
And the nature of a man's food largely determines 
the path he wiU foUow." Diet and Food. p. 133. 

But for fear of making the discussion rather dull 
and disinteresting we would have recoraed here a gooa 
deal of medical evidence from eminent docters. 
However as we feel that the discussion has already 
run into several pages we content ourselves by 
informing our readers that aay by aay more nnd more 
doctors of great eminence come forward to bear their 
testimony agajnst flesh-eating. For the guidance of 
our reaclersthe grounas against. flesh.eating may be 
s~lIIed up a~ under:~ ,. . 



( I) F1esh-eatilig is unuecessary, unnatural ana 
unwholesome, (2) It is less nutritious than 
cereals. (3) I t contributes much less to a 
man's power of endurance. strength; vigour. 
and agility than a vegetarian diet. ( 4) It 
has a ruinous effect On the dental enamel. 
( 5) It shortens life. (6) It induces dulness, 
heaviness. and disinclination for bodily 
exercise in the morning hours. ( 7 ) It 
sweeps away ninety-nine men out of everY 
hundred. (8) It narrows the view of the 
world by magnifying the love of self. ( 9) 
It is the root of a nation's selfishness. 
effiminacy. degeneration. decay and extinction. 
(10) It makes a nation's living unnecessarily 
costly by encouraging the vicious and 
disastrous habit of drink and in this way 
ultimately makes the national existence 
precarious beca\lse in the words of Or. 
Haig. .. Ultimately the problem of cheap
living controls the existence of the nation 
as well as of the individu.J." 

Thus whether we tUfn to ancient philosophers. 
or to history. or to science or to actual experiments. 
we are given a clear warning that flesh-eating is 
frought with manifold moral. inaterial and physical 
evils; and therefore people. wishing to escape from 
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these evils must keep away from it. Hence in the 
West, this view-point is, though slowly yet steadily. 
gaining its ,ground. Such being the case. it is very 
painful to reflect that in the East, II!Id especiIly in 
Inaia, where the evils of f1esh.eating were known 
ana fully realised, c:enturies ago, the evil has now 

. began to spread itself. Let the Indians I<now it dearly 
again that in the words of the Mahabharata:-

"Cows are "'~ or not aeserving to be l<iIIed. 
For whom. therefore, is it lawful to l<iIl them} He 
who kills' either a cow or an ox commits a heinous , 
crime. Sages ana ascetics declarea to Nahusha that 
in killing the cow •• the mc;>ther: and the ox, • the lord 

. of beings,' ('protector of beings,' ) he had acted 
immorally and that misery shall befall them ( all) 
for his sake. They (the sages) distributed a hundrea 
and one diseases, (the product of Nahusha's unwise act) 
among all creatures." Shanti Parv .. , CCLXlI. 47.49. 

Now what does this passage imply,~ Simply that 
I not merely the sinner himself has to suffer but also 
those who associate with him. Thus has not only the 
flesh-eater to suffer but all 'those in whose midst he 
lives, nay even those who are to succeed him. Even 
the West bears testimony to this. In his preface to 
the eighth edition. of his book named, "Is Flesh-eating 
Morcolly Defensible ~,' writes Mr. Sianey H. Beard:-
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.. This subject is olle that is worthy of oUt most 
Serious consideration. for it is intimately connected not 
oilly with our own physical. mental anel spiritual 
welfare. bat with that of our children and posterity. 

" We all bow that the • sins of fathers are visited 
upou the children,' and often for several generations ; 
and it can be proven that no violations of the physical 
laws which govern man's being are so frequently 
punished in this vicarious manner as-sins of diet. 

-.. Around us on every hanel we see melancholy 
illustrations of this terrible fact-in the multitudes of 
malformed. degenerate. tuberculout. and scrofulous 
children. who are to be found in every large city; in 
those unfortunates around lIS, who are crippled by 
Goat and Rheumatism. or aIIIictecl with Cancer. 
Appendicities and other maladies, in the early graves 
which engulf so many consumptive, men and women 
before they have reached the prime of life. and in the 
countless host of dyspeptics and other invalids. ~whose 
number seems to increase with the advance of medical 
science instead of decreasing. These evidences of 
detfrioration result from - mal.nutrition and physical 
transgression. To remedy the evil-the cause must be 
removed." 

Thus does the ancient and moclern experience 
dearly tell us that in every way 8esh.eating is a great 
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curse~ not only to the 8esh-eatEr himseH but .also, even 
to aIithose ~ho have the remotest coDDection with 
him: ADd hence it is that aD ever·iDCreas~ inOux' 
01 the meat-eating foreigners has exposed India to 
coUDtless p~riIs.' " 

The contact of these foreigners gradually made 
many Indians the lovers of ease and money. and then 
callous toward. the sufferings cf others. 

How the llesh-eating habit 01 people, liviDg rar 
away from: IDdia, has proauced tragic results in inaia 
itself, may be seen from the EoDowing data base<l on 
actual historical facts. 

The increase in the population' of India, coupled 
with an iDcreased' aemand for IDa ian' cotton in 
EDgiaDd, during the third quarter of the last ceDtury 
drove the IDdians to ,the exteDsioD of cultivatioD at 
the cost of their valuable forests and pasture-lands. 
This eDcroaclunent OD the forests aDd pasture-laDds 

; 

has alrer.dy cost IDdia very dear. (Viae pp. about 
63, 64; 78-80 of thise.,ay; cDd the Joumalof 
Ir.ci;:D Art aaa IDdli,try Vol. XIII. No. 109 p. 24). 

Now when the eyes of the British Rulers were 
opene<l .. to the great havcc wrought upon the soil and 
chanlcter of vegetation by Bn unre3tricte<l ana indis
criminate destruclioD 1)( f,!rests, Ihey at oDte proceeded 
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10 frqmestriogenl lllwsto protect the temainingJorests. 
Consequently . the haraship in obtaining fire~ood 

. became greater than ever 'bef9re. Gradually it became 
scarce and aear. So most of the culiivafors began to 

,use the dung IIf their cattle in' place of lire~wooa. 
Thus there arose a great scarcity lof "manure, . which. 
in the words' of W. W. Plunter, 'is the scjcond 
impediment to imp, .. ved husbandry.' In this connection 
he says:-" If there were more stock there woula be 
more manure; and the' absence of6re-wood compels 
the people to use even the scanty droppings 'of ,their 
cattle for fuel. Under such circumstilnces' ·~ticulture 
ceases to be the manufa~ture of food, and 'be.coliles ,a 
more spoilation of the soil." Tqe IndilJn Empire, p. 409. 

In consequence of the spoilation of 'the soil in 
the manner referred to above, the fertiiity of the 
Inaian soil began to decrease rapidly. At this stage 
Ihe construction of railways helped to create a· woda· 
market for some of the raw products of Inaia. 
particularly graill and; cotton; ana so the ·Indian 
'CUltivator thought or was maae to think that it would 
pay him better if he raised these crops and sold them 
to foreigners. In this way was he drawn into 
competitioll in the world's: markets, both . in buying 
IIna selling his gooa.. ' : 

It is' at this stage that the flesh-eating' people of 
a particular country, say . England; step in, ,thC!lugh 
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their land. measure 74.5 millioDI of ~re •• ~ devC!!e 
only 19 million acrel to the production of grain and 
reserve 40.6 million acres for &tock~rearing in order 
to get a portion of the flesh they conS1jlDe I\DnualIy. 

Now 81 may weD be &eeII from a reference to 
the table on pp. 94-95 of this essay teo times 81 much 
lana is neeaed to support men on iI~h as on graill. 
Consequently if Englana haa been thinly populated 
she could have managed to produce all her food" from 
her own lOll inspite of her flesh-eating habiL But 
crowded as .he i., it is impossible to do 10. and so 
there" is deficit of food in Englana •. m~nl). because, 
ahe il a flesh-eating country. To meet ihe deficit 
thus caused she sends her agents to all the great 
grain-producing lands in the world. Some of these 
agents come to Inaia also. to buy grain. .n this way 
lhe agents of a wealthy country, having gr~ earning 
capacity on acco\lDl of her indUJtrial prosperity. enler 
into competition with the poverty-stricken ~armers of 
India, whose industries have been crippled. ana are 
being crippled more ana more from da, ~ aa,. 
These farmers of India being incredibly igqorant. 
uaorganized and poor can ill afford . to pay the high 
competitive price. for grain and 10 baye '0 rell 
satisfied with a .maller quantity of grail! than they 
would otherwise have aone. because the English 
uge nls by outbiqdinll ~em ~rain away a large ~tilJ 
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of grllin putsiae Inaia. The: supply of grain being. 
strictly limitea by the low feltility of the soil ana the . , 

~trelDely narrow margin of lana for the extension, of 
culti~ation. the poor Indians have to undeli9 semi
star~ation for all the year round. 

To lesseQ the suffering"s of starvation. thu. forced 
upon them. the ?Qor <;ulti'lators think of gaining some 
more money by devoting a . piece of lana. which 
formerly formed the pasture=grouna for his cattle. to 
the cultivation of grain ot colllmercial crops, - auch as 
tobbaco. jute etj:. 

, 
More cultivatea lands aemana more cattle. And 

more cattle require a larger ar~a unaer pasturage. But 
as ill. luck wopld have it the past!1re.lands Insteaa . , . , . 
of increasing show II certain. tendency to 'II serious 
di~in~ition. So the pear cattle are hit doubly harel. 
On 'the one hana they have to accommodate the~
selves in a narrower space ana on the other they have 
to make roOIU lor more inmates. Consequel!tly there 
15 a serious overcrowding of cattle on the rem!lining 
Pflrtion 'of tlte pastures. Now this ov~rstockilJg 
accoraing to Lie!!t. Col. J. M~tojl. .. Resul~s in 
such deteriorati9n of the quality ana value in general 
that by acti~n and reaction the cattle.owner in' Indi~ 
is \lnabl~ !q obt,.in in the country the fooa on. which 
his ~Itle could ,b~ kep~ alive jn the lim!, ,C?f f~m!~e! 
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because the cattle. owner in Europe. whose animals are 
1Il0re hi (hly productive. can affora to outbid him." 
AgricuItural Journal of Inaia, Vol. XVII., Part V., 
:;ep. 1922: 

In this way .. the caule-owner in India. being 
unable to attain in the country the food on which his 
cattle could be kept alive in . the lime of famine," 
there is. no wonaer if a tlourishiog trade in jerl;ed 
meat springs up cluring some' famine years and laterly 

.comes to stay, causing the slaughter of lacs (32 lacs i 
of cattle annually. even in years of average prosperity. 
(Viae p. 11 of • Horrible Slaughter in India. ana 
pp. 73-74 of this essay.) 

Thus then due to the combined effects of famines, 
aeqcase in the grazing areu and change in the 
-character of vegetation aue to overgrazing, the cattle 
.gp .on deteriorating and 6nding their way to the 
slaughter-honses in an ever-increasmg number, because 
there are people in Rangoon, the Malaya States and 
China, fond of jmed meat. Some of the Indian 
people, who are generaDy abstainer'll from beef, 6na 
that the trade in jerked. meat pays them. Greed 
silences the stinsmall voice of their decrepit consciences 
~nd rOuBbly brushes asiae all their scruples. So 
H inaus and even Brahm ins ao not hesitate in parti. 
fipatiD~ ill this ugly ·and lIIIholytrade • 

• 
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While thus the meat-eating propensities of a 
distant country condemns millions of people;, living in 
Inaia to semi-starvation by raising the price of food, 
the same propensities in other aistant lanas strike thl; 
Hindu conscience dumb with greed ana cost unhappy 
India the lives of lacs of cattle annually. ' 

Again from the eviaence. which has been given 
elsewhere (Vide Chapter II. of this essay). it will be 
apparent that to satisfy the like propensities' of those. 
who dwell within the confines of Inaia herself. costs 
her very dear. because the evil 'results of the 
~Ilaiscriminate slaughter of Inaian cattle in large cities 
and military areas have been that:-' 

( 1) Some of the best milch breeas. of the 
country have come near to extinction'; 
( 2) The inferior stock have thus obtained 
a preponderence over thE; superior ones. ana 
consequently. are rapidly lowering the 
general level of the Indian cattle, by their 
promiscuous and unrestriL'lecI breeding; 
( 3) There has been a markea deterioration 
in the quality both of the milch and (lraught 
cattle; (4) As a result thereof the prices of 
both have risen prohibitively; (5) Consequently 

, there is neither efficient lillage' of the soil 
nor satisfactory crop-returns on the one siae 
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ana bli the other 110 sUlficient milk. supply 
on which the health of the commimity must 
largely depena; (6) Deepening poverty and 
increasing mortality llre the inevitable results 
of such a state of things; ana some bf the 
poor cultivators are being ceaselessly driven 
to a state. which shall be beyona redemption 
if the present state of things is allowed to 

. persist for some yeats more. 

Therefore we may conclude that flesh.eatlnlJ 
directly or indirectly works great havoc far and near. 
h fosters a desire for 'luxurious idleness: which 
begets selfishness and greed. These in their tum give 
rise to militarism and then there is a worId-con 
l\agraiion. where the aeath-dance goes merrily OD. 

Thus the vicious system goes on uncheeked, causing 
an incalculable amount of suffering both to man & beast. 

Let therefore. the 8esh.eaters decide if i~ is 
worth their while to persist in a pernicious habit that 

. directly or inairectly causes so much' suffering all 
around, when it is clearly shown to' them on the 
strength of ample authoritative evidence and irrefutable 
arguments that 8esh.eating is entirely unnecessary. 
wholly indefensible ana videly pernicious to human 
welfare. So let all sane men ana women, who hold 
the interests of human creatures. as well as those oE 
other animals, dear to their hearts. reject it forthwith. 



Chapter V 

Reasona 'Dr ..... ughter •• caHla aad meaas le chealc 
lila sanaa.' .. 

To make matters clearer we may divide the reasons 
for the ruinous. reckless ana rapia destruction 

01 India's cattle-wealth into those which are immeaiate 
end apparent. and those which are remote and abicure. 
The immeaiate ones are as under:~ 

( a ) ProvisioD of beef for the army ; (b) Provision 
of beef for a portion of the civil population; 
( c) Unholy traae in fat, hides. dried blooa. 
bones and dried meat; and (d) Animal 
~acrifices. 

The remote reasons are:-

( a ) The staggering poverty of India's llIasses; 
( b) The colossal illiteracy of the Indian 
people; (c) Insupportable density of the 
population; (d) Rapidly decreasing fertility 
J the soil; (e) Perilous industrial back 
waraness collIbined with the wasteful social 
habits of the people; ( f) The wiae gulf 

bet w.eel the eaucated middle class and 
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the huge mass of ill iterate villagfcf!1 
( g) The inertia and the unconcern of the 
well-to-do with the nation's problems; 
( h) The erstwhile bitter communal 
differences; (i) The sterilization of milch 
cattle on. account of such atrocities. as 
.. Phooka " and preparation of .. Peuri," 
prl1!=ti~d upon the milch cattle in cities; 
( i) The general callousness of many of the 
cattle-owners; (k) Insufficiency of fodder; 
( I) The continuous foreign exploitation. 
sucking the very life out of the people; 
and above all (m) The supine nature and 
the supreme sluggishness of India'. Central 
Government to concert measures to conserve 
Inaia's cattle-wealth. 

The above enumeration of the proximate and 
remote reasons of the destruction of Inaia's cattle
wealth must have given our readers a fairly accurate 
idea of the tremendous aifficulties io be grappled with 
and overcome before any real progress in the conser
v~lion and· beu~rment of the Indian... cattle is maae. 

We believe thllt to improve the lot of the Indian 
cl!ule we have also to. improve the average lot 01 the 
average Indian. To state. this proposition in other 
terms it simply a~ounts to this that to eHectively 
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protect the cow and her progeny we must make some 
soli:! achievement either in our monetary. social. moral. 
communal. educational. .'commercial. industrial or 
political sphere of life. 

Hence it is our firm belief that no haphazara 
effort will be of much avail. We will not be wide 
of the mark if we say that anything less than an 
organizea. nation-wide programme. basea on system
atic. and sustaiaea efforts. is bound to end in bitter 
disappointments and lamentable failures. Therefore if 
we wa~t to stop any further ruin of the nation. 
which is but inevitable unless the cattle of India 
are saved in time; if we want to benefit 
simultaneously all communities, social groups. . ana 
political parties equally well; 'if we want to achieve 
the most satisFactory results in the shortest. time pos
sible; then the best way to ao all that. is to sink all 
our communal. political or social differences ana to try 
unitedly. sinoerely zealously. trustfully and lovingly to 
brinK this thorny question of the .protection of the 
cow and other cattle to a satisfactory solution. 

To protect the cattle we must remove the causes. 
whether immediate or .remote. of their destruction. 
Therefore we shall now take up the causes. which we 
have enumerated above, and show the ways to, remove 
or counteract them. 
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The first three of the immediate causes could 
immediately be removed if people can be weaned 
(rom Resh-eating either by education or by law. Both 
.E these methoos have been used in ancients times 
and may be used again. 

At present humanitarian leagues. all the world 
over. are doing much valuable work in cultivating 
public opinion against flesh-eating by bringing its evils 
to the notice of the people. But their work could be 
maae more effectual and vigorous if the various govern
ments were to join hands with them. 

It, will prove interesting and enlightening to note 
'here how lor several ancient and modern Indian kings 
and c;m~rors have helped in this direction. 

Of the great kings 01 India. who really interested 
themselves on behalf of the mute animals. the foremost 
place must be given to, the Emperor Asoka. Speaking 
about the edicts of this humane emperor. writes J. T. 
Wheeler in his History o( India. Vol. 11.:-

.. Kindness to animal, is an important element ill 
tl e religion of the eaict .. •• p. 217. 

Commenting on the edict. prohibiting the slaughter 
of animals says he:-

.. Peth.pa lio despotic order has been issue.d. 
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since the lirst establishment of' a civil government. 
which was so calculated to create II profound impression. 
The Brahmanas. however abstenious in their own 
diet. had sacrificed animals. and poured out libations 
to the Gods. from immenorial antiquity. The 
Kshatriyas were equally celebrated as warrio rs and 
hunters. and lived on meat and wine from their earlies~ 
history. The edict was thus directed against the 
aaily worship of tlie Brahmanas ana the daily pursuits 
and meals of the Kshatriyas; Whilst it was basea 
upon broad principles of benevolence. which neither 
priest nor soldier could be expected to understand. 
The Brahmana could never regard his sacrifical knife 
as an instrument of cruelty; nor was the Kshatriya 
likely to desist from the sport s of the fiela. or to 
IIbstain from his anci~nt flesh.feasts because of the 
pain ~ey might inflict on the antelope or tbe wila boar . 

.. The Rajah. however. was not to be thwartea 
in his benevolent intentions by the opposition or dis. 
"flection of unbelievers. He repeated the edict. in 
another form. and promulgatea it with all the pomp 
ana ceremony of an imperial demonstration. This time 
it was not associated with the decree against convivial 
entertainments. but placed foremost amongst the' precepts 
of duty. which had received universal recognition. 
Again. it was Dot issued as aD ordinary decree. but 
"mounded with all the emblems of power and autho, 
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rity that would excite universal reverence, and ensure 
uni versal obedience. Magnificent spectacles were 
exhibited at every important station throughout the 
empire, such as the people had not witnessed for 
ce!lturies. There were grand processions of ele"har.ts 
'and chariots, accompained by imposing displays of rich 
and costly articles, and wound up with fireworks ana 
iIluminations. Vast assemblages of people were thus 
gathered together in orderly but overwhelming :multi. 
tudes, such as. are stiII to be witnessed .al the great 
Indian festivals. The .drums were beaten and pro. 
clamation was made by a special messenger from the 

. sovereign. Thus saith the Rajah ;-' Animals are not 
.to be sacrificed, living creatures are Dot to be put to 
. aeath ......... It is the ordinance of duty ana should be 
·as stable as a mountain ...... The law which directs 
ceremonial rites must conform to the ordinance of dUly." 

It will be highly interesting to record here In 
King.Ashoka'. own words the efforts .he made to 
,give security to animals, the extent .. to whiCh they 
·were crownea with success, and . also the extent to 
which this success depended partly' upO\l his own 
injunctions and partly upon the convictions of 
the people. 

We read in hi. Rock Edict IV. :-

.. In past times, auring many hundred years. 
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have prevailed the slaughter of living beings, violence 
towards creatures. WaDt of regard for' relations, and 
of respect for Brahmanas and Shramanas. But this 
day the King Piyadashi. ,beloved of the gods. and 
faithful to the practice of religion. had made a pro
clamation. by beat of drum and has made a ilisplay 
of equipages. elephant torches and celestial objects to 
people • 

.. Thanks to the instructions of the religion 
spread by the King Piyadashi, beloved of the !lcds, 
there exist to.day a respect for living creatures. ,a 

tenderness towards them, II 'regard for relations' etc." 
(Vide R. ·C. DUll's Ancient History of India Vol. 
III. pp. 8-9. ) 

In the pillar Edict VIII of the same glorious 
Emperor we read;-

.. The progress of teligion among men is secured in 
two ways - by positive I rules - and by re.ligioul 
sentiments which we can inspire in them. 01 these 
two modes, that of positive rules is of poor value; it 
is the inspiration in ,the heart which best prevails. 
Positive rules consist i. what 1 order. - when for 
instance. I prohibit the slaughter of certain animals or 
lay down other religious rules. as I have done to a 
large 'number. But it is S4llely by a £hauge in the 
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rity that would excite universal reverence. and ensure 
universal obedience. Magnificent spectacles were 
exhibited at every important station throughout the 
empire. such as the people had not witnessed for 
centuries. There were grand processions of elephar.ts 
'and chariots. accompained by imposing displays of rich 
and costly articles. ana wound up with fireworks ana 
ilium inations. Vast assemblages of people were thus 
gatherea together in orderly but overwhelming :multi
tudes. such as. are still to be witnessed . at the great 
Indian festivals. The. drums were beaten and pro. 
clamation was made by a special messenger from the 

. sovereign. Thus saith the Rajah :-' Animals are not 
.to be sacrificed. living creatures are Dot to be put to 
.death ......... It is the ordinance of duty and should be 
·as stable as a mountain ...... The law which directs 
.ceremonial rites must conform to the ordinance of duty." 

It will be highly interesting to record here in 
King. Ashoka'. own words the e1forts he made to 
,give security to animals. 'the extent to whiCh they 
. were crowned with success, and . also the extent to 
which this success depended partly upo", his own 
injunctions and partly upon the convictions of 
the people. 

We read in his Rock Edict IV.:-

.. In past times. during many hundred years. 
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have prevailed the slaughter of living being" ... iolell~ 
towards creatures, WaDI of regaru for relations. and 
of respect for Brahmanaa and ShramllDBS. But this 
day the King Piyadashi, .beloved of the gods. anel 
faithful to the practiCe of religion, had made a pro
clamation, by beat of drum anel has made a aispla,. 
01 equipalles, elephant torches &lid ~estial objects to 
people • 

.. Thank. to the instruction. of the religion 
. spread by the King Piyadashi. beloved of the gcas, 
there exist to.aay a respect for living creatures, a 

tenderness towards them. a regard fer relations' etc." 
(Vide R. ·C. Dutt's Ancient History of India Vol, 
1II. pp. 8-9, ) 

In the piJIar Edict VIII of the same glorious 
Emperor we read ;-

.. The progless of religion among mc!D is $ecured in 
two ways - by positive' rules - and by religious 
sentiments which we can inspire in them. Of these 
two modes. that of positive rules is of poor "aloe; it 
is the inspiration in the heart whi£b belt prevails, 
Positive rules consist iu what I order. - when for 
instance, I prohibit the slaughter of certain animals or 
!,iy .down other religious rules, as I have done to a 
large ·number. But it is solely by a £bauge in the 
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sentiments of the heart that religion makes a real ad. 
vance in inspiring a respect for life ana in the 
anxiety not to· kill living beings. It is with this view 
that I have promuigatea this inscription. in order that 
it may endure for my sons and grand·sons and as long 
as the lun ana moon endure, and in order that they 
may follow my instructions." Ibid pp. 23-24· 

These noble efforts of King Priyaaarshi to wean 
people from animal food and animal sacrifies were 
soon taken up by the authors ·of the Mahabharata and 
the Ramayana. . The efforts of the Mahabharata are 
mainly directed to bring conviction to people's hearts 
on the necessity ana aavant ages of 1II~"'r O{ harm
lessness. W ethink that the Mahabharata has pro
claimed its greatest and noblest message of harmlessness 
in a voice louaer than the booming of Cannon 
or the pealing of thunaer. mightier than the roaring of 
the.lion or the ocean lashed to fury. rising above the 
beat of the drum or the shriek of the battle. yet 
showing no excitement. no dislil<e. lIO fear. no fury. 
It is all softness, I<inilness ana love. It stanas for 
no distinction. no division, but it pleads for com
munion. concord and companionship. The yoice in 
which the message has been \lUetea, has reachea the 
vault of heaven and the strands of oceans by being 
echcoea and rt"-echoea from month to month. genera
tion to generation, age to age. ana country to coua!ry. 
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We think thai the author of the Mahahbarala 
hola~ the message of ~ (harmlessness) dearest .to 
IUs heart. because there is lIotbing else in the whole of 
the Mahahharata. wlUch makes him so voluble and oa 
which he harps so constantly ana eonsistenly - We 
hope tbat lIoboiiy, (readillg Adi Parva XI. 13-16. 
CXIX, 5-6. 10-1 I; Sahha Parva XVI. 5 ;. Vana 
Parva CCCXlII. 28-29; Udyoga Parva XXXIII. 52. 
XXXV. 2. _XXXIX. 53-4. 71. LXIII. 12-15, 
19-20; Bhagvat Gila XI. 55, XII. 4. 13-14, 
XIII. 7. I I. XVI. 1-3. XVII,14. XVIII. 53-4 ; 
Drona Parva CLXLIII. 36-40; Kama Parva LXIX. 
S7-8; Shalya Parva L. 61-3; Stree Parva VII, 22 
to 28; AIIusbasana Parva XXII. 18-19. 2~25. 
LVII. II. 17. 19.21. CIV. 14. CVI. 42. CXlII, 
23-25. 35. 38-42. CXU.23. 25. 35, 41. CXUI. 
29-31. CLXIII. 17-8. 22-23; Shand ParvaLXXIX. 
17-18. CXXIV. 60-66. CU •. 16. q..xXIV. 54. 
CLXXV. 33, CCLXII. 17. 30, CCCXLVIII. 56; 
Asitvllllledbic Parva XVIIL 16-18. XLVI. -30. 
XC, 103-104. 1 1~15. 120. XCI. 5-14; Ashrama
vasic Parva XXVIII. 9. 16. 17; Mahapra.cthanic 
Parva IU. 7. 13, 18; Swargarobana Pana I, 18;). 
will fail to realise that the deaRst. tnaest, DOblest. and • 
godliest message that the Mahahbarala bas to ·8Dllounce 
to the world is the message of ~ or harmless_ 
Bess. The bare fact that the message of ar&"Ir 
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finds utterance even in the midst of the heat and the 
dust. the strife and the struggle. tumult and the
turmoil of the battle-field shows how dear it is to 
the author of the Mahabharata. 

The {ollowing facts must convince the readers 
that harmles~ness is the pervading spirit of the 1Il ah/l"" 
bharata. Let it be dearly noted here that the mes
sage of ~IIT finds utterance in every Parva of the 
gre~tepic.It is· uttered both at the start and at 
the dose: ana is repeated in a number of ways in 
the mid~le. it. strides on the earth. raDges through 
the aerial regions. ana courses tbrough heaven'. To 
convince himseH of ,the great importance.--almost 
inconceivable importance.-that the author of the 
Mahabharata attaches to harmlessness 'let the reader 
t!ike a .careful note of the following facts:-

(I) Almost at the very start the Epic 
announces that harmlessness. is the highest form of 
religion. (Vide Aai Parva XI, 13.) 

(2) Pandu haS finally to say that hunting is 
is unjust. despicable and a source' of calamity (Vide 
Adi Parva CXIX.) 

(3) The tragedy of Pandu', death - in fact· 
almost all the great tragedies in the Mahabharat~ - is . 
based on the violalionof the principle .. of harmlessness. 
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(4) Yuddhishthira aoes not look with approval 
on the undertaking of a Rajasuya sacrifice. 

(5) Again, although the Rajasuya sacrifice is 
undertaken with the explicit advice and persuation of 
Krishna himself it sows the seeds of rivalry and 
dissensions, 

(6) Even whilst preparations for war are being 
maae this message of harmlessness is oEt repeated. 

(7) The Lord Krishna repeats tLe message 
in ringing ana memorable words,' once again, even on the 
battled.fiela. before the opposite parties hurry to • 
bitter ~d bloody strife, 

(8) Even in the thick of 'the battle we hear 
it repeated in the Orona, Kama as well as ShaIya 
Parvas, and thus it rises above the battle-dio. 

(9) The tragic death of Kama is, Ut • way. 
due to his violation of the principle of ~r.· 

(10) Most authoritative and numerous are the 
witnesses in favour oi 8If(6T, eveD gads ana great 
Rishis are incluaed in such witnesses. (Vide Anu
shaSaDa Parva CXllI, I, 3, 5, .7; CXLI, 23, 25, 
35, 41, CXLlI, 29-31. ana Ashvamedic Parva 
XCI, 5, 14.) 
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(II) All 'sacrifices, involving' an lDJury to 
animal life. are condemned in the severest telms even 
though they may be sanctioned by the authority of the 
Vedas. (Viae Anushasana Parva CXV, 47.) 

( 12) If howevet a general condemnation of the 
sacrifices were to leave some doubt in the minas of the 
readers of the Mahabharata, a special book named the 
Ashvameahic Parva is written to particularly show 
the little value that ought to be attached to animal 
lacrifices. however time-honoured they might be. In 
this book the horse-sacrifice of Yuddhishthira. mighty 
and glorious as he is., is held up to derisioa. even by : 

. a mangoose. FuMer in this book it is said }n' unmis-
takable terms that animal sacrifices CaD get no sanction 
at all even though the Lord of the oejties himsell 
were to stand up in defence of such an·· Unwarrantable 
lXlurse. Thus Mahabharata dearly says that' killing. 
e~en for religious Jlurposes ud even when backed up 
by the highest authority is out and ,out an unjustifiable . 
anc!unrighteous thing. 

(13) Soon alter the compI€tiqn of the great, 
horse-sacrifice the tragedies come in quick succession. 

(14) In order to enforce the principle or harm
lessness deeply upon the minos oOhe readers even a 
mean creature like a dog is made' ·to . be- . the constant . . 
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associate of Yuddhishthira right upto the very entranCe 
of heaven. 

(15) Not even the great temptation of wining 
heaven itself entices Yuddhishthira to part with his 
associate even though insiduously asked to do so .by 
Indra himself. 

(16) Even after Yuddhishthira has found en
trance into heaven we hear. .. There is no enmity bere 
in heaven." . 

Likewise the Ramayana. too. attaches a great im
portance to harmlessness. How great this importance 
is may be. guessed from the following (acts : ..... 

(If As avowed by DasharathB himself his 
aeparatioll· from Rama ana consequently his tragic 
death are but the necessary consequences of his 
indulgence in chase. and his killing of an innocent 
creature; though the guilt has been heightened by· the 
substitution of an ascetic (or a wild beast. 

(2) Like Dasharatha's tragic death the ;,.latel' 
tragic events in the Ramayana succeed Rama's avowed. 
departure to "ill ·an inoocent deer at the request - cf_ 
Sita. And Sita. being the first cause of tal:iog the 
deer'. life. has to undergo _ the. -greatest agony under 
the mos! painful circumstances for a long duration. 

(3) - While -the ,$BCtificiai horse was wandering_ 
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the unfailing missiles of the heroic Laxman met with 
a reverse ana Rama's were Dot any more successful.· . 

(4) The direct result of tho horse-sacrifice.. 
viz.. the meeting of Rama and Sita has no happy 
ending. 

Even the Smritis and the Puranas do not lag behind 
in :laying an equally great stress on the importance of 
"'~«T. Those who wish to know what the Smtitis 
and thePuranas have to say on this matter should 
refer to Manu Smriti II, 159, 177; IV. 148 170, 
195. 204, 246; V, 47-55. VI. 8. 39, 40. 49. 52, 
60. 66. 75. 91-2; X 63; XI. 222; XII, 83. 125; 
Atri Sanhita 47-48; Padma Purna, Vltara Khanda 
elV; the dialogue between Markandeya and Bhagi
ratha in the Skanda Purana; the dialogue between 
Kapila and Devahuti in the third Skandha of the Bhagvat 
'purana; Vishnu .Purana XI; Garuaa Purana 
eCXXXlV; Brahmavaivarta. Prakriti _Khanda 
X~VII; and Kurma Purana. Vpavibhag XVI. 

At this stage it would be instructive and interesting 
to take a careful note of the effect produced by the 
imperial injunctions and scriptural teachings referred 
to in the foregoing pages. 

King Piyadashi himself recoras in his Rock 
Edict IV.:-
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"Thanks to the inslru.:tiollS of religidn spte.a.I>,. 
the King Piyaaashi, belo~edof the gods. there exist 
to·day a respect for- living ,creatutes. a tenderness 
towards them." (Vide R C. Dult's Ancient History 
'of India Vol. m., pp. 8"'9. ) 

Nor was the effect shallow or temporary for 
records Fa-Hian. who tr~velled through upper India 
auring 399-414 A. D. :-" No one, except the 
Chandalas, killed any living thing, or' drank any 
intoxicating drink. or even dealt in living animal. 
There were no shambles ana no wine-shops." j: T. 
Wheeler's History of India. Vol. II. p. 253. 

Now King Piyadashi is not the solitary king to 
prohibit animal food and animal sacrifice. His noble 
example was emulated by Meghavahana of Kashmira, 
Shiladitya of Malva. and Emperor Harsha. 

Nor do Hindu kings and Emperors alone aeserve 
credit for upholding the cause of the mute creatures. 
Even some o( the Mohemedan kings and emperors 
deserve some of it. as may be seen from the following 
extracts from • Cow Protection Under Muslim Rule,' 
by Dr. Sayed Mahomed. Ph. D.:~ 

.. From the' very inception of Muslim Rule·. 
special lax was imposec1 OD butchers for the slaughter 
of cows to the extent of 12 • Jetal' per' cow. During 
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the reign Bf Pheroz Shah. butchers complainedagainsj 
this tax and the king abolished it •..••.... This tax. . , 

. therefore continuea fo~ two hunared years after th~' 
establishment of Muslim Rule in Inaia, right up to 
the time of Pheroz Shah Taglialak .•.•••••. Historians 
state that F arhat.uI.Mulk made various concessions to 
the Hindus and aia not allow the slaughter of cows. 
The Hindus' wielded great inRuence during the reign 
of Sultan N"sir-ud· Din Khushroo. This king totally 
6topped the killing of cows' in his territories. It also 
se~ms that the J azari tax. which had been discontinuea 
by Pheroz Shah. was reimposed after his reign; because 
it is recorded in books of history that Akbar 
abrogated this tax. Akbar ordered a total prohibition 
of the killing of cows. and the tax was no longer 
lound necessary. and probably it was on that account 
that it was discontinued." pp. 2-4. 

The same book. let bears testimony to the fact 
that:-

... Whim the Moghuls established their rule ia 
Inaia and Baber ascended the throne. he .Dot only 
founa. out the depth of Hindu feeling in this matter 
auring his few years' reign but also wrote out a 
confidential will for his son H Umayun in which he 
referrt:d to this religions belief of the Hindus ana • 
exhorted him to prevent the killing' of cows. The 
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original topy of this document is preservec1 in the 
state library at Bhopal. and a photo of it has been 
made available to me through the courtesy of Nawab 
Col. Hamid Ullah Khan Saheb. The following is a 

. translation of the document ;--

'0 my SOD: People of diverse religions inhabit 
India and it is a matter of thanksgiving toGnd that 
the Kiug of Kings has entrusted the government of 
this country w,..,u. It. therefore. behoves you that:-

( , ) You should not allow religious prejudices to 
inRueoce your mind. and administer impartial justice. 
baving due regard to the rellgious susceptibilities and 
religious Olstoms rJ. all sections of the people. 

(2) In particular. refram from the slaughter of 
'COws, which will help you to obtain a Loki on the 
hearts of the people of India. Thus,.,u will hind 
the people of this lana to yourself by tleS of gratitude-.' 

.. Albar issued orders. totally prohibiting !be 
the slaughter of cows throughout his 'Vast clominions. 
There is detailed mention of it in the Ain-i-Albari 
_d other boob. These orders were 1Iot abrogated 
fu the time& of his successors. but remained in force. 
though it is possible that iD the feign of later kings 
they were not so rigidly enforced. Jahangir. not only 
-did DOt abrogate these' orders, but further ordained 
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that on Sunaay. the aay on which Akbar was born. 
and oliThursdays. on which he himseU ascended the 
throne. no animal whateVer should be killed. and that 
there should be no hunting bit these days." pp. 4-:6. 

Thus it is clear that almost an unbroken chain 
of distinguished kings and emperors. both H indus ana 
Maho~edans have. in seme way or the other. tried to 
conserve the cattle wealth of India.· Let the Britishers • 

. too. do the same thing now. if Dot out ot the lofty 
considerations that guided the Buddhistic kings. or the 
. political motives that swayed the Moghul Emperors. 
at least for the sake of promoting the physical and 
material welfare of the Indians. Time is short and 
therefore whatever has to be done needs be done 
promptly. Let us here note what the official e:zponents 
of the matter have to say ;-" 

.. There is. however. a great ·lack in places of 
,stock bulls; while the drain of the best milch breeds 
into the towns and their correspondent loss for breeding 
purposes has ,ruined the milk breeds '. of the 'muntry 
diStricts." India in 1922-23 by Prof. L. F. ~ushbrook 
Williams • 

.. The serious difficult is that time' is short and 
some breeds are so near to extinction that whatever 
is to be done needs doing quickly." The Cattle 
Qufstion in India by Lieut. Col. J. Maston. 
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I n answer tl! a question put to 0(. H. H. Mann 
says he:.... .. ~ ~i* very strongly that . the slaughter 
of milch animals in Bombay and other large cities is 
endangering 'ihe future supply of the milking anil"!lals. 

". I 

ana tending to deplete the best milki~ strains in the 
counlry, ~d that the matter - demands early apd 
vigorous action. '! 

WiII then the Government and the. various legis.
!ative bqdies join hanas in tllking • early ana vigorous 
action ~ , If t\ley have the physical, moral ana ma~erial 
uplift of the country dear to them, if they have any 
wjsaom lelt in them, if they are not impervious to the. 
appeals pf humanity, if they do not wish to. victimize 
India by making ~r pay !he. exorbitant price. of 
Desh-eating, then it behoves them all to do. so. 

With regard to the l1Ilimai sacri&ces it may.· \1e 
said here that no true religion r~quires 'them •. ' T~!l' 
following extracts from, the holy boC?ks of vario~s 
religions wiIl, we think. be read with interest. 

- • - j 

Janmejaya said:- ". When King Yuaahishthira, 
with Bhima and Arjuna by him. resembled the chief 
of the deities himself in- prosperity· and, p~owe~s. why 
then did that Mangoose depreCate .that great horse. 
sacrifice of the high-souled monarch ~" 5":'6. 

Vaishampayana' said:- .. Do thou listen to me, 
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o king, as I discourse to thee duly on the excellent 
ordinances relating to sarifices and the fruit thcreot. 
as announced by the great sages when Indra offered, 
~ sacrifice in bygone days. While (the limbs of) the 
sacrifice were spread out, the • Ritwigs' were busy in 
accomplishiug the diverse rites ordained in the 
s~riptures. while the pourer of libations, possessed of 
every qualification, was engaged in pouring libation of' 
clarifiea butter, while the great • Rishis' were seated 
around, while the aeities were being summoned one by 
one by contenaed Brahmanas of great learning, lettering 
scriptures • mantras J in sweet voices, while the 
forelJlost ,of Adhvaryus not fatigued with what they 
did, recited the • mantras' of the Yajurveda in soft 
accents, ,the time came for slaughtering the animals. 
When the animals for sacrifice were seized. the great 

.• Rishis,' 0 King, felt compassion for them. Beholaing 
that the animals haa all become cheerless, those 
• Rishis;' endured with the wealth of penances, 
approached 'Indra ana saia unto him :-" This method 
of sacrifice is .not auspicious I Desirous of acquiring 
merit as thou art, this is verily,.a great ignorance of 

• 
thine (that tho~ art ,ready to sacrifice animals to gain 
merit.) OP~randar. animals have not been ordain~. 
to be slaughtered in sacrifices. 0 puissant one, these 
preparations of thine are destructive of merit. This 
sacrifice i~ not consistent with Religion. The desll1l:ction 
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of creatures can. never be saia to be an ~ct of 
religion" 7 -14 XCI. Ashvameahic Parva. Mahabharata. 

Thus accoraing to the Hinau scriptures animal 
sacrifices. far from being meritorious. are positively 
aemeritorious. This is the consiclered opinion of the 
Mahabharata. Let the Hinaus unelerstanel this anel 
eliscara their sinful sacrifices. in, which they may, 
have so long iniiulgea. through dense ignorance. 

Let us ROW take a careful note of what the 
Hebrew prophets and Paul. the apostle. have to say 
on this matter· 

.. He that killeth an ox is as if he slew a man; 
he that sacrificeth a lamb. as i( he .cut .off a aog's 
neck." Isaiah LXVI. 3 • 

.. I aesireel mercy anel not sacrifice; ana the 
knowleelge of Goel more than burnt 'offeri~gs." 
Hosea VI. 6 . 

.. Let us, therefore. follow aftet the things which 
make for peace. and things wherewith one may edify 
another. ( 19) For meat aestory Dot the work of 
Goel •••...••• (20) It is good neither to eat flesh. Dor 
to arink wine. nor anything wherby the brother 
stumbleth. or is offended Of is maele weak.". (21 ) 
Romans. XVI. 19-21. 
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'0 But when ye sin so against the brethren. and 
wound their weak conscience, ye :sin against Christ. 
(12) Wherefore. if m,ellt make my brother to off~nd. 
I will eat no /Iesh while the world standeth. lest I 
make my brother to offend." 13. I. Corinthians, VIII. 
12-13. 

,Will now the Europeans. living in India and 
priding themselves upon their being Christians. lay 
this Chrisllan teaching to heart. and cease to destroy 
the work of God for meat. and thus stop doing things 
whereby their'lndian brethren arl!' either made to 
stumbh or given an alience or made weak ~ 

At this stage one may naturally lbe inclined to 
ask what is the opinion of Islam on this matter ~ To 
satisfy this curiosity one has only to read the following 
extracts and ,get at the core of Kauranic teachings. ' 

.. They say. God hath !begotten children. God 
forbid I To Him belongeth whatever is in heaven 
and on earth; all is possessed by Him. the Creator 
of heaven and earth." Sale'. Translation. p. -14 • 

•• Your God is one Goa; there is no God but' 
},fl'. the most merciful." Ibid p. 17. 

, II It is God. who hath the heavens and the earth; 
and causeth water to descend from heaven, and by 



means thereof prQduceth Eruits Eor your mainlenance.'· 
Ibid p. I !;9 . 

.. Thy Lord spake by inspiration lIbto the bee. 
saying proviae thee houses in the mountain,. and in 
the trees, and of those materials wherewith men I:~ila 
hives for thee; then eat of every kind of fruit. and 
wall: in the beaten path of the Lord." Ibid p. 200 • 

.. But as Eor the sincere servants of God. they 
shall have a certain provision in' paradise. nalneiy. 
delicious fruits." Ibid p. 335. 

Do they not behold ihe biras above them. 
extending and drawing bacl: their wings} None 
sustaineth them. ,except the Merciful; for He 
regardeth all things." Ibid p. 418. 

And above all .. God I Ihere is no God· but He: 
the living. the sell-subsisting ......... He is the high, 
the mighty ..... LET THERE BE NO VIOLENCE 
IN RELIGION ......... A FAIR SPEECH. A.ND 
TO FORGIVE. IS FAR BETTER THAN ALMS . 

• FOLLOWED BY MISCHIEF. God is rich and 
MERCIFUL." pp. 28-29. 

What important teachings do these extracts froID . 
the Kuran contain) BrieRy speaking these teaching, 
are :........;. 
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( I) 'To have the same regard ana love Eat the 
lower animals as for one's own chilaren I 
( 2) To cultivate the quality of mercy; 
( 3) To get one's sustenance from herbs 
and trees I (4 ) To be considerate in one's 
speech and forgiving; To use no violence 
in religion. 

WiJI the Mohemaaans. living in India. bear these 
teachings in mind? Will they also bear it in mind 
that as pointea out by Mr. Muhammad Marmaduke 
Picthall, .. There is no institution of animal sacrifice 
in Islam in the sense of' propitiation or atonement,' 
that it is only by way of alms that • upon solemn 
occasion cattle shoula be slaughterea and their flesh 
distributed among the poor, by men who could afford 
such charity,' nnd that therefore the poor are not at 
. ~ll callea upon to sacrifice ~ " 

Further will they also note carefully that at lirst 
Abraham was called upon to sBcrifice his own son to 
Sh9W his utter submissiveness to God's will ~ Let 
then the faithful display that 6ubmis3iven~ss. To 
display it neither the sacrifice of the cow nor that 'of 
Bny other creature' is needed. What the Kuran requires 
is the relinquishment of what one values .. Bnd loves 
(not hates) the most, for' the sake of true religion. 
Therefore we entreat the Mohemadans to revise their 
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ideas about sacrifice and understana that:-

.. The whole teaching of the Kuran anil the 
Prophet seeks to demDnstrate to man's intelligence that 
his Surrenaer or SubmissiDn tD the will and purpDse 
'Of Almighty God. as revealed in ~the scriptures ana· 
manifested in creation. and not tire recital 'Of any 
creed 'Of the perfDrmance 'Of any rite is Religion;" 
and therefore those Mohemadans .. WhD think of our 
( Islamic ) Feat of sacrifice as a festival 'Of the sacrifice • 
• fDrsake the religiDn 'Of Abraham ana have made 
themselves fools!" 

Thus it is dear that even for the sake of sacrifice 
animals have not to be killed. 

Now coming tD the remote causes of the aestruction 
'Of Inaia's cattle-wealth, it is not possible for us to 

fully consider them here for want of space and time. 
We shall, therefor. mntent 'Ourselves with pointing 'Out 
lIOme of the remedies in brief. 

( a ) We firmly believe tlt&t the spinniDg.wheel 
has got great potential ities nDt only to relieve lnaia's 
grind iog poverty but also tD awaken. strengthen ana 
unify the Indian people. Therefore it behoves every' 
lndian and India's friend· to encourage the use 'Of 
• Khadi' in every possible way. 

( b ) So long as the Indians are starving ana 
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shivering with Cold· for want of food and clothing it 
is impossible to think of educating them. Therefore 
let the poverty be first relieved. and then literacY will 
follow. Bot we cannot wait for tho solution of the 
caHle.problem tiII all men and women become literate. 
Therefore the best way is to send men to the breeding 
districts to bring knowledge to the ignorant viIIagers. 
Magic lanterns may also prove of some help. 

( c ) From a close study of the population statistics 
given on page 30 of this essay. as well as the facts 
and figures giveD . on pp. 62-7 of W. W. Hunter's 
Indian Empire. pp. 4-6 of the Agricultural Bulletin 
No. 85 of 1917. Bombay Presidency. and Agricultural 
Journal of India, Vol. XVII •• Part V.. Sept. 1922. 
it . will. be quite clear that Loth the human and the 
cattle population of India have reached a point at 
which • further increase is stopped by limitations of 
food-supply. aided by ravages of disecase.' If we shall 
examine the population statisties on page 30 we shall 
find that the population increased rapidly uplo 1911. 
But thereafter every subsequent aecade has shown very 
little increase. 

Hence the salvation of India lies uot iu trying to 
increase the number of either bot iu improving the 
quality of Loth. To do this the best course is 10 

observe celebacy or iICRi and to regulate breeding and 
and feeding of cattle. 
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( d) R~tation of crops. combine<l with propef 
manllfing will prove helpful in maintaining the 'fertility 
of the soil. In this connection the notes of Mr. A· 
Galleti. Collector of Ganjam appearing in 'Young 
India.' May 13. 1926. may be ·read with profit and 
pleasure. Rotation' of crops. ao:ording to Mi GalI~ti: 
will not only prove helpful in fertilising the soil b~t 
also in increasing the output of fadder. 

( e ) The State should give every facility for the 
development of tanning. dairying and manufacturing 
of sugar. Ship-buildillg should also be encourage<l.' 
We also think that if proper encouragement be given, 
to the Indian 'coastal trade much unemployment would' 
be relieved. Again, if the posts in the Indian army 
now fil\e<l in by Europeans. be filled by Indians. much 
distress due to want of employment would be abate<l. 
In short, if a proper industrial survey is made, and 
promising industries enc:ourage<l. India can soen be in 
the forefront of industrially ad~anced countries. But 
so long as the Indian 'Government is dominated from 
Whitehall, India's industries can never prosper., And 
10 Swaraj alone can SGlve this question. 

So far as the wasteful habits of lite people are 
concerne<l we are confident that the spread or the 
messa,e 01 the spinning-wheel is slowly but surely 
demolislling them. -
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( f ) Again it is also the spread of the same 
- message that is estahlishing a most healthy communion 

between the educated and the uneducatec1 people c:J. 

the land, ana thus narrowing 'down the limits of the 
gulf between the two. Therefore let the spinning.wheel 
come into its own and hy its magic, there shall be no 
(julf between the two. 

( g ) Of late the well to do seem to have discar
ded their former inertia, and ~me of them have taken 
up one or the other of the country's prohlems with 
all the earnestness they are capable of. Let them ao so 
in this matter also; and thell the Cattle-prohlem will 
he solved at no aistant date. 

( h ) Now that the communal differences are 
composed, what is wanted is active Co-operation in 
immediately stopping the slaughter of valuable cattle 
hy piIotting necessary legisIatioll through the legisIatnres. 

( i ) The atrocious practices mentioaed here 
coula he put a final stop to if:-

( I) The Municipalities ana other local hoc1ies 
are empowered to stop the slaughter cl 
efficient cattle; 

( 2 ) The export of good cattle (rom the hreeding 
districts to cities or to distant and IlDsWt
able pla~ is either restricted or stopped: 
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( 3) A desired change is effected in the· evil 
habits of the city milk-men either by edu
cation or by sweet reasonableness and failing 
that by the passing and enforcement of 
stronger measures ; 

(4) The City milkmen are encouraged to shift 
th~r cattle to some places where land-rents 
are lower and fodder cheaper by adopting 
one or more of the following measures:-

(i) Helping the city milk-men to discharge 
their huge liabilities; (ii) Securing 
suffici,ent land near about the city to 
accom'odate them and their cattle and 
permit cheap grazing; (iii) Reducing 
the cost of carrying milk by introducing 
some improved method of doing so; 
and (iv) Encouraging a co-operative, 
spirit . among them ; 

( 5) Municipal. Goveroment or private farms for 
the maintenance and improvement of the 
cattle coming from the city stables are 
opened and maintained; 

( 6 ) That portion of the rural population which. 
is already engaged 'in dairy and mixed 
fanning is educated and organized ; 
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( 7) State encouragement is given to people lor 
breeding ana rearing better cattle; 

( 8 ) Municipal or private dairies lire opened ; 

( 9 ) Suitable laws are lramed to safeguard the 
interests of such ventures; . 

( 10 ) Facilities are provided for the tralnmg of 
men able to conduct such ventures; 

( 11) Government evolves certain milch-breeds that 
would make dairying a probitable concern; and 

( 12 ) N arrow selfish interests are superceded by 
the broaa national interests; 

( g ) The present degenerated condition of the 
cow is the ~ause of the . general callousness of the 
cattle-owners. Let the cow be regeneratea and the 
callo~ness is bound to aisappear. 

In this connection the following ilvidence w~ be 
very valuable:-

( i ) .. The real need of the situation is obvious, 
namely, such an impro~ement in the local breeds of 
cattle that the same animal will produce milk. for sale 
or consumption by her owner and a calf fit to take 
its place in plough or cart in due course. Further, 
ti).e yield oi mi.k must be luch lhot the' cow is II 
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profit-earning machine when kept for milk alone .. But. 
ana here is the difficulty, it is useless to embark on 
any wide-spread schemes for improving local breeds. 
by importation or otherwise. unless or until the food
supply is made adequate to the requirements of such 
an Impro.,ed breea. The improvea dairy cow needs 
an extra large fooc -supply and must get it with the 
least possible exertion. She is consequently the lirst 
to succumb when underfed. ana the first to die when 
actual starvation rE'igns. In other words. survival of 
the littest to withstand starvation meaDS survival of 
the least lit to give milk." Lieut. Col. J. Maston, 
Assistant Controller of . Military Farms. (Vide Ag. 
Journal of India. Vol. XVII .• Pan V. Sept. 1922.) 

( ii ) .. On the eviclence before the Committee 
and from the latest cattle census report. it has been 
noticed that the COW is being used leSs and leSs each 
year for the production of milk; this necessitates the 
keeping of cows to produce draught bullocks. and 
buffaloes to produce milk. The reasult is that two 
animals have to be led to do the work 01 one. The 
Agricull nral and Veterinary DE'pattments in the past 
have encouragea this state of affairs by breeding bulls 
lor the. sole purpose of improving the draught qualities 
of the· cow· This very harmful practice must be 
stopped. It is a well-~nown fact that the Holstein of 
,Denmark, the finest milk.producer in the world. 
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supplies the best' ballocks for the "ine-growing trads 
in .Europe." para 29. .. The ·Committee recommend 
to Government that Government farms be started as 
early as possible for the following breeds and that 
particular attention be given to the milk-producing 
capacity of the cows. It is essential for the well-being 
of the calf that the milk-giving capacity in the mother 
should be encouraged and the draught-qualities at the 
same time kept Up to a high standard. Hence in all 
breeds, attention must be paid to both milk and 
draught qualities." Para 36. Report of the Bombay 
Cattle Improvement Committee. 

( iii) .. The one thing essential before any real 
progress can ~ made in improving the cattle of India 
is that cattle breeding and rearing must be made a 
paying part of ordinary farming operations. Outside 
of the dual., purpose policy. I. do not think this caD 
be done." . p. III, Cow-Keeping in India by Mr. lsa 
Tw~. The. evident conclusion that may be drawn 
from the foregoing extracts is that if we work along 
the • dual purpose line,' • cattle-breeding.and rearing 
can be made a paying part of orc1inary farming opera
tions,' imd th~s the people may be prevented from 
being callous to the young stock. But this means 
that people should no longer allow the buffaloes to 

displace' the cows from their rightful place. 

( k ) The present supply of fodder can appreciably 
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imptoved both by the state and the 'people severally 
as well as jointly. The .state, can considerably "eaSe 
the situation with regard to' the supply of· fodder if. it 
\Vould take care:-

( I ) To store better fodder, intended' to be Used 
in time$ of emerg~ncy, than it has hitherto 
done:: ( 2) To start the preparation of 
ensilage: ( 3 ) To demonslrate the use of 
dlaff-outters and silos; (4 ) To Pr~rve a 
definite amount of grazing lands, particularly 
in trac:ts favourable to 'good breeding ; 
( 5 ) To allow the villagers, living m' the 
oeighbourhood of the reserved forests, to 
pasture their cattle therein t (6) _ To restrict 
the export of cattle-food; ( 7 ) To develop_ 
the existing grazing Ianas; (8) To provide 
facilities for water in such grazing' tracts, 
as cannot be turned to good aa:ounfowing 
to an absence <If sUch faciliities; ( 9) T Q 

give kansport and other facilities in times 
of famine. 

Likewise the people, too, can secure a remanable 
uprovemeot ia the eJ:isting lodder supply if \hey 
wuld take care:-

( 1) To introduce grass and olber fodder-crops, 
when and where possible, into the rotation of 
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crops; ( 2) To collect the available supply 
of foelder at the c1os~ of the rainl ud not 
allow it to go to waste by letting it be 
parched up; ( 3 ) To store up the excess 
of fodder in gooa years; (4 ) To restrict 
the wasteful movements' of their cattle 
grazing on the village common; (5 ) To 
get familiar with the up-to-date methods of 
economising the fodder-supplies . 

. Allthe suggestio~s maae here to improve the 
present supply. of fodder are made on the strength of 
~xpert advice 8lld authoritative evidence. Those 
desiriiig to read the original sources of information 
should ,reaa the. following ;-

Paras 12-15, 23-26, 30. 36, 44 of the Report 
of the Committee appointed to consider the, main
tenance 8lla improvement of the existing breeds of 
cattle in the Bombay Presidency; 1923; . Para 7th. 
of the· Cow- Preservation League. Calcutta (or the 
years 1922-23 and 192~24:' Page 16toflndia in 
1923-24 by Prof. L. F. Rushbrook Williams; Agri
cultural' Journal of Inaia Vol. XVII., Part V.. Sep. 
1922; The Agricultural Bulletin No. 112 of 1923 
of the Bombay Presidency; A Paper 011 the Milk 
Supply of Lahor~. 1921. by Prof. Shiva Dutla. M. A .. 
Fellow Royal Asiatic Society; ana the Indi~ Review. 
Nov. 1925, pp. 763-5. 
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( I ) Should Swaraj be got foreign' exploitation 
could easily be stopped; 

( m) . Solidarity of the nation alone can make the 
prese~t Indian Government amenable to the 
wishes of the people. Therefore the people 
ought first to take up a question 'Vhich can 
bring about this solidarity. 

And here we may eleclare our belief that 
Mahatma Gandhi. in prescribing the· spinning·wheel 
as a specific remedy for many of our ills, has certainly 
laid his finger on the secret that the nation· had. so 
long. been struggling to find out. To the ordinary 
and superficial thinker the spinning.wheel represents 
nothing but a crude anel antiquated machine which can 
help an individual to earn,'an anna or· .two after a 
aay's hard labour. But to a humble student. of the 
potentialities pf the spinning.wheel. it represents . the 
charm ana beauty of domestic life. the secret of trne 
domelticlUlci political economy. ana above all. at this 
critical hour. it represents a nation.wide organization. 
based on one wish •. one will and one aim of the 
whole nation. that has completely purged away most 
of its weakDess. and joined hands in aisinterested toil 
and loving' service. Something of. a type. in which 
the one wi~h. one will and olle aim of the whole 
nation are clearly reRected. is needed even in the case 
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of ~Iviug the present cattle-problem. as weD as aD 
other g{eat problems of India. Possibly it is the 
striking realisation of this idea that makeS Mahatma 
Ganc1hirepeat in enc1less :variatioDS his dictum that 
the spinning-wheel is, at least to him. the • desire
yielding oow.' 

Now if we take the spinning-wheel as aa emblem 
. of the solidarity of the nation. which is bot a oorollary 
to the suocessful prepagation of the spinning-wheel all 
over India, the statement of Mahatma Gandhi will be 
found to be nothing bot the barest lnIth. not merely 
so far as he himself is ooncemecl bot also the whole 
nation. And hence it is that he is trying his level 
best to cOncentrate aD the energies 01 L the nation on 
the spinning-wheeL . 

It may be noted here that those very places. 
which .are the strong-holds of the spinning-wheel. have 
made the \argest oontributions Ut men ud money to 
the present political movement tLe nplift of the down
trodd~ ud other ooUaterai activities- Hence we 
think that the spinning-wheel can be made a pRot 01 
may of our national activities, incluaing those 
CIOIlIleCled with the impro-rement and presenation 01 
the Indian cattle. Therefore we do nol hesitate in 
especially inviting the attentioa 01 our kina reaaers to 
all investigation of the potentialities 01 lhe spinning-
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of India . 

. Before closing this chapter we must give some 
laws to regulate breeding for the improvement of the 
of the present' cattle ilJ I naia, because improved 
breeding is one of the surest meails to stem the tide 
of deterioration and .slaughter . of the Indian cattle. 
Some of the laws to be rememberea by all cattle
breeders are as under :-

I. Never use an Inferior bull. 2. To improve 
the breed the cow must be served by a bull 
that is sQperiot to her. If the bull be 
inferiol' to the. cow. the calf will be inferior 
to the . mother;' b~ if the bull be, superior 
to the cow,. the calf will superior to the 
mother. 3. Avoid in-breeding. that is 
breeding from father ana daughter. son and 
mother. or brother' aila sister. When 
breeaing from close relations the progeny 
usually' aeteriorate. unless the greatest care is 
exercised in selecting only those who are absolute
ly (ree from disease and serious defects, and 
are perfectly healthy ana strong. ana have 
the good' characteristies 01 the breeds in a 
-very marked degree. Line breeding-that is • 
.breeding in line from selected inaividuals 
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of the same breed and strain but of different 
families should be. practised. 4. ~ Breed 
from thoroughbred individuals of the same 
breed. If it is necessary to 'put the cow 
to a bull of another breed. :he should be 
of a better breed than the cow. The best 
breeds to breed from are the Montgomery. 
Sind Hissar land Ongole. 5. To breed 
successfully. proper food and careful manage
ment are necessary. 6. It is a very serious 
mistake to use an immature bull for breeding 
purposes. 'the progeny of such a bull will 
be weak and very hard to rear. and very 
often the mother's milk will decrease very 
perceptibly. A bull should never be used 
before he is thre& years old. nor after he 
is eight years' old. 7. A bull should never 
be allowed to be very fat. but should 
always be 'in a good, tough condition. 
8. Most bulls are best kept . apart. 9. A 
cow must not. be put to the bull until three 
months afler the birth of her last calf. 
10. A bull should not be allowed to serve. 
more than one cow a week. 

(Vide Cow Keeping in India by Mr. lsa Tweed.) 

To sum up. the shortest but surest way to improve 
the lot of the Indillll cattle is to work along the 
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• Dual Purpose Line.' To obtain the quickest and the 
best possible sesults by working along ithis line. not 
only the measures to make the fodder. supply adequate 
to the need should be adopted. but also the :following 
measures:-

( I) The immediate and 'absolute stoppage of 
the slaughter of efficient' cattle; (2 ) Develop· 
ment of dairy-farming; ( 3) Improvemnt 
and extension~ of both the literary and 
technical education. suited to the needs of 
the agricultural population of India; 
( 4 ) Starting of model cattle-farms: (5) 
Holding of cattle-shows; ( 6) Needful 
alterations in the traditional methods of 
breeding and feeding; and (7) A ;change 
in the traditional ways of the work of some 
01 our charitable iustitutions. 



Chapter "I. 

tlllftlahitarian and Religious A ........ o. the Siaugialel' 

01 Cows and 00- AnI ....... 

Shoula a Desh-eatet stop to bow or think of the 
great inhumanity involved in the process of pre

paring his dish of Desh. he coula hardly bear to eat 
8esh any more. Let the Besh-eater he onoe an eye
Witness of the innumerable cruelties through which the 
animals slaughtered to satisfy his appetite have to pass 
through and he will. if he has any humaniIJ lelt in 
him. he inauced to discara Ilesh-eatiDg fot ever_In 
a majority of cases it is either thP. iguoraoce about 
these cruelties. or lack of imagination or want 01 
forethought, or hardness of heart bom 01 repeated 
practice of c:rueIty that allows the Besh-eater to 
persist in his pemicions habit. Therefore let the 
flesh_ter read and relIect npon the following emacts 
and decide for himself whether it is worth his while 
to eat Besh even at the cost of his own humanity. 
Says a well-bown actress:-

"I can't bear to eat heef-steal: DOW. because 
I was passing a shed in a little town where 
I was staying a few months aeo. I beard a Kreal 



noise alia shouting ana bellowing insiae. and so I 
peeped in ••...• It was areaelful ••• Such a beautiful cow, 
straining in agony at the chain round her neck ••. her 
lovely great eyes all one blaze of terror ••• a great lout 
twisting her tail. •. a big fellow ill front with the pole
axe trying to kill her ... 1 was fascinated. I was hypo' 
110tiseel. - I tried to tear myself away. but I could not ... 
Every time the ue came down I felt it ill my 'Own 
flesh. anel I. too, shuelaere<1 ... The fellow was clumsy. 
anel the minutes seemecl like long centuries to me ... At 
last she fell oh I such a thud ••• such a horrible. stiff. 
atark. blaring thlng ... and I. too, felt the pangs of death 
within me ... ' rushecl home and bliiiecl my head in 
my pillow and sobbed for the o>w I haa seen die so 
terribly ... 1f this Las to be gone through for my plate 
-of beef I will never touch it again. I vowed; ana now 
I am a fruitarian-" . 

How yery pathetic and heart-rending all this is I 
But still it does not portray the whole t-ale of the 
Lorrors. undergone by the poor, mute creatures. killed 
to gorge the maw of unthinking mea. Through what 
u e.aless'" chain of Aorrors these . unfortunate- creetures 
have to pass may be gathered hom the following:-

II Ala the cruelty of it ~ I the wrong of it alii 
_ the shame of it aliI The horrors of the cattle-truck, 
the greater horrors of the ~ttIe-boat. the blows and 
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kicks. the hunger and thirst. the cold ana wretchea.oesS, 
the accidents in transit. atrocities of the' abattoirs. the 

:enormities of th~ private slaughter house. the pole-aXe. 
the knife. the danger, the flaying of still living animals. 
the dismembering of still 'quivering carcasses. make up 
a tale of suffering. a list of hotrors (not by any means 
exhaustive), which must be dinnec1 into the ears of 
unthinking and unreasoging Christians, however pious 
in their oWn eyes. and however much they resent it." 
Rev. A. M. Mitchell. 

, Further maD 'makes the whole of the lower creation 
groan and travail i,n agony not simply for the sake of 
satisfying his hunger but also his vain curiosity or iole 
amusement., How all these causes tnm man into an 
arch oppressor of the lower creaturu IS feelingly 
described in the following passage:-

.. Man is the direct agent of a wide and conti. 
nual distress to the lower animals: aDd the question 
is', • -Can any method be devisec1 for its' alleviation ) • 
On this subject the scriptural image i. strikingly 
realized:- 'the whole inferior creation groaning and 
travailing together in pain; because of him. It signi. 
fies naught to the substantive amount of the suffering. 
whether it be prompted by the hardness of his heart, 
or only' permitted through the heedlessness ~f his mind. 
In either way it holds true. not only that the arch 
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devourer man stands pre-eminent over the fiercest 
children 01 the wilderness as an animal 01 prey. but 
that lor his lordly and luxurious appetite. as well as 
lor his service or merest curios~ty and amusement. 
Nature must be ransacked throughout all her elemenis. 
Rather than lorgo the veriest gratilication or vanity. 

he will wring them from the anguish 01 wretched and 
ill-Iated creatures; aDd whether lor the . indulgence 
01 his barbaric sensuality or his barbaric splendour' he 
can stalk paramount over the sufferings 01 that prostrate 

, c~eation which has been placed be~eath his leet • 

.. These sufferings are r~l1y ~eIt. The beast~ of 
the field are not so many automata without seasation. 
so constructed as to assume' all the natural expresSions 
01 it. Nature hath not practised this wiiversal decep. 
tion upon our species. These poor animals just look 
and tremble and give forth the very , indications of 
suffering that we do. ,Theirs is the distinct; cry of 

• ' . ~ ~ t' , ',. .' :! " . . . 
,pain. They, put on ~he . same, aspect of terror on t~e 
, demonstration 01 a menaced blow. They exhibit the 

, same distortions of agony after the infliction of it. The 
bruise or the burn. Qr the fracture Of the deep incision • 

. or ·the fierce encounter with one of equal or superior 
,strength. affects them similarly to ourselves. Their 
blood circulates as ours. They have pulsationsin 
~arious parts of the !mdy as' we have. They sicken 
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and grow feeble with age and finally they die just as 
we do • 

.. They possess the same feelings; and what exposes 
them to lik~ sufferings from another quarter is that 
they possess the same instincts with our own species. 
The lioness robbea of her whelps causes the wilderness 
to ring aloud with the proclamation of her wrongs; 
or the bird whose little household has been stolen fills 
~d saddens all the grove with melodies of the deepest 
pathos. All this is palpable even to the general and 
unlearned eye: and when the physiologist lays open the 
recesses of their system, by means of that scapel under 
whose operalion they just shrink and are convulsed as 
any living subject of our own species, there stands 
forth to view the same sentient apparatus and furnishea 
with the .same conductors for the transmission of leel. 
ing from every minulest por~ upon the surface • 

• , Theirs is unmixed and. unmitigated pain. the 
agonies of martyrdom without the alleviation of the 
hopes and theseotiments whereof men'· are capable. 
Wh.en they lay themselves down to die: their oDly 
fellowship is with sulferiDg; for in the prison-house of 
their beset and bounded faculties. DO relief can be 
afforded by communication . with other interests or 
other things- The attention does Dot lighten their 
distress as it does that of man. by carrying off his 
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spirit from that existing pungency and pressure which 
might else be overwhelming. There is but roam in 
their mysterious economy for one in mate; and that is 
the absorbing sense of their own single and ccncentra
ted aJlguish, And so on that bed of torment whereon 
the wounded animal lingers and expires, there is an 
unexplored death and intensity of suffering which the 
poor dumb animal itself cannot tell, and ag~inst wbich 
it can offer no remonstrance--an untold and ~nown 
amount of wretchedness of which no articulate voice 
gives utterance." 

Besides this eBormous cruelty. practised upon the 
mute creatures, there is also some cruelty to our own 
species also in eating. flesh. because it reduces a number 
of men to the pitiable condition reflected in the 
following poem:-

The Song of the Slaughtermen. 

Foul is our lot. ana Satan is our Governor: 

Listen. 0 ye people. ana be fearful at your feasts. 

For to find you flesh ana blood. we are drowning 

\ in a flood 

Of crimson seas. exudiog from the hearts of 
slaughtered beasts. 

'Yea, we are lost. and our spirits love debauchery; 
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Would you have. the Bible iD the hands that 
wield the knife ~ 

Are you shocked we crave for driDk that will help 
us Dot to think, 

That we love the SiD Hell, gives us to drug the 
thought of Life? 

No, Dot for us the lUxury of GoaJiDess. 

Take your • blesSed Gospel' where the happy 
Niggars dwell, 

For we haven't leamt the Deed of a pure and 
peaceful creed, 

And we dOD't believe iD heaven for we're living inheD. 

Words, oDly words; you can't deceive a sIaughterman; 

But if there be a God who' looks OD Earth from 
up above, 

When he sees us tear the hides from the bullocks' , 
bleeding sides, 

We WOD't expect, us ~u!?ters to allow that "He 
is Love." 

Eo, H. l1ligb ... 

Thus it is dear that flesh-eating keeps the whole 
of the lower cre~tioD in perpetual paiD, ana turDs 
away men from "pure and peaceful creeds." Therefore 
.let those men. who do Dot wish to be an instrument 
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of all this neealess pain~ at once give Up their· dirty 
hahit of flesh-eating. How far llesh-eating is subversive 
of heauty. nobility and real spiritual progress may be 
leen from the following extlact.· 

Udyaga Parva XXXV. 2, XXXIX. 53-4; Karna 
Parva LXIX. 57; Anushasana Parva LVII. II, 17; 
19. 21. CXV. 1-5,7-13. 37. CXVI. 31:1-42. CXIlI. 
t. 3. CXIV. 6-7. 

Translation of the verses referred to above. 

A hath in all the holy places and mercy toward~ 
all heings are hoth equal, rather mercy is superior. 

Mildness. ahsence of envy towards any creature, 
forgiveness. fortitude ana absence of disrespect towards 
frienas are called (the bestowers of) 10Dg life by the 
wise. XXXIX. 53-4. 

KarnaParva. 

What is (inseparably) united with hannlessness is 
the certain duty LXIX. 57. 

Anushasana Parv/l. 

Beauty is the fruit of harmlessness. II. 

The progeny. becomes long-lived . by avoiaing 
flesh. 17. 
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Charity WIDS fame and harmlessness aecutet 
health. 19. 

A man giving security to all beings becomes free 
from all griefs. 2\.. LVII. 

Yuddishthira said:-"You ha\'e ofteb declared that 
harmlessness is the highest religion and (yet) you have 
laid that the manes are desitDus of flesh on oc:caslona 
of. Shraddha. \. 

Previously you have described the Shraddha 
. ceremony (as performed) with the help of ·varioUl 
kinds of flesh. but whence could flesh be got without 
killing! Thus there is a contradiction. 2. 

(What harm can there be to one) who kills to 
eat. who eats what olkers bring. who kills for others, 
and who eats what he buys? 4. 

Oh spotless one, I want to hear hOlD you the 
essential (truth). I want to asertain the decisive 
(truth) about the primeval religion. 5. 

Bhishma said:- Oh king. hear IDe speak the 
essential virtue obtainable frOID not eating flesh. and 
also. 0 delighter of the Kurus the best path (of 
obtaining) that virlue. 7. 

Those hi«h-souled men (who were) desirous oE 
abtaining beauty. constitutional perfection •. 10Di life. 
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llitellig&ce. vigou~, strength and memory; "Ii~v~ ~voidea" 
killing. 8. 

o delighter of the Kurus, formerly Conversation 
bften took place" between the Rishis on ihls matter. 
Oh yuaahishthita. heat what their 6plnliln is ~ 9. 

The monthly perforniance of horse-Sacrifices. by" a 
man duly fulfilling all the ~ows ana the avoiding ~of 
wine ana flesh are equally praiseworthy, b Yuddhi· 
shthira. 10. 

• 
o king. the wise seven 

the Marichipas commeDa 
flesh. II. 

sageS, Valkhilyas. and 
abstinenCe from eating 

A man avoiding flesh is iBassailable by any being 
ana IS trusted by all. He always wins the approbation 
bf the good. I~. 

The great sages at subduea (souls) have dedared 
the abstinence from eating flesh to be blessed. glorious. 
healthfUl. heavenly IIna highly blissful. 37 CXV. 

Harmlessness is. the supreme religion. greatest 
restraint. Doblest gilt. aild highest austerities. 38. 

Harmlessness is the grandest sacrifice. the best 
fruition. the most coraial friena ana excellent happiness. 
Gift in all the sacrifices,. bathing. in all the holy places. 
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'and the fruit of IP'fing every kind of gift are not equal 
in JIlerit as harmlessness. 39-40. 

He. who kills no being. acquires .( the fruit of) 
imperishable austerities. (is said) to perform constant 
sacri6ces. and is like the parent of all beings. 41. 

o best of Kurus. such is (the great) . fruit of 
harmlessness that it is impossible to describe all its 
virtues even within the space of a hundred years. 42. 
CXVI. 

Yudahishthira said:-From among harmlessness; 
Vedic rites. contemplation. restraint of the senses. 
austerities and service of the preceptor. which is the 
most beneficial to men} I. 

Brihaspati said:-Listen. I shall describe (to you) 
what is the most bendicial to a being. 3. cxfu. 

As the foot-prints of all other creatures moving 
on foot can be circumscribed within those of the 
elephant even so the ancients say that all other religions 
are comprehen,ded in that of harmlessness. 6-7. CXIV. 

Now from what has been said in the chapter on 
thE' exorbitaat price of flesh-eating ana also in this 
chapter it is abundantly clear that both the ancients 
and the moderns are at one in unequivacally condemn-

: iog !leah. eating. not simply because it is detrimental 
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to the physical, moral and material . wen being of 
mankind but also because it is highly inhuman and 
destructive of all that the noblest of men have. in all 
ages. longed and striven to reach. Let those who 

. doubt the correctness of this' statement make a careful. 
systematic an,! synthetic readi.ng of the Vedas, Brah· 
manas. 'Aranyakas, Upanishads, the Mahabharata and 
the Ramayana, and theSmritis. and they cannot but.be 
convinced that the crowning glQrY of " Hinduism. as 
well as that of }ainism and Buddhism. lies ill its 
highest evolution of the concept of Ahinsa. Hence 
let the Hindus remember that in so . far as they desert 
Ahinsa. they also desert the noblest and most glorious . 
portion of their spiritual heritage. . 



Th ......... nl Movam.nl of Cow-Preloodo" .... r .... d on II • 
.... So .... 1iaa .I!d PanJarapol_ and ramarks "n th ..... m.! 

w~en the eils of the inaKcriminate slaughter of milch 
and other CIIttle in Bombay IIIld other large citi~ 

of India bel3lDe too patent to be ignored any more, 
ana when protests again;t such slaug4t~r beg~ to \>e 
heard even froD;.. official quarters, so~ieties for the pro, 
tection of such animals began to be forme~ ill Inaia. 
01 th~e societies· the qamel of the f~lIowing dese~e 
to ~ esp~iiilly inention~ here ~-; . , 

( I) The AII-Inala Cow-Prot~ti!>11 Society, 
Sabarmati, Gujarat; 

(2) The Cow-Preservatioll League, Calcutta; 

(;) Islamic Gorakshana Office, Sitapore, U. P.; 

( ~ ) The Society. for th~ P.~ti911 ql Crudty 
to Allimals. M"dTa$; . . ... 

( 5) Sh~ Ghatkopar S.rv"jllQik Ji~da,. Kl.atl! 

or The Ghl\tkoPj:lr H \lll\aqi~iq!\ J\~s~at!oq 
!If BO\Dbal; 

( 6 ) Shree G!>rqkshlllc.. Malldali !l! Bengalo~; u.!~ 
( 7) The ~0!D~1 tIlIJIll!llta~i~ ~~. 
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Besides the societies mentioned above ther~ are 
nearly 250 Qthe! associations. scattered all over India! 
to work for the benefit 01 the lower ani~als. 

As· may well be seen from the . ~naian Humani. 
tarian, Vol. VI. Nos. 7 to 9 for the year 1932, the 
the Official Organ of the Bombay Humanitarian League, 
the Principal airections in wbich the: efforts 01 these 
IP,sociations are being m~de to. gi~~ security to the 
dumb creatures are :- . 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

To persuade the variolls N'\tive Stiltes of 
India 10 adopt legislative measures to stop 
~he slaughter o~ cows and other IIseful 
anirn!ll. ; 

T ~ press up'o~ ~he Prov~~cial and Central . 
Governments the necessity of adopting 
similar measures; . . 

To se~ I propaglllldists tl! various pl'lces of. 
pilgrimages, w~ere lIIIi!DaI.sacrifice~ are olferea~ 
to ais~de p~ople. from a~ing so; 

1'0 send propaganaists to cattle-markets tQ 

dissuade cattle-owners from 'selling theic , . 
~ttle t~ bu~chers ; 

To arrange to buy !Iff c~ttle bqught lip !l~ 

Uke.!y to b.e bgught liP ~.Y. b"tch~fs i . 
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6) To publish useful literature and arrange 
• Bhajan' and 'Kirtan' parties, to educate 
public opinion on the advantages ·of. a 
vegetarian diet from monetary, physical 
and humanitarian considerations;-

( 7 ) To appeal 10 the humanity of mea to 
discard cruel fashions and sports; 

( 8 ) To educate people to improve the breed 
of cattle; and 

( 9) To render veterinary advice and aid. 

Over and above the associations refered to above, 
aad working, along one or more of the lines of work 
indicated above, there are about 1,500 infirmaries 
and • Goshelas I to ameliorate the 'lot of the Indian 
cattle. 

Regarding these infirmaries and • Goshalas' we 
hold that though their number is so large. they really 
contribute very little to the solution of I naia's cattle
problem, which. is growing more ana more serious 
day by day, as _ may be gathered from the foUowing 
~tract :-

.. The Committee visited several Pinjarapoles to' 
see if any use could be maae of them in assisting the 
improvement of -the cattle of the country. After a 
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careful investigation and from inquiries made from the 
Managing Committees of these Pin:arapoles and from 
the manner in which they are, ruB. the Committee find 
that no usel uI work can be undertaken in these" para 
33 from the Report of the Committee appointed to 
consider the improvement and maintenance of the 
existing breds of cattle in the Bombay Presidency. 
1923. 

From the foregoing authoritative evidence, it is 
dear that if our charitable institutions. maintained for 
the benefit 01 the cattle. really wish to give their 
quota to the improvment ,of our cattle. so as to secure 
them I rom falling into the dutches of the butcher, 
and thus prove ·themselves worthy of the great ideal 
that they hold dear. it i. their first duty to so change 
their present mode of work as to meet the chdllged 
circumstances. 

We believe that if our • Goshalas' begin to 
encourage intelligent Indians, who might be willing to 
serve them after they are ,duly qualified to take up the 
work of scientific breeding dairying, by sending them 
abroad to lealn these arts, and then keeping them in 
their own employ, they shall cease to be simply dis
mal and dirty yards of warn"out. maintained, mutilated 
and diseased' cattle. but shall be turned into joyous 
and neat diary farms, brimming over with healthy, 
and happy cattle. without adding a single pie to their 
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turrent e:tpenses. In this c;onnei:tioli the (oJlowill!l 
passage deserves II careful consiaeration:":'" 

"The. Calcutta Panjaiapole Sociey. it has been 
!!fated. spends some Rs. 150.000 per annUm in pro. 
ionging •. for a shott pe.riod. the life of. say. a COJIple 
bf thousana cattle. many of which have already neail}' 
reached the end of their natural existence. If the 
Inaian merchants. who support this society who put 
ten years. subscriptions into a soundi, org lDised ana 
·properly equipped daiiy-!aim. they not only. wowil 
prevent the slaughter of. say. 2.000 yoimg cowe 
annully. but they would ptovide the citizens of Calcuttil 
with cheap. clean and pure milk. and at the same 
time earn for themselves a handsome .:'!ividend on theit 
money." Ag. GI. of Inaia. Vol. XVII., Part I. 
January 1922. 

It must have been dear from the proceeding 
extracts that if our Panjarapoles. couducted along 
antiquated lines. were to modify their present mode of 
Work on the basis of the" suggestions made in the last 
extract. they can render far more valuable services not 
only to the cattle but also to men. without adding a 
single pie to their present expenses. Therefore we 
cannot lay too much stress upon the great ned!ssity of 
theit immediately modirying their present mocle of work. 



Chapter VIII. 

Canalusian. 

IN concluaing this essay le~ us decla~e our firm 
belief that a thorough study of the cattle pro. 

blem in India cannot but briDg "added light to the 
students OR the great profound doctrine 81ft'"' and iiI~. 

Rec~less . destruction, whether of yegetation or of 
animals, involves not only the destroyers but also 
aeveral of their succeediDg generation into irreparable 
loss and immeasurable misery, In former days 
unrestricted destruction of forests in India destroyed 
the milaness of her climate spoiled some of her 
fertile tracts, led to a change in the character of 
vegetation, which in its turn, drove thl! people to the 
lIecessity of keeping goats ill, place of cows and 
other larger and more profitable animals, and fiDally 
the clestructiou made the rainfall uncertain mid thus 
exposed Inaia to oft. recurring famines. III the 
moaem days a similar destruction of the cattle has 
ruined the milch breeds of the country. raised the 
price of milch ud araught cattle exorbitantly high in 
consequeJlce led to physical debility, increased mortality 
ena deepeaing poverty, by seriously affecting the 
agricultutal ana industrial prosperity of the country. 
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And DoW the coUntry is threatened with utter ruin if 
the clestruction is persisted in any longer. Therefore 
"'~ stands lor the scrupulous avoidance of all 
wiiful aestruction so as to help the halanced order of 
Nature. 

On the other hana unlimitea multiplication of 
man or beast makes the struggle for life increasingly 
severer. engenders aeadly mutual conflict, and finally 
lowers the stanaard of physical well-being, moral and 
material aavancement, and spiritual attainement. Even 
if we. were to leave all these things out of ,count for 
a moment there is no escape from the fact that 'living 
being feed npon living hodies,---<li"RT in~: ..-r....~ 
however hara we may struggle to escape from it. 
Thus the very act of generation is inseparable from 
work of aestruction. Hence unlimited generation 
meails unlimited destruction.' And this unlimited 

. destruction muSt inevitably harden the lot of those who 
lire born. Hence ~ stands for a healthy chec:k on 
the production of those agencies that' .unevitahly tend 
to destruction. 

Therefore if we comhine tlie results of both the 
aoctrines it will be lound that in the ultimate analysis 
they stand lor the maximum good of the best of every 
species, hy restricting aestruction on one side. and 
putting a Healthy chec:k on the production of the 
agencies of aestruct ion on the other. 
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Besides. throwing an aaded light on the above
mentioned doctrines the study 01 . the problem cannot 
bUl aisclose to its stuaellts the universal kinship 
that subsists between human. animal ana vegetable 
kingC!oms. Let our kina readers bear the following 
lacts in mina then decide for themselves if they can 
see the universal kinship as we do. 

For the production of a good calf. it is necessary 
. that an immature bull should have no access to a cow,. 
Neither should an ola bull be allowea to do so. Do 
not both the laws hold good in the case of our 
own species also! Again to prevent deterioration 
it is necessary that there shoula be, no in
breeding. that is father and daughter. son and 
mother. or brother ana' sister. Do not the Hindu 
Scriptures proclaime the same thing from house-tops 
by conaemning such connections as h~inous sins ~ 
And do not· science ana civilization side with .the 

Hindu Scripture.. itleaat in' so far as this matter is 
concerned ~ Further t. stop' aegeneration no bull iDf' 
an inlerior breed shoula be matea with, a cow of • 

. superior breed.' Is not the same law beautilully 
re8~tea in the Hinau Scriptural injunction against 
~ marriages. i.e.. ,marriage. between males 
01 an inferior caste with the female of superior 
caste ~ And yet further to keep cattle in health. they 
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mUst be given claily exercise. Is not the same law 
applicable to all men ~ 

Coming to the vegetable . kingaom we feel. that 
we make no mistake in saying that Iaws!similar to those 
which predominate in the ethnological ana zoological 
lields also predominate in the botanical field. Therefore 
looking at the matter with the.aicl·of science we ought 
to have. or at least ooght to leam to have. as much 
regard for any organisim whatever as we have for our 
ownselves. However for aD practical purposes this 
law may be thus moaified. We shoula stooiously 
refrain from injuring thai organism. which we cannot 
'replace easily. and whose destruction. as in tk case of 
the Inaian cattle. brings danger to us, as well as Ihe 

'generations yet unbom; and must scrupulously replace 
, any oIher organism. whose clestmction was anavoidahle. 
which it is in our power to replace. -Guiiling our
selves by this practical rule we are forced to the COD· 

elusion that at present the nation should at ooce stop 

liDing cattle. because it is beyoncl its power to replace 
them and because their clestmcboa has seriously 
endangered and i. further endangering the future of 
the country. If however the natiOll persists in its folly. 
it shall bring on irretrievable loss' and .tiel mi •. 

Neverlheless it has to be remembered that al this 
Lour it is • stupendous task to laIile the cattle pro

-blem of Inai.. But in proportion to its ItupeDclons-
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ness it is fraught with issues of immense. magnitude 
and import to the happiness not only'cf India but 
also' of the world. Weare quite sure that India's 
fate . is bound up with that of her cattle, ana therefore 
if India allows them to faIl, she, too, shall have to' 
fall. And we believe that a fallen Inaia cannot but 
be a great drag on the progress of !'umanity. There
fore we sincerely pray to the Almighty to bestow. on 
us all the necessary wisdom to join in one' supreme 
effort to save the Indian ,cattle from a cruel fate and 
to improve their lot. because we can DOW say with 
the Varaha Purana without the least fear of exaggera
tion that :-

"There is no doubt ( but) that fortitude. 
sustenance, forbearance. nourishment; prosperity, 
memory. intelligence. moaesty. beauty, glory. leamirig, 
peacefulnes. wisdom and the)est issue - all these go 
(wherever) the cow goes • 

.. Wherever the cows. with the Lora of g~ds at 
• their head. are. there is the whole creation. Where 
. the 'cows. are. there are La~mi and the priminal 
Sankhya religion. The vener~ble cows are always 
present in all the forms." 

Let. then. God help us in . mending our former 
follies by. teaching us again the true worship of the 
•• Cow." 



APPENDIX A-
. ..... ~ 

::: .~ci ~.l -0 _0 Q :..!.rAI :2:: o~ ~.; :g~ o~ ~~ .-~ ~3~ 
Name of the .!! ; - i ~ ~ ~ 1 c a - ~ g" ~ u.2 :lII'(; ~ 

Country _. ,Ci .... ~ ::s ... ..! Total ·OW ~.- ... -.- -;;= 5." c: 
, lIS Q • ..: d lIS U o.u t'S .... ~ ~.g = .... - tIl.c·-

1).2 ... ;,; ZPo, Q"a> -v 0 ... i; ...... uC'il:i!1 e ... .!! 
~- -<..... :J u·_ ct''' CD l:" too "~.'" 

Great Britain I 
& Ireland___ - 74-5 19-0 40'6 __ • 40'6 1'85: 10'5: I 11 '7 3-5 1~:::~~~:~n:) 

Genuany -_. '113-7 52'1 18'4 4'3 22'7 5:12'3:1 107'20'21 Agricultural 

New Zealand- 64-3 17-324-7 '" 24-7 2- 6:11-8:1 3'1 8'0 ~:a~:\~~;c:~ 
Japan _. 91-7 16'8 -I 8-7 8'8 10' 4: 1 2: 1 1'3 6'7 1921 Romo, 

100-} U,S.A. Dopt. of 
U,S,A, -_. 1903'0 503'070'0 135' 883'0 .2:11'6:1 65'312 t9'!i1~~~r4~~~~ 

5~ ~ 
British India, 621'0 273'0 .. , 114'0 114'0 5' 4:12'3:1 145'0 '78. S 't' f 
Sina ,., 30'( 9'4 6'0 6'0 '5: 1 1'6:1 1 '8 3'3 ~g, taM .eso 
Bombay with ' India, 192021, 

Sind '". 78'0 42'7 -.. 7'0 7'0 II: 1 6: 1 9'9 '97 Vol, I, t.blo. 
Bombay 
without Sind. 48'0 33'3... I 0 1,0 48:1 33: I 8'1 '12 1,,2&5, 



Cc.mmenting on this table say the Committee. 
appointed to consider the maintenance and improve .. 
ment of the existing breeds of cattle in the Bombay 
Presidency. 1923. in their report ;-" In theU .. S.A. 
there are twelve acres of grazing land per .heaa _of . 
.1ive-stock. whereas in India there is only an area' of 
• 7 8 acre. This condition as it stanas is very unsatis
factory;' but when one remembers that such large areas 
are necessary in temperate ana sub-tropical countri~s. 
where the growth of grass is encouraged, not only by 
the climate, but also by public and Government enter
prise, it stands to reason that more land per head of 
live. stock is essential in a tropical country like Inaia. 
where practically nothing has,. been done to Improve 

,the: quaiity and capacity of these lands." 



Pl:E1l:SE READ. 
THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ON DIET. 

1 Testimony of science in favour of natural and 
Humane Diet. 

2 Is, Besh Eating morally defensible) 
3 Divine authority. 
<4 Cruelties of Flesh T rallic. 

Nos. \-4 written by Mr~ Sidney H. Beara 
5 Cost of Beef stick. 
6 The blpod guiltiness of ChristeDdom. By Sir W. 

E. Cooper, C. I. E. 
7 Our Real Relationship to God 
8 The Cancer Scourge, By Robert BeD. M. D. 

9 Diet for Cultured People. by Dr. Olafield, M. A. 
D. C. L.. R. C. P •• M. R. C. S. I. 

10 Adaresses and Essays on Ve&etarians by Anna 
Kingsford ana Edwara Maitland. 

11 Effect of Butcher's meat on Human body by 
Charles W. F orwara, and many other valuable 
publications of the Oraer of the : Golden Age. 
153. 155. Brompton Roaa. London.S. W. 3. 
Books NQ. 1 to 6 and many Qther_mall booklet. 

on diet can be haa from. 

The Bombay HumanUarian League, 

149. Shroff Bazar. BOMBAY, 2. 



FIGURES TELL A SAD TALE. 

Slaughte,. 01 Milch Cattle· at Bombay. 

Slaughtered at Band,.a. 

Years. Cows. Bullocks. Buffaloes. 

1927-28 33,723 10,743 19.101 

1928-29 .30.685 6.190 21.665 

1929-30 34.545 not available 19.862 

I 

1930-31 16,811 .. 19,666 

1931-32 13,871 .. 20,522 . 

1932-33 28,312 9,885 8,834 
I 

r933-34 I 30.797 11.637 7,618 

Please consider & help to stop the economic drain. 


